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Alcstract

This thesis describes the methodology and results from the investigation of three

areas of interest in High Energy Astrophysics. These areas are, firstly the structure of

the ejecta of SN 19874, secondly the propagation of cosmic rays through our galaxy

with energies greater than 1 x 1018 eV, and thirdly the detection of these same

extremely energetic cosmic rays. The method used to investigate each of these areas is

by computer simulation using Monte Carlo methods.

The principle of the Monte Carlo approach is to trace out a large number of

special cases for the problem being investigated and from the analysis of these infer a

general solution. The problem being treated may have many possible branchings and

the decision to follow a certain path is made by sampling from the appropriate

probability distribution. The iterative approach of this method makes it an ideal

application for high speed computers (for a review of Monte Carlo theory see James

(1980)) and the first use of Monte Carlo methods was in the simulation of neutron

scattering for the design of the first nuclear reactors in the 1950's using the first

primitive computers

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to SN 19874. It describes the generation of

radioactive isotopes within the supernova ejecta, their subsequent decay and

production of 7-rays. Chapter 2 details the Monte Carlo code used to treat the

propagation and energy degradation of 7-rays throughout the supernova ejecta.

Chapter 3 introduces the treatment of clumping of the elements within the supernova

ejecta and examines the effects on the X-ray and'y-ray lightcurves of SN 19874. The

results of the simulations are then compared with experimental data (Syunyaev et aL,

1990), theoretical calculations (Arnett, Fryxell and Muller, 1989) and another

simulation also investigating the structure of the ejecta of SN 19874 (Kumagai et aI.,

le8e).

A general summary of cosmic rays is contained within Chapter 4. This serves as

an introduction to Chapter 5 which investigates the propagation of cosmic rays lvith

energies greater than 1 x 1018 eV. In Chapter 5 the method for simulating cosmic ray

propagation is outlined including the effects of galactic magnetic field turbulence. From
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these simulations preclictions for cosmic ray anisotropy can be calculated. These results
are compared with experimental results (e.g. Fichtel and Linsley (19g6)) and other
treatments of the same problem (e.g. Giller et at. (rgg}) and Berezinsky et al. (rggr)).

As an introduction to Chapter 7, Chapter 6 outlines the theory of Extensive Air
Showers (EAS) which are generated when cosmic rays interact with the earth,s
atmosphere' Chapter 7 investigates different detector designs for the cletection of
cosmic rays rvith energies greater tha,n 1 x 101s eV. The method used to investigate
each of the detector designs is by the use of Monte Carlo methods and these are
outlined in some detail. Results from these simula,tions are then used to decide on an
optimum detector configuration.

Chapter 8 summa,r'ises the work presentcd in this thesis and discusses how the
work presented here could be further exte'ded in the future.
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Chapter 1

Snpernova 1987e

1-.1- Introduction

Supernova 19874 (hereafter SN 19874) was discovered by Ian Shelton in the Large

Magellanic Cloud (LMC) using a 10 inch astrograph at the Las Campanas Observatory

in Clrile at February 24.23UT 1987 (IAU Circular No. a316). From the detection of

neutrinos (Bionta et a1.,1987; Hirata et a1.,1987) resulting from the formation of a

neutron star, the core collapse can be timed at Þ'ebruary 23.316UT 1987. The

observation of neutrinos from the direction of SN 19874 represented the first detection

of extra-galactic neutrinos.

Supernova 19874 was defined as a Typ. II supernova by the presence of hydrogen

lines in its emission spectra with associated velocities ranging up to 0.lc (IAU

Circulars No. 4316 and 4317). The position of SN 19874 is at (White and Malin, 1987)

RA: 5h35^4g.g5s t 0.03gs (0.2t") ,

dec: -69"17'57-9" +.0.27" ,

for ecluinox (81950.0)
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L.2 Progenitor.

The stellar population in the LMC had been analysed in detail by virtue of its relative
closeness (- 55 kpc). This rnade possible the identification of the progenitor of SN
19874' The position given for SN 19874 coincided with a known B3I supergiant whic6
is called for convenience SI( -69 202 (short for star number 202 at dec -6g. in the
Sanduleak catalogue) (Walìrorn et al.,1gg7).

SK -69 202 was an unusual progenitor for a Typ" II supernova in that it was a
blue giant (Rousseau et a1.,1978) and not a red supergiant when it exploded. A red
supergiant is a star of luminosity of - 1000 tre and a radius of - 1000 -Rs with an
extremely dilTuse hydrogen envelope which may be undergoing mass loss. This
extremely high luminosity results from the expansion and cooling of the star late in its
evolution.

A more compact star, of a similar luminosity but with a smaller radius (- 10 rqs)
is called a blue giant. Generally the progenitor for a Type II supernova is expected to
be a red supergiant with a large distended envelope as opposed to a more compact blue
giant such as SK -69 202. This is because the shockwave resulting from the collapse of
the progenitor (see Section 1.3) is expected to lose a significant proportion of its energy
within the large envelope of a red supergiant, providing energy for the ensuing
lightcurve' For the smaller blue giant, the shockwave couples more efficiently with the
envelope, and its energy is converted into the kinetic energy of the ejecta.

The theories that give reasons as to why sK -69 202,, a blue giant and hence a
compact star, exploded to form a Type II supernova are divided into two areas (Arnett
et al',1989)' One suggestion is that the progenitor was a massive red giant which after
having lost most of its hydrogen envelope evolved into a blue supergiant. A blue
supergiant formed by this method is characterised by having no hydrogen envelope or
a very small envelope with a high helium concentration. This explanation for the
progenitor <it siv 19874 was invoked by chevalier ancl F-ransson (lgg7a), chevalier and
Fransson (1g87b), Shigeyama et al. (IggT), Woosley et al. (IggZ).

Ilowever there are some weaknesses to this argument. Stellar evolution models
(saio, Kato and Nomoto, 19gg; woosley, pinto and Ensman, 19gg) suggest that the
assumed mass and radius of SI( -69 202 before explosion allows only two classes of
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evolution. One is a star rvhich has lost a little mass, the other is a star which has lost

its entire hvdlogen envelope. Levels of mass loss between these two limits still produce

red supergiants. In this case the progenitor was a blue supergiant with a great deal of

evidence indicating that it also had a substantial hydrogen envelope at the tirne of co',-e

collapse. If it didn't have a substantial hydrogen envelope X-rays and 7-rays would

have escaped at a much earliel epoch after core collapse and their fluxes would have

been much greater. Also the spectrum of SK -69 202 was more abundant in hydrogen

than helium, again pointing to a substantial hydrogen envelope.

The otlier theory constructed to account for the compactness of SK -69 202 is the

low metallicit¡'of the LMC. Metal deficient stellar rnodels which evolve to blue supeÌ

gia,nts have been calculated (Saio, Kato and Nomoto, 1988; Woosley, Pinto and

Ensman, 1988).

The detection of a circumstellar shell, overaburrdant in nitrogen, surrounding SN

19874 (I(irshner, 1987) irnplies that SK -69 202 had spent some time as a red

supergiarit lvith this circumstella¡ material the result of preprocessing in the progenitor,

follorved by ma,ss loss (Fransson eú ø/., 1989). This has led to models (e.g. Hillebrandt

eú a/. (1987), Saio, Nomoto and Kato (1988), Woosley, Pinto and Weaver (19S8))

lvhich combine both low metallicity plus mass loss to explain the evolution of the

progenitor. In these models SK -69 202 burns hydrogen as a blue supergiant (- i x 107

years), then spends time as a red supergiant when burning helium (- 1 x 106 years)

before undergoing mass loss and evolving once again to a blue supergiant befo¡e it

explodes. In general the results obtained are still very dependent on model parameters.

The following represent the most likely physical characteristics for the progenitor:

1. A helium core 5-7 i\{o. This is determined by the luminosity of SK -69 202 since

the energy generated in the helium core contributes almost wholly to the

Iuminosity (Woosley et a1.,1987).

2. Prior to mass loss the mass was - 16-22 Me. This is calculated using the rnost

likely stellar evolution models (Hillebrandt et a\.,1987; Saio, Kato and Nomoto,

1988; Saio, Nomoto and Kato, 1988; !\roosley, 1988).

3. By knos'ing the distance frorn the LMC and the luminosity of SI( -69 202, tlie

.)



surface temperature can be inferred as being between 15,000-rg,000 K by
assuming a black body radiator.

4' The radius of the progenitor can be inferled frorn the time delay betweerr

neutrino detection and the optical outburst. This has been determined to be
(3+1) x 1012 cm (shigeyama, Nonroto and Hashimoto, lggg; shigeyama et a|.,,

1987; Woosley, Pinto and Ensman, 19gg).

5. The fact that sN 1g8zA wa,s subruminous by a factor of 10 compared to a

"normal" Typ" II supelnova also suggests that the progenitor lvas compact.

1.3 Typ" II trxplosion Mechanism.

Stars initially evolve from large gas cloucls which accrete due to gravity, producing
energy from the loss of potential energy ancl generating heat. When the temperature
reaches - 107 I(, protons overcome their Coulombic repulsion and fusion occurs. As
stars evolve the lighter elements fuse to form heavier elements, as in

H ------+ He ----+ Li ----+ Be ---+ ...

Stars with masses greater than - 8 Mo can ignite the advanced burning stages of
carbon, neon, oxygen and silicon rvhich will ultimately lead to the formation of an iron
core' For a 20 Ms star, these last burning stages occur in the last 1000 years of the
stars life, which is an extremely short time compared to the - 1 x 102 years when
hydrogen a'<l helium are the foremost energy sources (woosley and weaver, 19gg).
Thus the structure of a typical rype II pre-supernova star with a mass M,
8 Mo < M < 40 Mo resembles an onion. That is, the star is composed of difierent
layers with diflerent elemental abundances progressing from iron in the core to an at
least partially intact hydrogen envelope, with pressure and temperature reducing as
the distance from the core increases. A star of this type is usually a recl supergiant. As
mentioned previously, sI( -69 202 r,r'as different in being a blue giant, but the explosion
mechanism is essentially the same.

The progenitor in its last stages of evolution rea,ches the endpoint of energy
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generation once iron has been formed. Thus no energy is available to prevent the

progenitor from collapsing under its own gravitational pull. Electron degeneracy

pressure is overcome and relativistic electrons combine with core nuclei producing

neutrinos by inverse beta decay:

(1.1)

In fact all flavours of neutrinos and anti-neutlinos a,re ploduced. The intensities of

each type of neutrino are governed by rnan)/ different pÌocesses such as their individual

hydrodynamic, weak interaction ancl radiative properties. These neutrinos are trapped

within the core as the core reaches nuclear density, but dilfuse out when the star turns

supernova. Without any thermonuclear pressure fi'om fusion, or from relativistic

electrons, the iron core begins to collapse. Three main possibilities can occur here.

One is that the star may continue collapsing, thus forming a black hole. The second

possibility is that the dynamics of the collapse will produce a shock blowing the outer

layer of the star off. The remaining portion of the star whose mass is above the

Chandrasekhar limit (the Chandrasekhar limit is the mass above which a star cannot

support itself by electron degeneracy pressure - 1.4 I\{e ) remains as a neutron star

which supports itself by virtue of neutron degeneracy pressure. The third possibility is

that the remaining core mass, after a Typ" II supernova event, is above - 2.5 M6. The

gravitational force from this mass is suflìcient to overcome the neutron degeneracy

pressure and the star collapses to a black hole.

- A Typ" II supernova is an example of the second possibility noted above. It must

be said at the outset that the manner in which a Type II supernova occurs is not

completely understood. Simulations of Type II supernova explosions require as initial

parameters, conditions which may seem artificial (Arnett et a\.,1989; Wilson et al.,

1986; Woosley and Weaver, 1986). This applies to SN i9874 as well, however the basic

physical details are understood. There are tlvo main models. These are the "Prompt

I{ydrodynamical Explosion Model" and the "Delayed Explosion Mechanisrn Model".

5



1.3.1 Prompt Hydrodynamical Explosion Model
In this theory of the origin of Type II supernovae, the collapse of the iron core
proceeds in tlvo stages' The inner iron core, with a mass of typically 0.6-0.g M6 ancl a
temperature of typicary kT - 10-15 Mev (woosrey and weaver, 19g6) coilapses
homologously (i 'e' u x- r where u is the velocity of the collapsing core at radius r) . The
inner part of the iron core collapses with a velocity of - 20,000 km s-r. The outer iron
core ancl outer regions of the progenitor do not participate in the homologous collapse
of the core since the information that a collapse is proceeding can only propagate at
the speed of sound.

when the inner core reaches a density of - zpnu" - g x 10tn g cü-3, where pn,," rs
the density of an atomic nucleus, the nuclear force, which is usually attractive changes
sign and becorrres repulsive. Thus the inner core "stifens". This pressure, acting in a,n

opposite direction to the infalling supersonic matter, generates a shockwave. The
energy from the "stiffening" of the inner iron core, plus the rebound energy, as the
infalling matter rebounds off of the inner iron core, propagates the shock out of the
total iron core with enough energy to eject the rest of the star (_ 1 x 10sr ergs).

In this model, the shock has been generated and the explosion is underway in -
20 ms, hence its name. The critical problem with this model is that as the shock moves
through the outer regions of the iron core, photodisintegration and losses from
neutrino diffusion reduce the shockwave energy. This implies that the likelihood of the
shockwave exiting the iron core will depend on the total iron core mass.

1.3.2 Delayed Explosion Mechanism

The "Delayed Explosion Mechanism" employs the vast amount of energy released from
the collapsing core in the first seconds of collapse by neutrinos to assist the
propagation of the shockwave- Approxim ately gg% of the gravitational binding energy
of the neutron star formed is released as neutrinos. The vast majority of these
neutrinos do not result from the dynamics of the collapse but result from t¡e cooling of
the neutlon star on a timescale of seconds. This energy is - 100 times that needed for
a Type II supernova. For example, if the hydrodynamical shock is stalled, neutrinos
diffusing from the newly formed neutron star may couple their energy to the matter

6



behincl the shock, thus restarting it. The main problem with this scenario is the

coupling of the energy of the neutrinos to the matter behind the shock. Theoretically

(see Wilson et al. (1986)) the "Delayed Explosion Mechanism" method could be the

mechanism occurring for supernovae whose progenitors are large stars of mass M,

wlrele 45 Mo < M < 50 Mo. As yet there is no consensus as to the explosion

rnechanism responsible for SN 19874.

1.4 Nucleosynthesis in Supernova Shock 'Waves

Fusion of the lighter elements within a star does not continue to the iron group outside

of the iron core. At large temperatures (> 10e K) the energy losses from neutrino

emission dominate the pre-supernova element formation occurring in the inner regions

of the star. These energy losses make heavier element burning impossible on a large

scale. This implies that the last effective energy generation process for a star is 160

burning to 24Si and to a lesser extent 32S, this occurring - 1 year before cole collapse

and a possible supernova event.

Bodansky, Clayton and Fowler (1968) and Trurap, Arnett and Cameron (1967)

showed that as the shock wave from a supernova passed through the regions of 160,

'nsi, 
ttt and 12C within the progenitor, the iron group elernents could be formed.

What follows is a brief qualitative review of these theories.

The temperature 7 and density p of the stellar environment immediately

follorving the passage of the supernova shock is

T> 5 x 10e K p-1.3 x 107 I cm-3. (r.2)

At this ternperature and density photodisintegration occurs. The most resistant

element to this process is 24Si, this being relatively stable to a-decay in these

conditions. This implies that the most abundant element is 24Si at one thousandth of a

second after the shock wave has passed. The details of the calculations also show that

there will be limited quantities of 12C, 160 and 32S. New elements will be createcl when

t'C, too and 32S cornbine with free a-particles and protons resulting from

photodisintegration following the shock. Bodansky, Clayton and Fowler (1968) and

I



'Iruran, Arnett and Cameron (1967) have shown that the rnost abundant elements
produced by this mechanism are the iron group elements, in particular s6Ni.

It is important to remember that this process does not occur throughout the
stellar environment, but primarily insicle the silicon sirell of the ple-supernova star
which is located in the inner regions of the star. The raclius to rvhich this occur.s can
be estimated using (Woosley and Weaver, 1986) an approxirna,te exp.ession for the
terrrperature behind the shock ?'. This is found by equating the racliation densit y o,T4
(where ¿ is the radiation density constant) multiplied by the volurne behind the shock

t"R" to the explosion energy Eo (- 10s1 ergs) resultirrg in

r= I 3& \i= \4rR%) (1'3)

This implies, assuming shock nucleosynthesis for ? > 10s K, that all of the material
interior to '¿3 : 3500 km should be processed mai'ly to the iron group elements. This
process is responsible for the abundances of elements with atomic weights 2g < A < 57.
It was poi'ted out by clayton, colgate and Fishman (1g6g) that 7-ray li'es produced
from the decay of 56Ni to its daughter products rnay be of sufficient strength to be
detected in Type II supernova,e of distances less than 1 Mpc away. The extent to which
this energy source is important fo¡ the evolution of the supernova and the prospects for
detection of X-ray and 7-ray from SN 19874 will be considered in the next section.

1-.5 Radioactive Decay of b6Ni.

The arnount of 56Ni produced in SN 19874 can be determined by calculating gre
energy resulting from its decay i.e.

so¡¡ 6'19" soço 77d3{"uF" 
,

where the quantities abol'e the arrows are the respective half lives fol decay to the
daughter product' The 56Ni produced at the core regions of sN 1gg7A decays rapidly
to 56Co (trlr:6.1 days). The 7-rays produced by each decay of cobalt to 56Fe have a
spectrum given by Table 1.1. The total energy per decay is - 3.b MeV typically in the

8



Decay Energy (kev) Probability of emission
for a line per decay

1

2

3

4

5

6
ry
I

8

I
10

11

t2
13

t4
15

16

t7
18

19

20
2l
22

23

511

734
788

847

978

1038

1140

1175

1238

1360

1443
1772
181 1

1964

2015

2035
22t3
2598

3010

3202
3254
3273
3452

0.3800

0.0021

0.0030
0.9998

0.0144

0.1408
0.0015
0.0224
0.6758
0.0428

0.0020

0.1600
0.0048

0.0072
0.0309

0.0795
0.0063
0.1672
0.0100

0.0303
0.0743
0.0176
0.0086

Table 1.1: Table of 7-ray emission probabilities for the decay of 56Co 
----+ 

s6Fe from
Ambwani and Sutherland (1988).

form of three photons.

Thus the total 7-ray photon genèÌãtion rate of the core 1f.r(ú), is

Iç(t) - 6.4 x 1048M¡¡exp(-t/113.7 days) photons s-1 , (1.4)

where ùl¡¡ is the mass of 56Ni in units of solar masses.

From this, the total gamma ray luminosity L.r(t) of the core can be calculated by

multiplying I{1þ) by the mean energy of each decay photon 8., ( - 1.2 MeV)

L.,(t): I{¡t) xE,

I

(1 5)



Therefore, a lower limit of the amount of nickel needetl to account for the bolometric
lightcurve can be calculated, assuming the energy comes from the decay of nickel
followed by cobali. This can apply at times after 100 clays from the cor.e collapse, when
the energy powering the supernova colnes directly from the radioactive input and not
from the initial sllpernova shock wave. 7-rays interact within the ejecta, thermalìsing
their energ¡ which is then released in the optical, UV and infrared wavelengths
contribuiing to the bolometric lightcurve. For times greater than - 400 days, a
significant proportion of the X-rays and 7-rays will leak directly f¡om the ejecta, not
contributing to the bolometric lightcurve. The mass of cobalt needed to power the SN
19874 bolornetric lightcurve has been investigated by Woosley, pinto and Hartman
(1989) who found that 0.075 Me of 56Co and 57co ca' account for experimental
observations' This can be seen in Figure 1-1. The abundance by mass of szNi ancl
hence 57Co is very small compared to 56Co, with the ratio of szCo to uuCo - 0.025.
Also the half life of 57Co is 27r days, which implies that the energy by decay will be
small in the 100-400 day interval after core collapse. This implies that the inclusion of
57Co makes a very small difference to the calculation. At later times past core collapse
(700 days), ttCo, 44Ti and 22Na will take over the radioactive input. of energy to the
supernova ejecta.

1.5.1 Calculation of 7-ray line flux

Not all of the ''.-ray energy is trapped in the ejecta. There remains a possibility of
detecting characteristic emission lines from the 56Co decay. As an introduction to the
full radiative transfe¡ ptoblem covered in Chapter 2, theexpected .lray line flux is
calculated for the most prominent line emission using a simple envelope model.

A simple assumption for the expanding enverope is to assume spherically
symmetric homologous expansion (Mastichiadis, Kylafis and ventura, lggg;
I\{astichiadis, ogelman and Kirk, lggg; Mccray, shuil and sutherland, 19g7). The
ejecta will have a velocity profile u(r.,t)

u(rrt) : V",n. l: . \=vexP ^\R(qi' (1.6)
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where r is the radius, I is the time,V.,, is the expansion velocity of the outer edge of
the envelope, ,R(ú) : v"rt and uniform density is assumed. The optical depth and
hence the escape probability of photons can be calculated in this model quite simply.
Photons scatter off from electrons in the supernova ejecta, so the Thomson optical
depth 17 is used. This is defined as

ry'(t) : n"o7h(t) , (1.7)

where n. is the number density of electrons and ø7 is the Thomson cross section and
describes classically the scattering of photons and electrors. d7 is equal to 6.65 x 10-2e

m2. t

Relation 1.7 can be rewritten to obtain

3N.o7
17

ar(R(t))2 ' ( 1.8)

where N. is the number of electrons within the envelope. If we assume, as an
approximation, solar abundances for the envelope (in reality, abundances may be
heavier due to the advanced stage of nuclear burning, or lighter due.to SN lggzA being
in the metal poor LMC) then

( 1.e)

where Va is velocity in units of 10a m s-L , M.nu is the mass of the envelope in solar
masses and t* is time in months.

Thus the optical depth scales as 7 f t2 and as time goes on it would be expected
that the 'y-ray lines will be detected. However the decay of cobalt must also be taken
into account' Therefore the total 7- ray line flux detected at earth would be expected
to evolve as

F-,(t) : I{.,(Ð exp(-0.3rr (ú) )
4¡r D2

photons cm-2 s-l , ( 1.10)

where D is the distance from earth to the LMC. 4 is multiplied by 0.3 to take into
account that the l{lein-Nishina cross section (which accurately describes scattering of
photons at high energies) is lower than the Thomson cross section at 1 MeV. Thus the

rr(t) - 24ffi ,
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approximate time that 7-ray lines will be detected can be calculated using known

detector thresholds. Equation 1.10 can be rewritten as

(1.11)

To obtain the flux at a certain time for a given line, F.r(f) must be multiplied by the

probability of that line being emitted (see Table 1.1). If the flux for the 847 keV line is

calculated using this method, then at four months a flux of - 5 x 10-4 photons cm-2

s-l is obtained. This suggests that at four months the 847 keV line should be

detectable with detector sensitivities at a few times 10-a photons cm-2 r-t (".g. Share

eú ø/. (1988)).

However, with the homologous model a constant density is assumed throughout

the envelope. This is too simplistic. In reality, the envelope consists of shells of varying

metallicity. If the Thomson optical depth at six months is calculated for the helium

core (i.e. all of the material interior to and including the helium shell) using a radius of

2 x 1015 cm, a mass of 4.5 Mo (i.e. ignoring the degenerate core) and taking into

account the enhanced metallicity of this region then rz' - 70 is obtained. Clearly this

will dominate the exponential term in Equation 1.11. Gehrels, MacCullum and

Leventhal (1987) perform a more detailed calculation for a 15 Me progenitor with a

4.5 Mo He core. They obtain a peak flux for the for the 847 keV line of - 3 x 10-4

photons crn-2 s-1 at 580 days and a slightly higher flux for the 1238 keV line 30 days

earlier. Ebisuzaki and Shibazaki (1988b), Grebenev and Syunyaev (1987a), Itoh et al.

(1987), McCray, Shull and Sutherland (1987), Pinto and Woosley (1988b) and Xu,

Sutherland and McCray (1988) also obtained similar results.

The calculations presented here are approximate, as the clistribution of cobalt

within the envelope mass is assumed to be concentrated at the centre. As for the

X-rays resulting from the comptonisation of the ?-ray lines, this is a more complicated

calculation. A Monte Carlo method for solving this problem is described in Chapter 2.

4(¿) o 1 5 x exp (- (*. #)) nhoto,,, crn-2 s-l
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Chapter 2

Modelling of X-ray Emission frorn

sN 1987^

2.L Introduction

The evolution of the X-ra5' emission from SN 19874 results from the Compton

scattering and consequent photoabsorption of energy degradecl ?-rays. These 7-rays

result from the radioactive decay of elements produced by supernova shock

nucleosynthesis. The details of these physical processes will be described here. The

structure and elemental abundances within the supernova ejecta will also determine

the evolution and spectral characteristics of the X-ray emission. A multi-zoned model

of the ejecta is used, with concentric cells of varying elemental abundance. The

particular model used is adapted from an already published model of the ejecta. The

details of this adaptation are discussed. The computational procedure that models the

propagation of photons through the multi-zoned ejecta is then analysed.

2.2 Photon-Electron Interactions

2.2.L Comptonisation.

Compton scattering of photons occur when a photon interacts rvith a free electron.

This may also occur with electrons bound to an atom, provided that the photon energy

is large compared lvith the binding energy of the electron. There are two types of

15



Compton scattering. Compton-down scattering occurs when the energy is transferred
from the photon to the electron, thus resulting in photon energy loss. This is the case
for 7-rays interacting with electrons in the supernova ejecta. Compton-up scattering
(known also as inverse Compton scattering) is the reverse case, where relativistic
electrons transfer energy to low energy photons, thus raising their energy. For the
supernova ejecta, the electrons can be considered to be stationary since the velocities
associated with their thermal and expansion energies are negligible compared with c
the speed of tight.

The expression for the frequcncy change for Compton scattering of a photon of
frequency u to utis derived (see for example Pozdnyakov, Sobol,and Syunyaev (19s8))
AS

I-1""
(2.1)

u'

u u
C l;;p (1-cos0)'

where

u : lu-l the electron's initial velocity.

c is the velocity of light.

7 is the Lorentz factor equal to 't u2

' rn, is the electron mass - 5n #.
p : t ' ô, where Â i, th" photon's initial direction and ô is the electron,s initial

velocity unit vector.

p' : fr'. ô and Ê, is the photon,s final direction.

cos d : ît . ît'. See Figure 2-1.

The diflerential cross section for Compton scattering (see, for example, Akhiezer
and Berestetskii (1965)) is given by

1-

dor

+

a X
1pu

C

(Ð (2.2)
e

dQ 2-y, (

where

x : T + î + n(+ _å) * n(+ _ 
+),,*;: #t (t - i),

,¡: #t (r - f) *a
r": G#;p, the classical electron radius.
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e is the charge of an electron ru i.6 x 10-1s C.

å is Planck's constant - 6.63 x 10-3a J s.

es is the permittivity of free space - 8.g5 x 1012 F. m-1.

The energy change a photon undergoes on scattering with an electron can be
readily obtained from Equation 2.1 i.e.

E'-E AE l"', _ l"u _
CC ¡*a0 - cos d)

1-E-!-¡ E
' c '1m"r2

(1 - cos 9)EE

The total ross section for this i teraction is called th lflein-Nishina cross ection

,+lh_!_å) ,"r,_tr;)_to5+I_=, , 
=, I

oKN:'r 
L\'-t-r?l , ïi z(t+r?)1 . (2.4)

+l',. cos2 o ¡ h2v2(t-cosd)2 1( 1 \
I\rm-.-o/

The Case of Stationary Electrons.

Simplification of the differential cross section, the energy transfer and the total cross
section is obtained by assuming stationary electrons. As notecl previously the velocities
of electrons are small within the ejecta so uf c__+ 0 and 7 _+ 1.

Therefore the differential cross section reduces to

(2.3)

, (2.5)

(2.6)

do

d0
2

and Equation 2.3 simplifies to

AE E (1 - cos d)

E 1+ ;;7 (1-cosd)'

From this it is easier to see the dependence of energy transfer on the initial
energy of the photon. For example if the original photon energy E 4 m"c2 then

AE -E
E m"c2

(1-cosd)<1,

andfor ESm.c2
AE_ )l
E

Therefore higher energy photons will lose a greater proportion of their energy per
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scattering event. Thus high energy photons u'ill lose theil energy very quickly when

scattering with a cloud of stationary electrons. Lower energy photons will need to

scatter many times to lower their inìtial energy significantly.

The rnodified Klein-Nishina closs section is identical to Equation 2.4 except that

r;: ?5.The Klein-Nishina cross section for electrons at rest is shown in Figure 2-2.
' nzcc'

2.2.2 Photoat¡sorption.

Photoabsorption is the process in which a,n atom absorbs a photon, resulting in an

electron being either ionised or being raised to a hìgher energy level within the atom.

The lifetirne of an electron in an excited state is typically - 10-7 to 10-e sec, after

which the excitecl electron returns to the original energy level, emitting a photon of

energy equal to the energy differelce of the atomic levels.

Diffelent elements have different cross sections for photoabsorption because of

each element's unique atomic structure. The heavy elements are the most important

with regard to the photoelectric opacity of the supernova ejecta. These elements have

cross sections nany orders of magnitude higher than, for example, hydrogen. The

cross-sections used are linear approxirnations. These are listed in Table 2.1. These

were checked by comparison with experimentally measured photoabsorption cross

sections (Veigele, 1973) and found to be very accurate (- 99%).

The total overall photoabsorption cross section for a zone within SN 19874 will

depend on the elemental abundances of that zone. Since the supernova model we use is

multi-zoned, it is necessary to define an average photoabsorption cross section for each

zorLe- The number of atoms I{¿ of type i can be determined by

(2.7)

where

fuf 
"nn" 

is the mass of the zone of interest,

X¿ is the abundance by weight of element i for the zone of. interest.

Iú. is Avogadro's number and

A; is the atomic weight of element i
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Table 2.1: Table of photoabsorption cross sections used

Define the average photoabsorption cross section for a, zone as

Element Atomic No. Cross section or(E) (rn')
r (t%*)'* ro-,.

hydrogen
helium
carbon
nitrogen
oxygen
neon
magnesium
silicon
sulphur
argon
calcium
titanium
chromium
iron
cobalt
nickel

I
2

6

I

I
10

T2

I4
16

18

20

22

24

26

27

28

1

I
I
1

I
I
1

I
1

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

0-e.25

0-7.5(ì
g-a.ea

0-a.(12
g-4.31

0

0

0

0

0

0

-3.82

-3.41

-3.06

-2.77

- 2.58

-2.37

¡-2.13
g-1.88

0- 1.73

0-1.60

0-1.47

(2.8)

where øo, is the individual photoabsorption cross section for each element i.

Figure 2-3 shows the total average photoabsorption c.ross section for solar

metallicity. Comparing this with Figure 2-2, or.e can see that the photoabsorption

cross section dominates at energies less than - 10 keV. For higher than solar

metallicity, the larger heavy element photoabsorption closs sections will dorninate.

This will increase the photoabsorption cross section at all energies and thus increase

the energy at which photoabsorption dominates over Compton scattering.

An important eflect altering the cross section for 56Fe is the li-a line absorption

edge. This is taken into account by putting ¿r discontinuity in the cross section at the

absorption edge. A comparison between this procedure and the experimentally

determined cross section (Veigele, 1973) for 56Fe can be seen iu Figure 2-4. In this

figure a sharp discontinuity can bc seen in the measured photoabsorption cross section
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1'or iron aL 7 'l keV. Absorption of a photon at this energy results in the almost
instantaneous emission of a photon of 6.4 keV. A sirnilar process occurs for s6Co,

however the yield is much smaller and not taken into account here. This process also
occurs at lower energies for the other elements and at lower yields ancl so these

emission lines rvere not considered.

2.3 Numerical Model of SN 1ggZA.

In order to calculate the 7-ray line flux, the continuum emission fluxes, the lightcurve
and the spectlal characteristics in the energy range considered, a detailed model of the
envelope must be constructed' This model must incorporate how quantities such as

elemental abundances, velocity and mass vary with respect to their position in the
supernova ejecta' Bach of these factors will directly determine the optical depth of the
ejecta and hence the escape probability of radiation from the envelope. No attempt is
made here to derive such a model from first principles, but rather a widely accepted
rnodel is used in a simplified form.

2.3.1 Previous Models.

The original rnodel used here is Moder 10I{MM (pinto and woosley, 19gga). This
model has been used largely because of its availability. Also it has been very successful
in reproducing known characteristics of SN lgSzA (woosley, pinto and Hartman,
1989)' other models can be found in Arnett, Fryxell and Muller (1gg9), Arnett and Fu
(1989), Grebenev and syunyaev (lggzb), Itoh ct at. (rgBT), saio, Kato and Nomoto
(1988), saio, Nomoto and Kato (1ggg), shigeyama, Nomoto and Hashimoto (1ggg),
shigeyama et al- (rg87), woosley (lggs), woosley et al. (rgg7) and woosley, pinto
and Ensman (1988).

2.3.2 Model 10HMM

Model 10HMM, which models the post-supernova ejecta, was creveroped from
computational models of stellar evolution. The initial step in modelling the supernova
ejecta was to take results from simulations of already pre-evolved cores of 15, 20 and
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Parameters A B C D tr P G H I
l\{ain Sequence Mass (M6)
Ile core mass (l\{6)
FI envelope (l\{s)
logLfLs
Ra,rlius/1012 cm
T'.¡ ¡I}a Ii
Explosive I(B (105r ergs)
M(s6Ni)(Mo)

15

4.L

5

4.5
2.5

t4
0.52
0.06

15

4.1
10

4.7
2.9

l4
0.52

0.06

15

4.r
5

4.5

2.3

l4
3.2

0.08

15

4.1

10

4.7

2.8

I4
3.2

0.08

15

4.r
5

4.6

5.8
q

0.52
0.06

20

6.2
5

5.1

5.8

t2
1.44

0.44

20

6.2
5

5.1
.t .)
L.)

19

2.7',.1

0.16

'20

6.2
10

5.1

5.5

t2
1.44

0.44

35

14.3

3

5.6

3.5
25

1.19

0.26

Table 2.2: Different Progenitor Models (Woosley, Pirrto and Ðusmarr, 1968).

35 Mo pre-supernova stars which had evolved without mass loss (Wilson ct a\.,1986).

Attached to these cores were hydrogen envelopes of different ¡nasses ancl raclii

(Woosley, Pinto and Ensman, 1988). Witlì this model of the progenitor, a shock in the

form of a supersonic piston was initiated in the central regious of the cole. T'he actual

position is determined by the density gradient near the iron core. A shock wave is

formed and this propagates outward through the progenitor. Sltocli nucleosynthesis

occurs as the shock moves through the progenitor and the elenental abundances

change accordingly. Some of the various stellar initial conditions testecl can be seen in

Table 2.2.

Initially, there was some doubt that SI{ -69 202 had in fact exploded. It is

interesting to note however, that the progenitor characteristics inferred from the

supernova closely matched those of SI( -69 202. At early times past core collapse, the

main observational paramete,r with which model predictions could be compared was

the bolometric.lightcurve of SN 19874. The detection of the 847 and 1238 keV 1-ray

line emission (Dotani et a1.,1987; Matz et a1.,1988) in August 1987 provided a much

more stringent test of envelope models. The detection of the hard X-ray continuum

(Syunyaev et u,l.,1987a; Syunyaev et a1.,1987b) resulting from the comptonisation of

the cobalt emission lines, also detected at approximately the same time, provided

spectral infolmation to which simulations could be compared.

Model 10H (see Table 2.2), where the 10 refers to the mass of the hydr'ogen

envelope, \\'a,s one of the preferred choices as a model of the likely supeÌllova progenitor

(\Voosley, 1988), except for its inability to describe the carly appearance of the hard
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X-ray continuum and the -y-ray lines. The amount of 56co needed to power the
lightcuÌve is - 0.075 M6 (see section 1.5). For this mass of s6co, the expected
appearance of the Tray line flux at 847 keV is - 1.5 years (see Section 1.5.1). As with
Arnett and F\ (1989), Bussard, Burrows and The (1g8g), Ebisuzaki and Shibazaki
(1988a), Fu and Arnett (i9g9), I(umagai et al. (rggg), Leising (19gs), pinto and
!\ioosley (1988a), woosley, pinto and Bnsman (1ggg) and yamada, Kasahara and
Nakamu.a (1989), the suggested mechanism to explain the early appearance of the g4T

keV flux was to invoke mixing of the cobalt from the core of the ejecta to the outer
layers' Model 10H incorporated this mechanism (Woosley, l9g7) yielding model 10HM.
The overall density-velocity profile of model 10H was maintained, but the elemental
composition alterecl to simulate cobalt mixcd to the upper layers and hence greater
velocities' This lowers the column depth to the cobalt ancl consequently 7-rays ancl
X-rays can escape the ejecta at earlier times. Model 1OIIMM (pinto and woosley,
1988a; \A/oosley, Pinto and IIartman, 1989) has the cobalt mixed even more, i' order
to further irrcrease the agreement with observations. The mixing of cobalt is done in
such a rrÌanner as to preserve spherical symmetry. No attempt is made to simulate any
possible anisotropies in the distribution of cobalt.

2.3.3 Model Used for Simulation

The model used in this report is a variation upon model IOIIMM. In order to reduce
computational time, the original 69 zone model was reduced to an 1g zone model,
model 10HMM (ave).

Comparisons of abundances of each element from 10HMI\{ and the new lg zone
model 10HMM (ave), showed that approximating model 10HMM using 1g zone is
adequate' Table 2'3 shows how this procedure is carried out. Less averaging over zones
is carried out for the hydrogen envelope to ensure that the metallicity is not enhanced
in this region by averaging over high and low metallicity zones. Simulations showecl
that the metallicity of the envelope is the most important factor in determining the
spectral shape of the X-ray data, particularly in the energy range b-50 kev wher.e the
effects of photoabsorption are the most important. parameters such as the zone,s
energy' luminosity, entropy, pressure and nuclear entropy are not directly nee¿ecl by
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Zore Radius
(..")

Mass
(Nro)

Expansion velocity
(cm s-l)

Equivalent zones

in Mod. 10HMM
1

2

3

4

5

6

I

8

9

10

11

12

13

I4
15

r6
17

18

6.73.1 x 10r'r

1.011 x 1015

1.311 x 1015

1.562 x 1Ors

1.El0 xl01s
2.235 x 1015

3.244 x 1015

3.693 x 1015

4.090 x 1015

4.500 x 1015

4.980 x 10rs

5.628 x I015

6.143 x I015

6.647 x 1015

7.553 x 1015

1.127 x1016

1.634 x 1016

2.096 x 1016

t.714
2.076
2.709
3.639
4.819

6.r96
7.4 68

8.719
9.975
tr.232
12.489

13.745

1,1.513

15.029
15.641

16.202
16.253
16.257

4.863 x 10?

7.091 x 107

9.199 x107
1.105 x 108

1.274 x 108

1.568 x 108

2.273 xl08
2.589 x 108

2.866 x 108

3.1õ3 x 108

3.{90 x 108

3.944 x i08
4.303 x 108

4.655 x 108

5.267 x 108

7.802 x 108

1.145 x10s
1.397 x 10s

r12

3,4,5,6,7
8,9,10,11,12
13,14,15,16,17
18,79,20,2L,22
23,24,25,26,27
28,29,30,31,32
33,34,35,36,37
38,39,40,4L,42
43,44,45,46,47

48,49,50,51,52
53,54,55,56,57
58,59,60
6r,62
63,64

65,66
67,68
69

Table 2.3: Model 10 HIVIM (ave) palameters at 180 days past core collapse. The radius
given is the outer radius of the zone. The mass is the mass interior to the radius. The
expansion velocity is the velocity of the ejecta at the outer edge of the zone. The last
column shows the equivalent zones between model I()FIMM (ave) and the 69 zone model
1OHMM.

the X-ray and 7-r'ay propagation simulation. The abundances by mass of each element

in model 10HMM (ave) are containcd in Appendix A.

2.4 Computational Procedure

The method of simulating the interaction of cobalt ernission 7-rays rvith the supernova

ejecta uses Monte Carlo techniques. The particular technique used is the method of

weights (for a general review of Monte Carlo techniques as applied to Comptonisation

problems see Pozdnyakov, Sol¡ol'and Syunyaev (1983)). The assumptions made in this

model in order to sirnplify con-rputations are

1. The temperature of the ejecta is assumed to be zero i.e. the effects of ejecta

temperature are negligible rvhen dealing witli the production of X-rays in the
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energy range considered

2' The only radioactive source used is 56Co. Considering the tir-ne periocl (1g0-g00
days after core collapse) all other radioactive elenrents contribute ncgligibly tcr

the X-ray flux

3' Any effects due to Doppler shifting from the expansion of the e.lecta are ignored.

4' No other interaction effects, such as pair-production, are taken into a,ccount in
the models' The cross section for these various processes are negligible compared
to Compton and photoabsorption cross-sections for the energy r¿ì.nge consiclered.

2.4.L Cobalt line emission.

A 7-ray will be emitted with an energy determined by the probability of emission of
that line in the decay uuco --, 56Fe (see Table 1.1). The six rnost p'obable ernission
lines are used' The ejecta is divided into 18 zones, each having their orvn inclivi¿ual
elemental abundances. The zone of emission is chosen bv the Proportion of the mass of
56Co in tha't zone relative to the total mass of 56Co in the ejecta. The position of
emission within the chosen zone is determined by sampling a ra'dom number ,, € (0,1)
and choosing the radius r of emission to be

r : [r!n * æþ]", - ,i")]å , (2.e)

where r;' is the inner radius of the zone and ror¿ is the outer radius of the zone.
At this position thc photon is euritted isotropically. The photon is assigned with

an initial weight of us: 1.0. This weight will be modified accorcling to the particular
processes the photon undergoes.

2.4.2 Escape probability

The direction of propagation will determine how many zones that photon will need to
travel through in order to escape the ejecta. The zones have diffe'ert elc'rental
composition and so the particular zone crossed will have different attenuation
properties for the emitted photon- The method used to describe the interaction
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probabilities of the photon is the optical depth r. The optical depth for a medium of

size I ancl with a number density of scatterers n" is defined as

¡l

Jo 
n"(r)o(E,r) dr , (2.10)

where o(E,r) is the interaction cross section which generally depends on the energy E

of the pìroton. Since photoabsorption and Compton scattering are both occurring,

individual optical depths are defined

IL

rp(E): D n^;¡op;¡(E)A/¡ , (2.11)
j=1

rc(E):Ë n.;¡o¡¡¡¡(E)A/¡. (2.t2)
j=l

Referring to Figure 2-5 rvhich shows a simplified three zone model of the supernova

ejecta, it can be seen that the index i refers to the zone number, whereas the index j
refers to the jtr' zone being crossed starting from the point of emission or point of

scattering to the edge of the ejecta. Thus the summation is over the number n of zones

crossed. It is quite possible for a given path that a zone may be crossed more than

once. The quantities defined in Equations 2.11 and 2.L2 are rp(E) the optical depth

due to photoabsorption and rc,(,E) the optical depth due to Compton scattering, each

for a photon of energy E. ap;(E) is the photoabsorption cross section for zone i for

photon energy E. This cross section will vary according to the elemental makeup of the

zone (see Equation 2.8). oy¡¡(E) is the Klein-Nishina cross s_ection (see Equation2.4),

Af is the distance travelled through the jrå zone intersection, n,,; is the number

density of nucleons in zone i and n"¿ is the number density of electrons in zone i.

Defining the total optical depth rrot -- rp I rc, the probability of a photon

escaping P""" rvith this trajectory is then

P"". : exp(-ryr1) (2.13)

Now the initial weight is multiplied by P""" and stored. This portion is considered to

b.ave escaped the ejecta. The remaining weight w;+t : w;(I - P.".) rvill continue
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interacting within the ejecta.

2.4.3 Path Length.

The distance travelled along the given trzLjectoly before an interaction occurs is

calculated by random selectiou. Stalting from the point of emission (or from the point

of last scattering) the optical clepth is calculated clìscretel.y for each zone crossed. A

cumulative escape probabiìity It!", can thr:n be calculated

À-

P:", -- ex¡r(- Ðtr^.¡) ,t : 1, ...,n , (2.t4)
J=I

rvhere rTot:Di=rrr.ti.This sum is frorn the initial zone of emission (or scattering) to

tþe final zone at the edge of the ejecta. As Ä; inclea,ses Pj. rvill become smaller. The

maximum value of fr is the number of zones thc photon path will cross between the

interaction point and the edge of the cjecta.

To sclect a path length, P¿, a random nurnber' :r € (0,1) is chosen. Frotn the

sampled e the shell of interaction is found by checking the condition Pj;1 > x ) P!""

for k : 2,. .. ,n. If for all pairs of Pj;;1 and Pi" the r chosen does not satisfy the

above inequality, then another random number is chosen until the above criterion is

satisfied. This value of r will define uniquely a pathlength along the trajectory. It has

already been determined that the photorr interacts in zone k. It is just necessary to

determine at what point along the trajectory in zone k the interaction occurs. Note

that the sampled value of the randon number z defines a particular optical depth z,

which is a function of P¡, by

r : P""r: exp(-r) , (2.15)

where

and A/ -- P¡ - Dj=i ¡¿¡. Solving for the path length Pr it is found that

É-1
t : I rrot j r rrru#, ,

j:t

,, : - !'o (tog(r ".p(Ï r.r"t j))+ ! nl, .
TTot k ;-r "=l

(2.16)
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2-4-4 selection of photoabsorption and cornpton scattering
Now that the point of interaction has been determined, it is necessary to determine t¡e
photon interaction process. Using the weighting technique, a proportional rieight is

applied according to the probability of each process. For example, the probability of
photoabsorption Prt o¿ is calculated as

D TPkrPhot: 
rT.tt"' Q.17)

rvhere rp¡ is the photoabsorption optical depth calculated ror zone k where this is the
zone of interaction. rTotk is the total optical <repth for zone ,t.

Accordingly, the probability for Compton scattering pc,o,," is

Pco^:I-Ppnot (2.18)

Therefore the proportional weights for photoabsorption and Compton scattering are

?Dphot: w;Pphot 'tt)Com: ar(7 - Pon*) . (2.1e)

2.4.5 Photoabsorption

When photoabsorption occurs, the photon is lost to the system unless it is absorbed by
iron, in which case there is photoemission of the K" line. This has an energy of
6'4 kev which is high enough to be included, since the energy range of interest here is
5 keV-4 MeV' The photoemission of the lower Z elemênts is in the optical and UV
regions' using the method of weights, the weight raphot ismultiplied by the probability
of photoabsorption by iron pp,. This is defined as

Pr" _ Np"opr"(E)
(2.20)D; N;on(E) '

where n¡' is the nurnber of iron atoms (which will depend on the zone) and, opr"(E) is
the photoabsorption cross section of iron. The clenominator represents a summing over
all the photoabsorption cross sections for the zone in question. Thus pp" will change
for individual zones. For zones with high iron content, pp"will be large compared to
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the hyclrogen rich envelope zones. The energy of the absolbed photon must be greater

than 7.1 keV in order to be emitted in the line. Tirus the energy of the absorbed

photon must be tested using this criterion. If the energ¡' is less than 7.1 keV, the

photorr (and hence its weight) is lost to the system (i.e. it rvill contribute to the optical

and UV emission). Otherwisc, the rveight must also be furthe¡ multiplied by the yield

Y¡¡. of the 1í" line where YKo:0.347 (Robinson, 1974). Thus the iron line is emitted

at tlre point of absorption with weight IDF. : ur¡otPF"Yri-.

2.4.6 Compton Scattering

The weight propottion that is Conrpton sca,ttered is treated in the following way. The

sc:rttering of the photon will cause the photon to lose enelgy due to the recoil effect.

The amount depends on the initial energy and the direction of scattering (see

Equation 2.6). To select the angle of scattering, the rejection technique is used. A

random direction is selected and the differential cross section S (r"" Equation 2.5)

calculated. A random number r € (0,1) is selected and compared with

do

o-

tvhere (#) 
^",corresponds 

to the most probable scattering angle. If r ( iÞ, then the

angle corlesponding to fr is used. If not, the process is repeated until a direction is

chosen. This particular Monte Carlo process is not efficient in terms of CPU time. The

clirection of scattering chosen will determine the new energy and directiol of the

photon.

The direction and energy of ihe photon will dete¡mine the optical depth to the

edge of the ejecta. If the weight of the photon falls below some cutoff value e, where e

is typically - 10-e, then this photon is terminated and takes no more part in the

simulation. The loner tlre r-alue of e, the better the statistical lesult, however

computational time increases. Clearly, within the operation of a computer the two

paths of evolution cannot be followccl sirnultaneously. Instead, the proportion of weight

perbaining to photoabsorption is stored, along with information about position in the

ejecta and time of storing. \\ihen the proportional weight that has been Compton

do

(#) *,"
(2.2r)

.) ¡t
t)J



scattered falls below e, then an iron line with ar¡" is emitted at the position and time
of absorption and interacts within the ejecta. This procedure is followed until the value
of the rveight falls below e. The process is repeated until all of the storecl

photoabsorbed photons are emitted. The proportional weight which escapes the ejecta
is binned according to its energy and the time at which it escapes. A logical flow chart
of tlre whole computational procedure is shown in Figures 2-6,2-T and 2-g.

It must be relnembered that the supernova ejecta is expanding so that the zone
boundaries are in fact expanding. Figu re 2-9 shows the reduction of the Thornson
optical clepth' defined in Section 1.5.1 by Equation 1.2, measured frorn the centre to
the boundar¡' of the ejecta as it expands. Thus the computational procedur.e outlined
occu's within the context of an expanding envelope and the subseque't i'cr.easing of
zone boundaries and lowering of overall ejecta density.

It is assumed that the ejecta is stationary for the time between p¡oto'
interactions in the ejecta (i.e. Compton scattering and photoabsorption). This is since
the cxpansion velocity of the outer envelope is - 1/10 the velocity of a photon and
therefore the ejecta density will not alter appreciably between interactions. This
implies that rp and rç will remain approximately constant for the time between
interactions' After each photon interaction, the ejecta is expanded by the amount it
would have if it had been expanding continuously during the time between the
previous photon interaction and the present one. This implies new zone bounclaries
and densities which are then used to calculate the next path length in the ejecta
according to Section 2'4'3. Thus the ejecta expands in small discrete steps, the size of
which depends on the individuar path lengths between photon interactions.
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Figure 2-6: Logical flow chart of the simulation of X-ray and 7-ray transmission thlough
SN 19874 ejecta. Main program body.
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Figure 2-7: Logical flow chart of the simulation of X-ray and 1-ray transmission throughSN 19874 ejecta. Selection between photoabsorption and Compton scattering.
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Figure 2-8: Logical flow chart of the simulation of X-ray and 'y-ray transmission through
SN 19874 ejecta. Shaded box: propagation of photon throughout the ejecta. Solid box:
iron line storing procedure.
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Chapter 3

Effects on X-ray Ernission frorn SN

19874 of FYagrnented Ejecta

3. 1 Introduction

f'he results from simulations of X-ray a4d 7-ray emissions using model 10HMM (ave)

¿ìr'e plesented here. Some discrepancies with observations are noted. Likely causes for

these are discussed, the main cause being the fragmentation of the supernova ejecta.

lfhe evidence for this is presented and a method for simulating the effect on X-ray and

l-ray lightcurves is developed. It is shown that some "clumpiness" within the

supernova ejecta can ensure that the simulations better agree with observations.

Further, the positioning and extent of this fragmentation agrees with theoretical

constraints on the instabilities which evolve in the supernova ejecta.

3.2 Results frorn Initial Simulations

l¡igures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 display the lcsults of the simulation discussed in Chapter 2.

This does not incorporate any simulation of clumping. The simulation was begun at

180 dal's after core collapse. The number of photons used ¿r,t this epoch was ten

thousand. The 7-ray line results (Figure 3-1) are compared with measurements from

the gamma-ray spectrometer (GRS) aboard the Solar Maximum Mission (SMX,[)

(Leising ¿rnd Share, 1990). This instrument was launched in 1980 to observe the Sun
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The GRS consists of seven 3" x 3" NaI cletectors and is sensitive to 7-rays in the
energy range of 0'3-8.5 MeV with a'n energy lesolution o16.4% FWHM at 1.0 MeV
(for a further review of the detector sec Share et at. (rgilg)). A. can be see', thcr

experimental observations are leploducccl b.v the sjrnulation results. The exponential
decay is rvell modelled.

The X-ray lightcurves and spectra are conìpared with results from the Mir-Hexe
(High Dnergy X-ray ììxperiment) telescope, rvhich on August 10tà lgg7 detected hard
X-ray radiation at the 10o level fi'om the neighbour.hood of SN lgg7A in the Large
Magellanic Cloucl (Ll\,{C) (Syun¡,¿61, el al.,l9g7a; Sy.nyaev et al.,19g7b). The
IVIir-Hexe telescope is located as palt of thc International Roentgen observatory,
aboard the lfuct'n't module attached to the ,[,1,r spa,ce station. The telescope is sensitive
to the 15-200 keV energy range ancl consists of NaI/CsI phoswich scintillators. There
are three other detectors which form part of the lìoentgen Observatory. They are the
TTM (coded-mask imaging spectlorneter'), GSPC (gas scintillation proportional
counter) and the Russian detector pulsar X_1.

Pulsar X-1 pÌovides inl'ormation on the harder section of the X-ray ,p".tru- of
sN 19874' This detector is optimised to the 50-1000 kev energy range. Both pulsar
X-l and the Mir-Hexe detector provide the spectral data with which the simulations
will be compared. The spectral data is well modelled by the Monte Carlo simulation
(see Figure 3-2). The spectrum resurting from compton scattering of the 7_ray
emission gives the correct spectral index. A feature of the X-ray spectrum,
unfortunately not measured, is the Iron K-a emission line at 6.4 keV. The simulated
X-ray lightcurve in the energy range 15-45 keV is too low after 270 days (Figure B-3).
This is not exhibited in the 45-200 kev energy range, wher.e results frorn the
simulation agree well with the expelimental observations. The fact that this
discrepancy occurs at low energies implies that this low flux could be related to the
degree of photoabsorption occurring within the ejecta.

To increase the sirnulated flux, the metallicity of the ejecta could be loiverecl.
This would reduce the overall photoabsorptio' at low energies (< B0 kev) and possibly
account for the discrepancy betlveen the simulation ¿nd observations. Howevei, to
increase the flux in the 15-45 kev energy bancl by a factor of two at 400 clays past core
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collapse, implies a substantial lowering of ejecta metallicit¡, (Mastichiadis, I{ylafis and

Ventura, 1988). Another possibility is that the heavy elements rnay not be distributed

hornogeneously in the ejecta, but instead are clumped together. This would imply that

the heavy elements would be distributed in pockets and that, orì ¿ì.velage, photons

would have less chance of interacting withiu these regions, thus leclucing the overall

amount of photoabsorption. The evidence for such clurnping of heavy elements is

discussed in the next section.

3.3 Evidence For Ffeavy Elernent Clurnping in SN

19874

Direct evidence for fragmentation of the ejecta of SN 19874 coûìes frorn high

resolution spectroscopy of emission lines in the far-infraled energy range. The velocity

structure of the Doppler broadened lines ca,n idcntify thc position of the emitting

material, because the supernova expansion is homologous (i.e. velocity of material is

proportional to radius in the ejecta). This is the case for low optical depths in the

emission regions. Far-infrared spectroscopy is very useful in determining abundances of

heavy elements such as Fe, Co, Si and O, since all of these elements emit in this energy

range.

3.3.1 Observation of Infrared Emission Flom iron

Moseley et al. (L989) observed the many fine structure lines in the 16-30 pm region

emitted by Fe I, Fe II and Fe III at 270 days past core collapse. These are expected to

be the main ionisation states of iron in the supernova ejecta. As mentioned previously

the line width velocity will determine the position of the ernitting material within the

ejecta. The presence of forbidden transition lines will also give an indication as to the

temperature of the emitting region. Thus the mass o{ iron within the ejecta r\[(Fe) can

be calculated by adding the mass derived from the emissivity of the three ionisation

stages i.e.

M(Fe) : M(Fe I) + 1vl(Fe II) + nzl(Fe III) . (3 1)
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l\4oseley eú a/. (1989) report a result for M(Fe) of 0.021 + 0.0015Mo at 270 days. This

is loiver by a factor of three than the amount of Fe expected from the decay of 56Co.

Possible r-easons for the lowel amount of Fe emission is that the temperature of the

ejectzr. nray be too hot or cold. This has been determined to be unlikely (Moseley et al.,

1989). Anothel possibility is that the optical depth at the wavelength of one or all of

the Ire far infra-red enrission lines is high, thus reducing the flux and hence the derived

rn¿ì,ss. This was shown not to be the fact in normal circumstances by consicleling a

homogeneous distribution o{ mass in a homologously expanding environment and

calctrlating the line optical depths at 270 days. These were found to be small, implying

that the inferred mass should be close to that calculated from the decay of 56Co. The

fact that a homogeneous distribution of iron cannot explain the reduced infrarecl

ernission irnplies that the Fe is distributed non-uniformly throughout the emitting

region. One possibility is that 213 of the iron is centrally condensed within the

emission region at high optical depth and the remaining 1/3 is distributed uniformly

throughottt the eruission region. The other possibility is that the iron may be located

in clumps and that the iron flux observed comes from the outer regions of these

clumps, where the optical depth to the boundary of the clump is small, and also from

the interclump regions.

3.3.2 Evidence for Clumping of Iron

Further neasurements of the 17.9 and 26.0 ¡.rm emission lines of Fe II at 400 days

(I{aas et a1.,1990) showed that the absence of the iron emission was more than likely

to be due to the formation of clumps. The small change in the 26 p,m flux at day 400,

as compared to day 270, implies that the missing iron emission could come from

ciumps of high optical depth which still have not become transparent i.e. high optical

depth clurnps were not emitting at day 270 and were still not ernitting at day 400.

Ilaas ef 41. (1990) and Spyromilio, Miekle and Allen (1990) found the emission proflles

for 26,17.9 ancl I.26 ¡L,rn to be ver-y similar. 'Ihese emission profiles show

characteristics thought to be due to the fragmentation of the nickel bubble and mixing

of this into the outer regions of the ejecta.

The optical depth for the I.26 pm emission should be small throughout the
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ejecta' If the missing iron was concentrated in the core, this would ensure that the
velocity profile for the 1.26 p'rn emission would be peaked at low velocities (by the
homologous assumption). This velocity profile would be dilïerent to the 17.g ancl 26

pm emissions which show evidence of iron being mixecl out to the outer regions of the
ejecta' However this is not the case, they a,re sirnilar. This once agairr implies that the
missing iron is due to heavy element clumping.

3-4 Modelling the Fhagmentation of the Ejecta
Modelling the clurnping or fragmentati<¡n of the ejecta. coulcl be handled in one of two
ways' Firstl¡ the expansion of the ejecta could be simula.ted, yielding a density profile
for the ejecta and this could be used explicitly withirr the sirnulation (e.g. ya,mada,

Kasahara and Nakamura (1989))- Using this methocl, a fully three dirnensional model
would have to be developed. The difficulties associated with this first option and also
the expected time needed to perform the simulations make the next rnethod more
attractive.

Using the second method, parameters such as optical depths and cross sections
already calculated according to the methods described in Section 2.4 can be used.
These are modified according to relations derived analytically to describe clumping
and thus incur little penalty in computing time. Also a 3-dimensional code need not be
developed' This second method adopted in moclelling the clumpiness within the ejecta
has been used by Kumagai et al. (1989) to investigate the eflects clumping had on the
X-rays in the Ginga detection range of 16-28 keV. This method was originally
proposed by Bowyer and Field (1969) in order to model the effects of clumpiness
within the interstellar medium on soft X-ray fluxes. Her.e it is applied to thc
propagation of X-rays through the supernova ejecta.

3.4.'J, Analytic Description of Clumping

Consider propagation through the supernova ejecta, rvhich is simplifie¿ as a sphere
u'ith uniform composition and density. In the ejecta, there exists clumps of material
which will vary in size and hence optical depth. Consicle¡ i different sizes of clumps.
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There is defined to be n¿ clumps of type i, each having an optical depth due to

photoabsorption o1 rp¡ and radius ø¿. If the passage of X-rays of energy Z through the

ejecta is considered, then the X-ray transmission through the ejecta averaged over

many trajectories will be

(") ('"'(-T",-,)) , (3.2)
(1)

Is

rvhere

rpi - !a;n"ap(E) 
. (3 3)

rr,o is the nunrber density of nucleons in a clump (assumed constant) and ap(E) is

defincd as lhe average photoabsorption cross section for thc clump (see Equation 2.8).

The term (?) can also be identified ivith the average column density of the ejecta

(¡r") bv

(?) :exp(-apo6"(ø)(¡/,)) , (3.4)

where

t'1a

(^ä) : D
4

n;¡o';na
I

(3.5)

(3.6)

apa"(E) is the cross section that would be deduced from assuming a homogeneous

ejecta.

The different types of clumps, of number ni) a"re assumed to be distril¡uied about

ameanvalue m;by aPoissondistributionP(n¿). Theoveralldistributionof allof

these clumps will be ll¿ P(r¡), since they are independent. This implies that

Equation 3.2 can be rewritten as (see Bowyer and Field (1969))

(") II Dexp(-n;zp;)

Equation 3.5 can be rewritten as

exp[- D -r(t - exp(-rp;))] .

4
m.;-0,:n.^

t)
D

;

1

;;@

(¡f")
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comparing Equations 3.4 and 3.6 the following relationship is obtained

lom¿(I - exp(-rp; ))
Ð¡m¿rp;

Now assuming clumps of onl-v one type with an optical depth of r. then

(3.8)

(3.e)
1 - erp(-r.

Tp
Tc

Therefore to model tlre clurnpiness of the ejecta, the calculatcd optical depth for
photoabsorption is modified according to Bquation 3.9 fol clumps of optical depth r..
The new optical depth rpo6, is then used to calcurate the path length as in
Equation 2.16.

At the energies being consider-ecl (< 50 kev), the optical depth for
photoabsorption is much greater than that for Compton scattering. Because of this,
the optical depth calculated due to Compton scattering is not modified by clumping.
Physicall¡', this can be thought of as the clumps being of high metallicity, so that a
photon interacting with a clump is by far more likely to be photoabsorbed rather than
Compton scattered. It should be emphasised that this model does not simulate the
effect of the density variations within the ejecta, but rather the effect of concentrating
the metallicity of zones within the clumps. This is consiclered to be possible since the
clumps are thought to be of high metallicity and is supported by the observation of
infrared emission from iron within the supernova ejecta (see Section 3.J.2). These
concentrations could be created by a R.ayleigh-Taylor instability created by the shock
passing through the pre-supernova envelope as first suggeste,J by Chevalier (1926) and
also suggested for sN lgszA by Arnett, Fryxell and Muller (1ggg), Benz and
Thielemann (1990), Müller et ar. (rggg), Nagasawa, Nakamura and Miyama (1ggg) and
woosley (1988)' Another mechanism suggested by woosley (1ggs) is that the heat
generated by the radioactive clecay of 56Ni and 56Co will boil off bubbles of heavy
elements from the inner regions of the ejecta, where the concentration of these
elements is high.

TPob" :
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3.4.2 Cornputational Procedure

At the beginning of the simulation (ú : 180 days alter core collapse) a value was

chosen for the optical depth of the clump r.. In this case tlte valucs chosen rvele 75, 25,

and 8.33, which are equivalent to the values chosen in l(umagai e.t rLl. (1989). As the

ejecta expands homologously, then r" will scale as 1/(time)2 as with the rcst of the

ejecta. The zone to which clumping occurs r¡'as chosen as the frec palameter in orcler

to test the effect of changing the radius out to which clurnping extends. As part of

later simulations the inner boundary of fragmentation rvas also valied. As previously,

the energ5, and time at which photons escape the envelope are stored.

3.5 Results.

The results presented here show the dependence of the X-ray and 7-ray etnission from

SN 19874 on the value chosen for the optical depth of the clurnp and the zone out to

which clumping occurs. To determine the position of zoncs within the supelnova

ejecta, refer back to Table 2.3. The lightcurves for the 847, 1238 and 2599 keV lines

were identical to those in Figure 3-1 and so plots of these are not shown. This is to be

expected, since at these energies photoabsorption is negligible. I\{ost of the interest lies

in the Mir-Hexe lightcurves, particularly in the 15-45 keV energy range.

3.5.1 Variation of the Outer Boundary of Clumping

The results for extending clumping out to zones 4, 6, 8 and 10 are shown in Figs 3-4,

3-5, 3-6 and 3-7. No effect at all is shown for clumping out to zone 4. When clumping

extends out to zone 6, there is some difference with varying r.. At clumping to zone 8,

the effect of modifying the optical depth can be plainly seen. Clumping out to zone 8

with an optical depth r" : 75 provides a much better fit than the original simulation.

For clumping extending out Lo zone 10, the peak flux in the 15-45 keV range is

significantly higher than that observed. In the 45-200 keV errergy l'ange, no significant

changes can be seen with variation in the free parameters in the simulation. Tal¡le 3.1

shows the associated y2 statistics for the 15-200 keV enelgy range, which confirms the

results evidenced by the plots.
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Zones Tc 15-45
(kev)

45-105
(kev)

105-200
(kev)

0-4 8.33
25

75

66

67

b,l

38

34

35

10

10

10
0-6 8.33

25

í5

61

53

49

35

32

30

10

11

11

0-8 8.33
25

tÐ

62

43

37

39

33

20

11

I
9

0-10 8.3
25

75

3 96

168

236

36

28

33

I
11

I

Table 3'1: ¡2 statistic with 10 degrees of freedom for each energy range showìng theeffect of changing the zone out to which clumping extends.

3-5-2 variation of the rnner Boundary of crumping
Following on from the previous simulations, the dependence on the inner boundary of
clumping was investigated. Since clumping out to zone 8 provided the best fit with
experimental observation, the effect of changing the inner boundary of fragmentation
with that parameter fixed was investigated. As with the previous results, there is
excellent agreement in the energy range 45_200 keV, so only results in the 1b-4b keV
are presented in Figure B-8.

It is observed from these results that the effect of clumping is largely maintained,
even if it only occurs between zones 6-g. Table 3.2 shows the y2 statistics for these
plots, irnplying that clumping only in this region is responsible for the change oSserved
in the simulated 15-45 keV X-ray lightcurve.

3.6 Conclusions

3.6.1 Theoretical predictions for Clumping

The results presented here provide evidence for fragmentation of the supernova ejecta
between -'7R.j""to (3'5 Mo) and - .2L"j."to (8.5 Mo), where R.j,"tois the outer
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Zones Tc 15-45
(kev)

45-105
(kev)

105-200
(keV)

2-8 8 33

25

It)

61

42

4I

30

34

22

11

10

10
4-8 8.33

25

75

49

45

45

34
ttJù

27

1

1

1

0

0

1

6-8 8.33
25
(5

58

54

40

38

34

27

10

10

10

Table 3'2: y2 statistic with 10 degrees of freedom for each energy region showing the
elfect of changing the inner zorre of fragmentation.

radius of the expanding supernova. Clumping extending beyoncl this radius results in
peak X-ray fluxes which are larger than experimental results in the 15-45 keV energy
band' This implies that large scale fra,gmentation, of the type predicted by Nagasawa,
Nakamura and Miyama (1988), throughout the envelope is not supported. The above
authors investigated the explosion of a 10 Me n:3 polytrope. They found that there is
a large degree of clumpiness resulting from the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, extending
out to - .8B,j."to (14 Mo), with large explosion energies.

These results were largely refuted, firstly by Benz and Thielemann (1990) who
repeated the same calculations and found that an initial 2% density perturbation
resulted in only L5-20% density fluctuations, compared to the 400% fluctuations
obtained by Nagasawa, Nakamura and Miyama (1gsg). These results were also
confirmed by Müller et al. (1989), who concluded that it was unlikely that a shock
wave of the type of sN 19874 in a n:3 polytrope would lead to the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability on the timescale of the shock propagation through the ejecta. These results
implied that a more realistic stellar model should be used, and have subsequently been
supported by Yamada, Yoshida and Den (1992) and Yamada, Nakarnura ancl Nonroto
(1990), who also find that for a n:3 polyt'ope no significant Rayleigh-Taylor
instability occurs for realistic initial conditions.

It is important to establish whether the results presented here agree with
predictions of fragmentation and clumping for realistic supernova, models. As the shock
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wave plopagates out through the ejecta the expansion of the inner core is decelerated

by the low density envelope. This sets up a rever-se shock wave, resulting in a pressure

inversiorr between it and the blast wave. Thus a Rayleigh-Taylor instability sets in at

possibly the H/He or He/C*O interface. Arnett, Fryxell and Muller (1989) exarnine

the evidence for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in a realistic progenitor model of 16

M6 and an explosion energy of 2 x 1051 ergs (from Arnett (1987)). Their results for an

initial random perturbation of 10%, positionecl at random in the ejecta, show a

pronounced Rayleigh-Taylor instability (see Figure 3-9), which begins at the trailing

edge of the dense mass shell and mixes heavy elernents thlough the hydrogen envelope

arrd hydrogen down to the lower regions of the ejecta. This effectively concentrates the

heavy elements. From Figure 3-9 the region of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability can be

estimated at the time shown. Using the homologous assumption and assuming an

expansion velocity of 1.3 x 107 m.s-l and an initial radius for the progenitor of 3 x 1012

cm, the region of instability is found to be between - .IR"j".to and - .2R"¡""¿o. This

agÌees well with the results presentecl in this report.

Other simulations have been carried out (Den, Yoshida and Yamada, 1990;

Yamada and Sato, 1991; Yamada, Nakamura and Nomoto, 1990; Yamada, Yoshida and

Den, 1992) which also use realistic presupernova models. In this case the models used

are Mll and M14 (Itoh ef a1.,1987; Shigeyama and Nomoto, 1990) These consist of a

6 Mo helium core and a 6.7 M6 hydrogen rich envelope for model M11, and a 10.3 M6

hydrogen rich envelope for M141. The general method of simulation is to propagate the

shock in a spherically symmetric manner until it either reaches the He/C*O interface

at a Lagrangian mass coordinate o12.3 M6, or the H/He interface which occurs at 4.4

Me and then map the results to a 2 dimensional or 3 dimensional grid. Perturbations

of velocity or density are introduced at the interface chosen. Den, Yoshida and

Yarnada (1990) investigate the effect of introducing perturbations before thc H/He or

He/C+O interface and find that these die very quickly unless the perturbations are of

the order of 30To even with aspherical expansion considered (Yamada and Sato, 1991).

In orde¡ for non linear instabilities to evoh'e at the I{e/C+O interface, large seed

perturbations (- 20%) must be assumed. lt is lound that initìal perturbations of 5%

lThe 11 and 14 refer to the nrass of the ejecta i.e. helium core + hydrogen cnvelope - 1.4 N,Io
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at thc HlHe interface, which could be due to asymmetries in the shock wave or some

pockets of thermonuclear activity, lead to the lìayleigh-Taylor instability: This agrees

with the results presented here which suggest clumping occurring between 4-9 Mo. It

must bc remembered that the hydrodynamical simulations reviewed here do not look

at the structure of the ejecta at 180 days past core collapse, which is the tirne at which

the results presentecl in this report begin. At this tirne initial instabilities will have

grown, and possibly be enhanced by the expansion resulting from s6Ni decay. Woosley

(1988) suggested that the energy released by the radioactive decay of 56Ni in the inner

dense regions heats this region and drives a pressure rvave into the overlaying one. This

boiling off of the nickel would be expected to occul at times of approximately the

decay constant of 56Ni (8.8 clays) after the core collapse. This instability due to

radioactive decay occurs on much larger time scales than the hydrodynamic instability,

rvhich occurs on the or-cler of 1000 seconds after core bounce, and could thus add to

any initial instability.

3.6.2 Chevalier's Condition

It is interesting to apply Chevalier's condition (Chevalier, 1976) for the stability of a

one-dimensional hydrodynamic fl.ow, namely

(r)(#) (0, (3.10)

where P is the pressure, r is the radius and p is the density, to the published model

1OHMM on which the model in this report is based. Between zones 29 and 35 of model

lOFIMM, the Chevalier criterion for instability is satisfied. This region corresponds to

zones 6 to 8 in model lOHMIVI (ave). Therefore the region of instability indicated is the

same region as that arrived at fronr investigating the effects of fragrnentation on the

X-ray lightcurve.

3.6.3 Cornparison with other Simulations and Data

The results from model 10HMM (avc) are now compared ivith the Ginga X-ray results

in the 16-26 keV energ)' band. Figure 3-10 shows the X-ra5' lightcurve for clumping
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out to zones 6, 8 and 10, compared with no clumping. The results are essentially the
sanìe as those obtained for the Mir-Hexe energy band of 15'.45 keV. Fragmentation to
zone 8 gives the best fit. Horvever, the late time evolution (past 500 clays) is not rvell
modellecl by the simulation results. Figure 3-11 shows how the dependence on the
inner boundary of fragrnentation is also the same as that for the Mir-Hexe results.

I{umagai et al' (rg89) have done a similar simulation using model M11. They
find that fra,gnrentation out to 6 Me and with r.:75 at 1g0 days gave the best result.
This discrepancy between their result and that presentecl here can be understood by
realising that the hydrogen envelope of model Mll is - 2.5 M6 less t¡an of moclel
10FIÀ'ÍN{ (ave). This implies an overall lower optical depth, which in tu'n reduces the
extent out to which clumping occurs. Kumagai et at. (r98g) find that there exists a
contribution to the 16-26 keV energy band from the decay of 57Co during this time.
Ilorveve¡ no contribution from sTCo was found when it was included in the present
si[rulations and consequently it wasn't considered. The non-contr.ibution of szCo decay
photons in this period is also due to {he larger size qf the hyclrogen envelope ,sed in
model 1OHMM (ave) compared to M11.

3.6.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, it is found that large scale fragmentation of the type predicted by
Nagasawa, Nakamura a,nd Miyama (198s) is ruled out by these results. .Ihe X-ray flux
in the 15-45 keV energy range can be used to set a limit on the fragmentation. It is
found tha't fragmentation out to greater than .2 of the ejecta radius results in fluxes in
the 15-45 keV band bcing higher than those observed. Concentration of the heavier
elements into clumps is favoured, rather than fragmentation of the ejecta as a w¡ole. If
the Compton optical depth were reduced by virtue of all elements being clumped
together, the results obtained for the X-ray spectra would be softer, and the ove.all
7-ray line emission fluxes would be higher. This is not borne out in the results, rvhiclr
shorv that tlie high energy spectra and 7-ray line emission a¡e reproduced by the
original simulation without the introduction of clumping.
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Chapter 4

An Overview of Cosrnic Rays

4.L Introduction

Cosmic rays consist of high energy nuclei, subatomic particles and photons which are

of extraterrestrial origin. These cosmic rays are thought to originate in our galaxy

excepting possibly those of energy greater than - 101e eV. They propagate from their

sources and travel throughout the galaxy, possibly undergoing acceleration along the

way. Those that reach earth are detected by a variety of methods ranging from

satellite detection to the measuring of subatomic showers formed when high energy

cosmic rays interact with the earth's atmosphere.

Cosmic rays have been detected with energies between 1gs-162o eV. This makes

cosmic rays the source of the most energetic particles known thus far. For example the

Super-conducting Super Collider has been designed to accelerate particles to 40 TeV in

the centre of mass frame (Erou:8 x 1017 eV), still a factor of at least 100 below the

energy of the highest energy cosmic rays. \4any properties of the cosmic ray flux are

still not known. Details regalding their origin, acceleration, propa,gation and

composition are all areas of active research. The following is a brief review of some of

the important results from cosmic ray research.
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4.2 Ffistory of Cosmic Ray Research

In 1972, Victor Hess investigated the va¡iation of the atmosphere,s ionisation level
with height' This ionisation was thought to be caused by some ambient radiation ancl
was rneasured by an electroscope. Using a balloon, he noted that whilst the degree of
ionisation decreased for the first 700 metres of the ascent, it then increased rapidly at
higher ¿rltitudes. I{ess assumed that this ionisation was due to some extra-terrestrial
radiation bomlra'rditrg the earth (Giacconi et a|.,1962). At this time the ¡r.ee knorvn
typcs of ionising radiation were o, B and 7. of these, T-radiation lvas known to be the
trtost pettetrating' Thus it was assumed that the extraterrestrial radiation was a type
of "ultra 7-radiation". These were termed cosmic rays by Millikan in 1g26.

\\/hen Clay (1927) investigated the va¡iation of the cosmic radiation with
latitude' he found that there was a d.ecrease in the equatorial regions, relative to
measurements at higher latitudes. This effect had been predicted by Störrner in 1g14,
who investigated the passage of charged particles in the geomagnetic field. Further
<-rbse.vations (Alvarez antd compton, 1933; Johnson, 1933) showed that ther.e existecl
an excess of cosrnic rays west of zenith, an¡ compared to the east. This effect is
expected if cosmic rays are positively charged.

The nature of the cosmic radiation was investigated, using a cloud c¡amber, by
Skobelzyn (1929). He found that cosmic ray particles arrive in individual swarms or
showers' Anderson (1933) found that these showers contained both positive and
negative electrons' work by Rossi (1933) confirmed the existence of these showers, by
observing coincidences between three Geiger-Muller counters arranged in a triangle.
Later in 1938, Kolhörster, Matthes and webber (193g) and Auger, Maze a'd
Gri'et-Mayer (1938), observed air showers which extended over distances of 300
metres' This implied a primary cosmic ray particle energy of - 101s ev, w¡ich was
much larger than thought possible at the time. At these large energies exotic particles
were discoYered strch as tc-mesons and ) particles. Protons (powell, Folvlcr a'd perki',
1959), 7-r'ays (clark, carmire and I(raushaar, 196g), heavy erements , positrons,
electrons (Giacconi et al-,1962), and nuclei heavier than iron (Fowler et. al.,1g6z) have
all been now discovered in the primary cosmic ray flux.
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4.3 Properties of the Cosrnic Ray Flux

Cosmic rays of energies between 10e and 1015 eV are detccted using both balloon and

satellite borne detectors. Above an energ)' of 1015 "\/, the low flux of cosmic rays

requires detection by indirect methods. This involves the observation of Extensive Air

Showers (hereafter EAS) formed rvhen a cosmic ra,y intera,cts with the earth's

atmosphere (see Chapter 6). Whilst below - 10rs eV mea,surements of the properties

of cosmic rays are well defined, above 1015 eV properties of the primary flux are less

wcll known. This is primarily because of the indirect rnethod of detection.

4.3.L Energy Spectrum

The cosmic ray energy spectrum is usually explessed as eithel a differential or integral

energy spectrum. Figure 4-1 shows the integral energy spcctrum 1/(> E), for cosmic

rays with energy in the lange 1012-1020 eV. l/(> E) is defined as the number of cosmic

rays greater than energy E,itt units of m-2 s-l sr-l. F)xpressed in terms of a

differential spectrum (in units of m-2 s-l sr-l eV-t), the cosmic ray energy spectrum

peaks at - I GeV (Simpson, 1983a) and contirrues to - 3 x 1015 eV with a slope of

-2.7. At - 3-5 x1015 eV, the differential energy spectrum steepens with a change in

dif[erential slope to - -3.0. This is termed the "knee" of the cosmic ray energy

spectrum. Between the energies of 1016 and 1018 eV, experimental results agree with a

uniform spectrum with a differential slope of - -3.0 (Baltrusaitis ef ø/., 1988;

Lawrence, Reid and Watson, 1991; Nagano et ut.,, rggz). Above 101e eV the energy

spectrum is much well less known. As can be appreciated by inspecting Figure 4-1, the

approximate cosmic ray flux above 10le eV corresponds to - 1 km-2 sr-l year-l.

Initial experimental results found a steepening above 4 x 1()rs eV (Krasilnikov et al.,

1983). In contradiction to this, results from Haverah Park (Lawrence, Reicl and
'Watson, 

1991), the Fly's Eye experiment (Cooper et al.,1g91a), the yakutsk array

(Efimov et a1.,1991) and Akeno (Nagano et a\.,1992) imply a flatter differential

spectrum above - 6 x 101s eV, rvith a measured slope betneen ñ -2.65 ancl -2.90. This

has been termed the "ankle" of the cosmic ray eneÌgy spe<;trum. Analysis of high

qualitii "stereo events" by the Fly's Eye collaboration has also found significant
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evidence for a dip (or steepening with a spectral index of -3.27) in the spectrum before

thc "ankle" (Bird et a1.,1993c). In this analysis the "ankle" starts at 3 x 1018 eV with

l;he dip occulring between 4 x 1017 eV and the "ankle". There is some evidence for a

cutoff in the spectrum just below 1020 eV (Baltrusaitis et a1.,1985a). However, the

paucity of events at this energy make this result inconclusive. To date there has been

no furthel evidence of a cutof below 1020 eV.

hnplications of the (6kneett

'I'he "knee" of the cosmic ray energy spectrum may be related to a source effect,

plopagation effect or rnay be due to some change in the nuclear physics (see

Section 6.2.3) rvhich determines the evolution of EAS in this energy region. Some

corrbinatir¡n of all of these factors cannot be ruled out either. The knee is in the region

of the enelgy spectrum where measurements are made by detecting EAS using ground

based particle detectors.

Clay (1985) pointed out that this type of detector would preferentially detect

proton initiated showers which have a larger depth of first interaction. These proton

initiated showers can fluctuate in such a way as to mimic higher energy events. One

effect of this bias is that the measured change in the air shower particle size spectrum

of - 0.5, which would normally imply the same change in the primary energy

spectrum, could actually correspond to a change in the prirnary energy spectrum of -
1.5. This assumes a significant proton flux.

A possible source effect accounting for such a change is that discussed by

Protheroe (1984). The discovery of binary system Uttra-High Energy (UHE) Tray
sources, Cygnus X-3 (Lloyd-Evans et a1.,1983; Samorski and Stamm, 19S3b) and Vela

X-1 (Protheroe, Clay and Gerhardy, 1984), implied that cosmic ray nuclei were being

produced rvith energies up to - 1017 eV. Protheroe (1984) has shown that if these

cosnric ray nuclei can escape the source region (expected to be surrounding the neutron

star) th<:y rvill then be severely attenuated by photo-pion production on the starlight

fielcl of the more massive companion. This produces a strong energy absorption feature

in the energy spectrum of cosmic rays in the energy range 101s-1016 eV.

An alternative source explanation for the "knee" adopts the model of pulsar
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acceleration of cosmic rays (Ostriker and Gunn, 1969). If the ¡_,roposed cosmic ray
energy spectrum from pulsars is extrapolated to above 1014 eV, 1;[ren particles of these
higher energies dominate in the region of the "knee" (I(arakula, Osbor¡e ancl

Wdowczyk,1974; Strong, Wdowczyk and Wolfendale, 1gT.+).

One of the earliest theories to explain the "knec" was to postulate that the
propagation or source mechanism for cosmic rays is rigidity cle¡renclent (peters, 1961).

The rigidity R, of a cosrnic ray is defined as

p-Pcn: Z"' (4.1)

where p : momentum of cosmic ray

c : velocity of light

Ze : charge of cosmic ray.

Two cosmic rays of different energy, but the same rigiclity, have t¡e same

gyroradius 16r in a magnetic field. Consider, for example, cosnic r.ays propagating in
some confinement region. The leakage of cosmic rays out of this confinement region
would be expected to depend on 16. Given a population of nuclei, one rvould expect
the protons to leak out first at some energy E where 16 is greater than the
confinement region, and progress to iron at 26 x.E. This stepwise leakage would
manifest itself as a sequence of knees over a range of - 30 x E. Unf'ortunately the
break in the spectrum at 3 x 1015 eV does seem to be sharper than that predicted by
this rigidity dependent theory (Hillas, 1gg4).

Implications of the (ankle"

If the position of the ankle is accepted at - 2 x 101s eV, this has strong implications
fot the origins of Extra High Energy (EHE) cosmic rays. After the discovery of the 2.7
K relic microwave background by penzias and wilson (1965), Greisen (1966) and
Zatsepin and l(uz'min (1966) independently proposed that for p'otons with e'ergies
above 5 x 101s ev, the dominant energy loss mechanism wourd be pion

PII---+p*zro,

photoproduction:
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This woul<l imply a spectrurn cutoff (GZK cutoff) between 5 x101e eV for cosmic rays

which have travelled greater than several interaction lengths (i.e. - 50 Mpc)'

Hill and Schramm (1985) showed that if a component of the cosmic ray flux was

produced by quasi-local extragalactic sources (d S 50 Mpc), then the energy losses

suflered b1'the high energy cosmic rays from pion photoproduction and pair

production rvould produce a spectral enhancement just below the expected cutoff. This

is one possible explanation for the ankle. In subsequent calculations, Hill, Schramm

and Walker (1986) concluded from the Fly's Eye data that the spectral enhancement

seen above 2 x 101e eV was not due to a recoil proton pileup resulting from an -Ð-3

injection spectrum. They gave two other alternatives for the "ankle": (a) the flattening

results frorn an extragalactic component with a flatter energy spectrum which crosses

over the steeper lorver energy spectrum or (b) there exists some arbitrary object with

an injection spectrum at above 1020 eV located at a suitable distance, which after

interaction with the rnicrowave background radiation, would give the observed features

of the "ankle" (see also Stecker (1939) and Hill, Schramm and Walker (1987)).

The most popular explanation (see Hillas (1981)) for the cosmic ray ankle is the,

dominance of an extragalactic flux beginning at the position of the ankle. At these

energies the rarity of cosmic ray detections makes it difficult to substantiate any

claims. If there exists a cutoff in the cosmic ray energy spectrum at - 5 x 101e eV,

then one possible conclusion is that the majority of sources for these EHE cosmic rays

are extragalactic. An example of such a suggested quasi-local extragalactic source is

the Virgo Cluster (Shapiro and Silberberg, 1983), located - 20 Mpc from our galaxy.

The non existence of a cutoff would imply a galactic origin to EHE cosmic rays.

The measurernent of the cosmic ray energy spectrum is only one part of

determining the origin of EHE cosmic rays. The BHE cosmic ray composition and

anisotrop¡' must also be determined to further narrow theories speculating about EHE

cosrnic ray origin- This is also true for lower energy cosmic rays.
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4.3.2 Composition

The determination of the cosmic ray flux's elemental composition is essential in
establishing answers to the origin and propagation of cosmic rays. This discussion of
cosmic ray propagation is divided into "Low Energy Composition,,, for cosmic rays
with energies < 10ra eV/nucleon where good direct measurement of the primary flux is
possible, and *High Energy Composition" where measurements of composition are
inferred from the development of EAS.

Low Energy Composition

The general composition of cosmic rays in the energy region 10e-1011 eV, where direct
measurements can be made, is - 98% nuclei and 2To electrons and positrons. The
elemental breakup of the nuclear component is - 87% hydro gen, r27o helium and, rTo

heavier nuclei (simpson, 1g8gb). Figure 4-2 depicts the cosmic ray elemental
abundances for elements with Z < 29. Elements with B0 < Z < 90 have been detected
(Fowler et a1.,198?), but they have abundances of - 10-a that of iron. The large
abundances of Li, Be and B as compared to their respective solar abundances, are
taken as evidence of spallation. These nuclei result from the interaction of C, N and O
with the interstellar medium. The enhancement of the elements Sc-Mn is also thought
to be due to spallation of iron primaries.

Elemental energy spectra have been measured by both satellite and balloon borne
detectors' It has been found that the ratio of secondary spallation products to primary
nuclei is approximately energy independent below - 2 x 10e eV/nucleon and then
decreases with increasing energy. By assuming a certain energy spectrum at the source
and taking into account nuclear spallation, ionisation and nuclear decay, models for
cosmic ray propagation can be solved to give the mean escape length from the galaxy
l" (".g Protheroe, ormes and comstock (19g1)). one estimate of À" is given by

^.:74.00 
g cm-2 3 < ,R < b.5 GV ,

).:34.r0¿-o'oo g cm-2 ,R > b.b GV ,

(Engelmann et a\.,1990) rvhere þ:ulc. Clearly the rigidity (energy) dependence at
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(1e85a)).

higher energies is important in determining the original acceleration energy spectrum
(Morfill, Meyer and Lust, 19g5; Ormes and protheroe, lgg3).

By taking into account propagation effects and working backwards from observed
cosmic ray abundances, the elemental abundances at the sources of cosmic rays can be
derived (Meyer, 1985a). It is interesting to note (see Figure 4-3) that the-ratio of
galactic cosmic ray source (GCRS) abundances and local galactic (LG) abunda'ces,
shows a depletion for those elernents with a high first ionisation potential (FIp). A
sirnilar effect is noted for solar energetic particles (SEp) (Meyer, 1gg5b) associated
with acceleration due to solar phenomena. This implies that there may be some effect
at the electron volt level which affects acceleration to higher energies.

The accurate measurement of Be isotope abundances allows an estimate of the
age of cosmic rays with energies of - 1 GeV to be calculated. roBe has a half life of
1'5 x 106 years' rvhereas the other isotopes of Be are stable. Since Be is a secondary
particle formed by the interaction of primary cosmic rays with inter.stellar matter, the
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JACEE Collaboration. Enhanced intensities of medium to heavier nuclei can be seen

from 200 TeV to 930 TeV. The average lnA (mass) of detected cosmic rays at - 400
TeV is 2.33 + 0.27 (from Asakimori et al. (L99Ia)).

theoretical ratio of unstable to stable isotopes of Be can be calculated. Atty decay of

10Be will lower this ratio. This results in an estimate for the lower limit for the age of

cosmicrays withenergies - l GeV of I-2 x107 years (Simpson, 1983b). This age gives

an indication of the containment time for such cosmic rays. Since the amount of

matter traversed by cosmic rays can be found by the degree of spallation observed, the

average interstellar density that cosmic rays encounter can be calculated. This is found

to be - 0.1-0.3 atotns cm-3 (Simpson, 19S3b). Since the galactic density is - 1 atom

cñ-3, this implies that the cosmic rays must spend significant time in regions of lower

than galactic density. One example of such a region is a galactic halo.

The JACtrE Collaboration (Japanese-American-Emulsion-Chamber-Experiment)

uses balloon borne emulsion chambers with long exposure times to measure cosmic ray

conrposition up to - 1015 eV. Recent results (Asakirnori et a\.,1991a; Asakimori et al.,

1991b) rerport that the spr:ctra of medium to heavy nuclei are flatter than the spectra
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obtained for both H and He (see Figure a-a). This agrees with other recent

measul'ements of the composition of cosmic rays greater than 1010 eV. At - 10la eV
the primary cosmic ray flux can be represented as the sum of five components (H, He,
C-O, Ne-S, A>17) each of equal abundance, with the overall cosmic ray flux 6ecoming
progressively heavier as energy increases.

High Energy Composition

At energies greater than 1 x 1015 eV direct measurement of the composition of primary
cosmic rays is presently impossible. Thus inferences must be clra,wn from the
detec'tions of cosmic ray air showers. Unfortunately there is as yet no agreement on the
composition of primary cosmic rays. Heavy cosmic rays a¡e expected to interact earlier
within the atmosphere than protons and consequently the depth in the atmosphere at
rvhich the shorver size is at its largest, X^o,, is less than that for a proton. Also the
intrinsic fluctuations in the position of X*o, for individual showers are expected to be
less for iron as compared to proton primaries.

Measurements of composition in the energy range lgrs-1gro eV inf"rred by
observing high energy muons in cosmic ray showers (Yodh et al..,1gg4), air Õerenkov
emission (Dawson, 1g8b), observation of high energy gamma families (Re' eú a/.,
1988), hadronic analysis of the cores of cosmic ray showers (Freudenreich eú ø/., 1990)
and Nrf N. (muon to electron) ratios (Châtelet et al.,1ggl), favour an increase in the
proportion of heavy cosmic rays as energy increases. Many analyses (Châtelet et al.,
1991; Freudenreich et al.,,lg90; Ren et ar,, rggg; yodh et ar.,1gs4) compare
predictions based on theoretical proton-nucleon cross sections which have not been
measured but are obtained by extrapolation from low energy accelerator data.

On the other hand, studies of composition based upon muon multiplicities
between 3 x 1013-3 x 1015 eV, using an energy independent two component model, find
83% protons and 17%iton (Cebula et a\.,1990). This does seem to be in contradiction
with the JACtrtr results (Asakimori et a1.,1991a; Asakimori et al.,1gg1b). irichtel ancl
Linsley (1986) suggest that the observed increase in the elongation rate with increasing
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energy, where the elongation rate (trR) is defined as

ER: d(
(4.2)

dln E

points to a composition which is becoming increasingly proton enriched between

lgrs-1gtz eV. Ol¡servations of Õerenkov light parameters reported by Chantler et al.

(1982), related Lo X*o, and fluctuations in X^o", found proportions of 60-70% protons

and 30-40% iron in the enelgy region lgrz-10ta eV. I(ifune,'Wdowczyk and Wolfendale

(1986) found by analysing muon rich events, thought to be produced by showels

initiated by heavy nuclei, that the fraction of heavy nuclei ranges from 10% at 1015 eV

to 3% at 1017 eV.

Recent reports have been made by the Fly's Eye group, e.g. (Bird et a\.,1993d;

Gaisser et a1.,1993), using the atmospheric fl.uorescence technique (Baltrusaitis et al.,

1985b) which detects the scintillation light produced by nitrogen molecules in the

atmosphere excited by the passage of air shower particles. As opposed to other

techniques, the development of the shower can be observed directly and the eneÌgy

calculated by observing all of the energy deposited in the atmosphere through

ionisation. To determine the composition, measured X^o, distributions are compared

with those obtained from modelling the evolution of an air shower and the detector

response. Once again this is an indirect indicator of composition, but somewhat less

indirect than techniques which rely on measurements sampled at only one point in the

shower development. Results from the Fly's Eye group indicate that for a two

component fit, iron nuclei make up - 80% of the cosmic ray flux at 5 x 1017 eV,

lowering to - 60To at 1018 eV, the rest of the flux being made up of protons (Bird eú

ø/., 1993d).

At this stage it would be fair to say that the composition of cosmic rays above

1015 eV is not known unequivocally. However thc development of more sophisticated

cosmic ray shower simulations, actual measurements of interaction cross section by

accelerators and the advent of new experirnents, such as the HiRes Fly's Eye, will help

to answer this importarrt question.

X*o,( )
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4.3.3 Anisotropy

Chapter 5 deals in detail with the anisotropy of trHE cosmic rays, investigating the
effects of rnagnetic field turbulence and the inclusion of a halo nragnetic field.
Presented here is a brief review of the experimental measureme¡ts to date a,1d

methods of analysis.

Cosmic rays are charged particles which propagate in the galactic magnetic field
E 1i" prG) u,ith a gyroradiüs 16 (in pc) defined as

1.08-Ep.v
TG:

Z B

where -Ep.v is energy in units of 1015 eV ancl Z is the atomic charge. Recent
measurements of the galactic magnetic field, obtained by analysis of pulsar rotation
measures (Chi and Wolfendale, 1990; Rand and l{ulkarni, 1989) suggest a magnetic
field directed along the spiral arm with a regular cornponen* l4"rl _ 2 ttG. Associated
with this regular field is a randomly orientated magnetic fi"ld 

14".1 with a field
strength of - 5 ¡;G and a typical length scale of - 100 pc.

The anisotropy of cosmic rays is directly related to the configuration of the
galactic magnetic field. cosmic rays of low energy (i.e. gyroradii << 100 pc) will be
scattered by turbuletrce in the galactic magnetic field between source and observer. At
higher energies (,Ð > 1018 eV), the gyroradii for protons become greater than the half
thickness of the galactic disk. At even higher energies (E > r02o ev), cosmic ray
protons from sources within the galaxy would travel in virtually a straight line from
their source to the observer. Thus the stucly of the anisotropy of cosmic rays is
important in establishing their origin.

The degree of cosmic ray anisotropy, ó ìs defined as

, I^o" - ]^in
": I;;¡o ' (4'3)

rvhere r^u' is the maximum intensity of cosmic rays observed and. I*;n is the
minimum' The conventional method for expressing cosrnic ray anisotropy is to conduct
an harmonic analysis of lìight Ascension (RA) for incident cosrnic ray showers

(Linsley, 1975; Linsley, 1975). This approach is taken because ground basecl a,Ìrays,
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which are continuously operating, have relatively uniform exposure in RA. Anisotropy

is normally quoted as the arnplitude of the first and second harmonic with an

accompanying phase. The amplitude r of the n¿À harmonic is defined as

r : (a2 + b')'/' , (4 4)

where

Sln I¿CVi ,

and a; are the values of RA for N cosmic ray shou,ers. The resultant phase ü is defined

cos ??0¿

9N&:'I
9Nb-FÐ

AS

iú-

for ü' : arctan(å), -i < v' S i.
Figure 4-5 shows the measured first harmonics and associated phases of the

cosmic ray flux. At energies below 106 GeV the cosmic ray anisotropy is - 0.05% with

a relatively constant phase. Above 106 GeV, the amplitude of the first harmonic

appears to increase as - .Eo's up to 1020 eV and the phase varies rapidly. This change

occurs at the approximate position of the "knee" of the cosmic ray energy spectrum.

This suggest that the cause of the knee may also be responsible for the observed

change in anisotropy. Clay (1987) in his review of cosmic ray anisotropies above

1015 eV finds no statistically significant indication of anisotropy. The increase in

amplitude of the first harmonic is largely due to the decrease in the number of events

analysed at higher energies.

The detection of UHE 7-rays from Cygnus X-3 (Lloyd-Evans eú a/., 1983;

Samorski and Stamm, 1983b) led Wdowczyk and Wolfendale (198aa) to suggest that

LIHE 7-rays may be contributing to ihe measured anisotropy below 1018 eV. However,

a cutoff must be introduced above 1017 eV so that the 7-ray flux does not dominate
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anisotropy measureûrents in a, r¡iay not observed. At EFIE energies (E > 1018 eV)

Ilaveralr Palk (r\stley et a1.,1981) and Yatkutsk (trfimov, Mikhailov and Pravdin,

1983) have found evidence for an inctease in the flux of cosmic rays south of the

galactic plane rvith energ¡r up to 3 x 101e eV. It has been suggested (Szabelski,

!\/dowczl'k and Wolfendale, 19E6; Wdowczyl< and Wolfenda,le, 1984b) that this effect is

due to nolthern hernisphere detectors, which have a poor exposure to south galactic

latitudes, misinterpreting a galactic equatorial exccss. However analyses of Sydney

data (Winr et a\.,1986a) and Fly's Eye data (Cooper et a\.,1991a) show no significant

galactic plane excess.

It has been suggested th¿Lt cosmic rays with E > 3 x 101e eV are of extragalactic

origin. Referring to Figure 4-5, above - 3 x 101e eV there is an abrupt change frorn

what appears to be a southenr hemisphere excess to a northern hemisphere excess.

Usirrg a cluster analysis of these high energy showers, Chi cú al. (I992a) and Chi,

Wdowczyk and Wolfendale (1992) argue that this effect is due to a deficiency of cosmic

rays arriving frorn the inner galaxy. Using this style of analysis they claim that there is

evidence for a significant galactic plane excess which inc¡eases with energy past

3 x 101s eV, with the cosmic rays originating from nearby sources with distances ( 1

kpc. This analysis is also applied to finding the sources of EHE cosmic rays (Chi et a1.,,

1992b), with evidence showing clustering of cosmic showers in the direction of the

Virgo cluster and one cluster close to apulsar PSR 0157+6212, which has the

strongest magnetic field observed. The validity of grouping showers into clusters has

been testecl by Monte Carlo methods which indicate that the probability of chance

clusterings such as that observed is quite high (Lloyd-Evans, 1991).

In conclusion no significant anisotropy has been detected for EHE cosmic rays

(Sokolsky, Sommers and Darvson, 1992).

4.4 Acceleration of Cosmic Rays

The acceleration of cosrnic lays up to energies of - 1 x 1020 eV is still not a fully

understood process. The rnost likely nrethod for the acceleration of cosmic rays is

thr:ough the shock acceleration of low energy cosrnic rays. A precursor to the theory of

shock accelera,tiorì was the theoly of Fermi (1949) which suggested that cosmic rays
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could gain energy by collisions with randomly rnoving rnagrretic fielcls in the interstellar
medium (ISM). This is a relatively ine'fficient process, where the fractional e¡ergy gain
per interaction is x B2 (where 0 - uf c) and is telmecl second order Fermi a,cceler¿ltion.

The most widely accepted theory for the acceleration of cosmic ra)¡s up to
energies of - 10ra eV is diffusive shock acceleration b5, superrova renrnants (SNR)
(Axford, Leer and Skadron, lgzz; Bell, 19zga; Bell, lgTgb; Blandford and ostriker,
1978; Krymskii, 1977). In this theory, particles are scatteled by turbulence in the
magnetic field either side of a shockwave created by the supernova blastwave srveeping

into the ISM. This is a first order acceleration process) si,ce the fractional ener-gy gai¡
per shock crossing is o< B. This theory is popular since the combined energy from SNR,
assuming an efficiency of I0To, is enough to account fol the acceleration of the bulk of
the cosmic ray flux. Also, a power law spectrunr lesults uatulally from the a,ssumption

of first order shock acceleration. For the case of a, strong shock, the sJrectral inclex is
-2' Diffusive shock acceleration of solar wind ions has also been observecl ¿n .si/z in the
heliospheric bow shock (Ellison and Möbius, lgg7).

The lifetime of the supernova shock limits the maximum energy a cosmic r.ay can
attain to - lgrn-l5 eV (Lagage and Cesarsky, 1983). Jokipii (1gSZ) suggests that the
upper energy limit for cosmic ray acceleration in all types of shocks can be increased
by two orders of magnitude by assuming quasi-normal shocks where the orientation of
the average magnetic field is along the shock. Another theory suggests that supernova
shocks expanding into a stellar wind may accelerate cosmic rays up to energies of
E*o, - z x r0rz ev (völk and Biermann, 19gg). In this case the cosmic ray
composition would reflect the elemental abundances of the pre-supernova wind rather
than the ISM (Silberberg et a1.,1990). Another type of shock that may accelerate
cosmic rays to energies past the knee are those associated with the stellar rvinds
emanating from young stars (Cassé and paul, 1gg0).

Observations of UHE 7-rays from X_ray binary systerns (e.g. Cyg X_3

Lloyd-Evans et o,l. (1983), Samorski and Stamm (1g83b)) point to the prcse'ce rhere of
cosmic rays of energies > 1016 eV. There are several models employed to explain the
acceleration of cosmic rays at these sources, all of lvhich nse the accretion energy or
rotation energy of the pulsar to power the acceleration (e.g. see Nagle, Gaisser. ancl
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Plotheroc (1988)).

A further proposed acceleration mechanism for EHE cosmic rays is by

acceleration at a galactic wind termination shock (Jokipiì and Morfill, 1985; Jokipii

and Morfill, 1987). This could in part explain the smooth spectrum of energies

obtainecl o\/cl'many decades, since it invokes the same acceleration mechanism that is

rrsecl at lower energies. The energy deposited by supernovae may provide energy for a

galactic wincl rvith a speed of - 500 km s-l, resulting in a tennination shock at a

radius of - 100 kpc. Because of the size and ti¡nescale of the shock region, cosmic rays

may be accelerated up to - 1020 eV. Unfortunately there is no evidence to suggest our

galaxy possesses a galactic wind.

Another model proposed for the acceleration of cosmic rays of energies past the

knee, uses the centres of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) as the acceleration sites

(Protheroe and Szabo,1992; Szabo, 1992). Protons which are accelerated at the

accretion shocl< located at the centre of the AGN interact in the intense radiative

ent'ironntent to produce neutrons. These neutrons escape and eventually decay,

resulting in a purely proton beam.

Gencrally it is accepted that cosmic rays with energies > 101e eV are

extragalactic. A good illustration of the problems encountered in accelerating cosmic

rays to energies greater than 101e eV via stochastic mechanisms such as shock

acceleration is given by Hillas (1984). Cosmic rays contained within a stochastic

system will gain energy continuously by interacting with scattering centres at a rate

given Iw #: fl where úa is some characteristic acceleration time. Cosmic rays will be

lost to the system and this can be represented by some mean escape time ú6. Cosmic

rays leaving this system will have an energy spectrum J x E-1 where .y : I *t¡ltø.
The mcan pathlength ,\ between scatterings can be defined in terms of the gyroradius

16' in tlre avelage magnetic field, as 
^ 

: qrc. It is usually assumed that 17 : 10.

As rvell as gaining energy within the scattering environment, energy losses will

occur. In a strong magnetic field synchrotron losses will dominate. Irr a weak magnetic

fielcl cosmic ray interactions with low energy photons, including the background 2.7 K

photons, will be the main source of energy loss. Figure 4-6 shows how different possible

extragalactic source regions satisfy the criteria for the acceleration of cosmic ra)'s up to
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1020 eV' one of the most promising sources for these cosmic rays are ,,radi. hot spots,,
where jets originating from AGN terminate, forming galactic scale shocks (Begelman,
Blandford and R.ees, 1984; Bridle and perley, 1gg4).

In conclusion, shock acceleration in sNR is thought to be able to explain
acceleration of cosmic rays up to 101a ev. Above this energy many models exist and no
preference for any single modél has emerged.
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Chapter 5

Propagation of Cosrnic Rays with

Energies of 1018 eV and above

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the anisotropy of Extremely Iligh Bnergy (EHE) cosmic rays is

investigated. 'Ihese cosmic rays of energies 1018 eV or greater show a remalkable

degree of isotropy. At 1018 eV the gyroradius of a proton in the Galactic Magnetic

Field (GMF) is - 300 pc which is approximately equal to the half thickness of the

Milky Way galaxy. If the sources of these cosmìc rays lie within the galactic disc then

this would imply that a significant excess of cosmic rays would come from the direction

of the galactic plane. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the effects of GMF

turbulence on the propagation of EHE cosmic rays and its implications regarding their

lifetime and anisotropy.

Firstly, methods of rneasuring the GMF are described. Theoretical explanations

for the presence of a GMF are reviewcd, the trvo mairr theories being the relic field

model and the galactic dynamo model. Two mathematical models which have been

used to describe the GMF are then discussed, these being the quasi-longitudinal model

of 'fhielheim and Langhoff (1968) and the axisymmetric concentric ring model of Rand

and Kulkarni (1989). The method of simulating cosmic ray propagation in the galaxy,

including a model for incolporating the ranclom component of the GMF, is then

derived. Simulations of the expected anisotropy and lifetime of EHE cosmic rays are
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then presented. The second half of this chapter investigates the effect of inclucling a
galactic halo with its own magnetic field, both random and non-random, on EHtr
cosmic ray propagation. 'Ihe chapter concludes with a discussion on the implications
of the results presented.

5.2 Galactic Magnetic Field

The first evidence for the existence of a galactic rnagnetic field was from the
observation of linear polarisation of starlight (Hiltner, 1g4g). The galactic magnetic
field appears to have an ordered structure, at least in the region within 3 kpc of our
solar system. This is the region where the strength and direction of the galactic
magnetic field can be determined by observations of Faraday rotation. It is expected
however that the ordered magnetic field encornpasses the entire galactic disk as this is
ol¡served in external galaxies (Sofue, Fujimoto and Wielebinski, 19g6). The strength of
the ordered magnetic field is estimated to be - 2 p,G. Associated with this ordered
field is a non-ordered field with a magnitude 1-3 times greater than the ordered
component' This random field appears to have a length scale in the range 50-150 pc
(Chi and Wolfendale, 1990; Rand and Kulkarni, 1989). For a general discussion of
interstellar magnetic fields see Heiles (1926) and Heiles (1ggz).

It is thought that a galactic halo exists with possibly its own magnetic field
outside of the galactic plane' However, any observation of this halo magnetic field is
complicated by the observers position being located in the galactic plane with its own
magnetic field' As a result, the nature of the halo magnetic fielcl is speculative.

5.2.1 Measurements

Faraday Rotation

Faraday Rotation is the rotation of the plane of polarisation when radiation rvhich is
plane polarised travels through a magnctisecl plasma. The angle of rotation ád over a
distance / (in pc) is given by

60:
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8.1 x 105ì'RM , (5 1)

wltere n" is tlte thermal electron clensity in cm-3, B¡¡ is the component of É parallel to

the line of sight, À is the wavelength of the radiation in metres ancl RI\{ is the rotation

mcasure, defined as I n"B¡dl. Measurements at different wavelengths are necessary

since á0 may be greater than 2r for one wavelength. Pulsars are the ideal candìdates

for measuring Faraday rotation since they emit linearly polarised radioivaves over a

range o{ fi'r:cluencies.

'fhe rlifferent frequency components travel through a plasma at different velocities

since the time Z taken for a component of frequency u to travel a distance / is given by

(5.2)

(5 3)

rvlrere tlre Dispersion Measure (DM) is defined as I n.dl.

A value for the average magnetic field B¡¡ along the line of sight is given by

<Blt > I n.B¡dl

I n"d,l
pGt.232

t.2s2 *# r"

By measuring radio emissions from pulsars the structure of the local magnetic field can

be discerned.

Zeeman Splitting

Thc presence of an atom or molecule in an external magnetic field results in splitting

of the al;omic energy levels. This is termed Zeeman splitting. In the case of the

h-vrlrogen atom the galactic magnetic field splits the upper level of the 21 cm (1.42

GHz) line into three levels. The frequency difference Az, between the upper and lower

of these levels is given by 2.88¡"¡ Hz, where B¡o¿ is the total strength in ¡rG. When the

cxternal field is parallel to the line of sight, the atom radiates two circularly-polarised

components tvith frequencies Az apart. The hydrogen atom also radia,tes three linearly

polarised components with maximum amplitudes perpendicular to the magnetic field.

In almost all cases the frequency splitting is much less than the intrìnsic line
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width so that only the change of sign of circular polarisation across the line can be

observed. The amplitude A of the circularly polarised conponent is proportional only
to the parallel component of the magnetic field (i.e. o * #). Zeeman splitting of the
2I crn line was first detected by observing III clouds against strong extragalactic radio
sources' Zeeman splitting of the OH 18 cm line has also been obser.ved in molecular
clouds. By its nature the Zeeman splitting method detects the magnetic field in clouds

with large I{I(OH) column densities and narrow line rvidths i.e. cold clense I,II(OH)
clouds. This leads to estimates of the galactic magnetic fielcl usually an order of
magnitude greater than that obtained from observations of Faracla), r.tatio. rvhich are

biased to warm ionised regions of the ISM (Heiles, 1976; Heiles, lgg7).

Polarisation of Starlight

'I'his method for observing the galactic magnetic fieltl is clifferent lrom the two
previously discussed methods. The polarisation of starlight rneasures the direction of
the component lying perpendicular to the line of sight 81 ancl rrot the stre¡gth of the
component parallel to the line of sight B¡¡. The observation of linc¡rr polar.isation of
starlight provided the first evidence for the existence of an interstellar magnetic field
(Hiltner, 1949).

For an elongated dust grain in the ISM, the preferred axis of rotation is that with
the largest angular momentum. If the energy associated with the dust grain,s rotation
is apportioned equally about all three principal axes, then the preferred axis of rotation
is perpendicular to the longest dimension of the dust grain. Energy considerations
ensure that over time thè dust grains align themselves so that they experience a time
independent magnetic field. This aligns the spin axis parallel to the magnetic field
(spitzer, 1978). The spinning grains polarise the lightwave in the direction
perpendicular to their spin axes, linearly ¡rolarising light in the direction of Ba.

5.2.2 Origin of the Galactic Magnetic Field

The galactic magnetic field d hu, an energy density, defined u, ff, equal to - 1 eV
cm-3' This value is comparable to the thermal energy density of the ISI\{ (n,t? where
n - I cD-3, ,t : Boltzman,s constant and T - I}a K), the energ), density of
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interstellar turbulence (nmou2f2 where mp: proton mass and u - 10 km s-1) and the

cosmic ray energy density. This implies that whilst the galactic magnetic field is weak,

in the order of a few pG, its large scale has made it an intcgral part of the galaxy's

evolution. As to the question of the origin of the field, there are tlvo main theories.

These are the relic field theory, which suggests that the field resulted from a primordial

universal field being wound up as the galaxy formed, and the galactic dynamo theory

which suggests that the large scale ordered field is the result of small turbulent helical

motions rvhich can combine and grorv to form the galactic rna,gnetic field.

Relic Field Model

The relic field model assumes that the present day galactic magnetic field originates

from an primordial intergalactic field. According to this theor¡,, galaxies are formed

from intergalactic clou<ls which themselves are embedded in a weak (- # ¡-rG) large

scale (- 100 Mpc) magnetic field (Piddington, 1964). Thus the qucstion of the origin

of the galactic magnetic field becomes a question of the origin of the pregalactic

magnetic field. The magnetic field configuration expected from the relic field theory is

a spiral configuration. This is caused by the non-uniform rotation of the galactic field

winding up the primordial magnetic field.

The most significant problem with the relic field theory is that interstellar

turbulence is expected to dissipate the field on a timescale less than the age of the

galaxy. For instance, the approximate scale of interstellar turbulence -L¡ is - 100 pc

and this has an associated velocity - 10 km s-l. This implies a turbulent magnetic

diffusivity B of
-L,

P - 
t+ 

- 1026 cm-2s-1 . (5.4)

Therefore for the simple case of l-dimensional diffusion it would be expected that the

magnetic field would take h2lB - 5 x 108 years to dissipate, considering that our

galaxy has a half thickness å - 300 pc. Unfortunately this is only Il20 of the expectecl

age of the galaxy (Parker, 1gg1).
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Galactic Dynamo Model

The galactic dynamo theory relies on the presence of an initial turbulent magnetic field
to generate the large sc¿rle non-random galactic magnetic fielcl. This interstellar
turbulence is thorrght to arise fi'om superno\¡a remnants whose expanding shells sweep

into the interstellar medium. The jdea that helical turbulent motions can give rise to
large scale ordered magnetic fields in astrophl,slsal plasmas u,as first proposed by
Parker (1970). This method rvas then usecl to explain the generation of the galactic
rnagnetic field (Parker, 1971a; Pa,rker, 1971b). These theories have now been developed
to explain the existence and configuration of magnetic fielcls in other galaxies (see e.g.
Ruzmaikin, Shukurov and Sokolotr (1988), R.uzmaikin, Sokoloff and Shukurov (lggg)).
'lhe dynamo equation is obtainecl by modelling the interstellar medium using the
magnetohvdrodynamic.approximation which assurnes that if .L is a typical length scale
over which fields va,ry .nd z is a,' associated time scale then

(5.5)

where c is the velocity of ligtrt. Using this approximation the induction equation can
be derived from Maxwell's equations. This is defined as

aÈ
;: Vx (d"É)-üx (aV rÉ), (b.6)

wlrere q : Ilp,o is the magnetic diffusivity (- 10s cm2 s-l for the galactic disk), ø is
the electrical conductivity and ¡t is the magnetic permeability. For constant 2 the ratio

V x (u-x B) VL
Re^ ,TÌV2Il (5.7)

is called the magnetic Reynolcls number, which for the galactic disk is estimated to be

- 3 x 1017.

The dynamo eqrtation is a rnodifiecl incluction equation which takes into account

L
TK,'

n
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the effect of turbulent rna¡çnetic fields and is given by

(5.8)

where B is defined in Equation 5.4 and is ma,n)'orders of magnitude larger than the

magnetic diffusivity 17 (10'u ctt'r2 s-l comparc<l to 10s crn2 s-l). a is the mean helicity

and is defined by

(r:_lt; vxu-) , (5.9)3' t )

where r is the cor¡elation tirne. c¡ b¿s a valucr of - I km s-I. The overall mean helicity

of the galactic disk originates frorn the rotatio¡r of turbulent cells as they rise from the

galactic disk. This is thought to arise because of the lower density of interstellar

material above the galactic plane. The rotati<¡n of the tulbulent cells is due to Coriolis

force from the rotation of the galactic disk. In general the rotation curve d(r) is

defined by

a-(r) : silt¡ x r-- 2oo km s-l , (b.10)

where Õ1t¡ it the angular velocity of the disk as a function of galactocentric radius.

In summarg terms (i) and (ii) of Equation 5.8 are adding to the overall ordered

magnetic field while term (iii) is a diffusive loss term. Thus the dynamo process is a

competition between the regeneration of the large scale magnetic field due to the

helicity of turbulent cclls and the differential rotation of the galaxy against the

dissipation of the magnetic field due to turbulent diffusion. An example of a solution

to Equation 5.8 is to assume uniforrn o and B and to use separation of variables into

cylindrical co-ordinates (Ruzmaikin, Sokoloff and Shukurov, 1988). Solutions to this

particular case of the dynamo equation are of the form

É : Ii(r, z) exp(f¿ + ¿*ö) , (5.11)

where Êþ, z) is the radial artd. z dependence of the magnetic field, f is the growth

rate, / is the azimuthal angle, ú is the time and n¿ is the azimuthal wave number. The

solution for our galaxy is thought to be u'ith rn : 0 i.e. the galactic rnagnetic field is

axisyrnmetric. Generally solutions to l,he clynarno equation are typically complex
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requiring numerical contputation or various simplifying approximations to be made
(Ruzmaikin, Shukurov and Sokoloff, lggg).

5.2.3 Empirical Models of the Galactic Magnetic Field
Bisymmetric Spiral Model

The quasi-longitudinal model of Thielheirn ancl Langhoff (Thielheim and Langhoff,
1968) has been used in previous sirnulations of EHE cosmic ray propagation
(Berezinsky and Mikhailov, rgg3; Berezinsky and Mikhailov, lggz; Berezinsky,
Mikhailov and syrovatskii, lgzg; Kalakura et ar.,19Tl; smith and clay, 1gg0). The
structure of the magnetic field is aligned rvith the spiral arms. The field strength is
strongest in the spiral a¡ms with the fielcl reversing in its orientation above and below
the galactic plane. The geomet¡ical form of the spiraì arms is defined bv d(À) where

ó(R) : þnorrtun o! + óo, (5.12)

I{ : I kpc, ó : 1 and -R is the radius from the centre of the galaxy in kpc. This
function defines two spiral arms starting from opposite sides of the galactic centre. The
magnetic field parallel to these spiral arms is defined in terms of the unit vector

ô¿:Rcose * (Zxn)sine ,

where 'R it th" unit vector in the radial direction, 2 is the unit vector perpendicular to
- the galactic plane and

(5.13)

(5.14)e :arcran (olnarcran #-#")
Thus the form of the magnetic fielcl is

É : 8"ã.1 8"2 ,
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where

Ba: c2"", (-ã) .", (-#) (r - "., (-#)) 
'r 

t a2 cos2(do - d(,?))r . (5.16)

Frorn Bo it can be seen that the magnetic field in the galactic plane is zero and

changes value about the galactic plane. The parameters -r11 and R2 deterrnine the rate

with which the field drops lvith respect to R. zs detennines the rate the field

diminishes with incleasing Ìreight both above and below the galactic plane. These

parameters â,r€ z¡ : 0.175 kpc, A1 : 10 kpc :rnd r?2 : 4 kpc respectively. a determines

the ratio of the field strength within the arms to that between the arms and is set at 2.

The position of our solar system in this coordinate system is at (10 kpc, 6.5', -.085

kpc) corlcsponding to (,1?s, óo,ro).c determines the mean magnetic field and in the

original Thielheinr and Langhoff mo<lel is equal to 50 pG kp"-t. This values gives a

magnetic field of - 6 /¿G in the earth's vicinity.

The Axisyrnmetric Concentric Ring Model

The quasi-longitudinal model of Thielheim and Langhoff (1968) discussed in the

previous section is based on measurements of the GMF circa 1965 and as such has

become outdated. Subsequent analyses of the GMF using RMs from observations of

pulsar and extragalactic sources have been inconclusive with regard to the overall

magnetic field configuration but agree well in terms of the approximate direction and

magnitude locally. Manchester (197a) used observations of RMs from 28 pulsars to

determine the GMF and found that a longitudinal model represented well the local

field with ln :94 + 11" and a field strength of B,"B:2.2 +0.4 p.G. All of the pulsars

used in this analysis had distances from the sun of less than 2 kpc. Manchester (197a)

also concluded that there was a random component to the GMF whose field strength

was comparable to the regular component with a length scale of a few hundred parsecs.

A subsequcnt analysis of an increased sample of some 48 pulsars with D ( 3 kpc

by l'homson arrd Nelson (19E0) lound a field strength of 8.", : 3.5 + 0.3 ¡rG and

di¡ection lB:74 + 10'. They also found evidence fo¡ a field revelsal towards the inner

galaxy at a distance D,,.: 170 t90 pc. They estimated ttrat the random component of

the GMF has a field strengl,h in the range 4 1 B,-, < 14 ¡tG. Chi and \Volfendale
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(1990) used the rotation measures of 51 pulsars, all within a distance of 1.5 kpc of the
sun' They make a distinction between the spiral arm and interarm region. 'I'hey find a
field strength for B."s of 1.0 + 0.4 ¡zG in the direction /6 : g0 :E 1g. for the
Orion-Perseus arrn and a strength of B..s : J.2¡¡ 1.0 ¡lG in the direction la : 5T + 14"

between the Orion and Sagittarius arm. They also find evidence for a field reversal

towards the inner galaxy at D,: 190 t 90 pc. The r.andom component rvas found to
have a magnitude of 5 pG with a scale size of b5 pc.

Another set of RM data is that which has been obtained from the observations of
extragalactic sources. The analysis by Simarcl-Normandin and l(ronber.g (1gg0) of 552
RMs from the observation of extragalactic raclio sources by Simar.d-Normandin,
I(ronberg and Button (1981), found that a spiral model with four arms a,ncl a field
reversal at each arm agreed with observations. In this spiral model the closest field
reversal is at D" : 600 pc. An axisymrnetric concentric ring model with one field
reversal towards the inner galaxy also agrees with the data. Another catalogue listing
the linear polarisations of extragalactic radio sources (Tabara and Inoue, lgg0) has

been used by sofue, Fujimoto and wielebinski (19g6) to determine the GMF
configuration. They prefer a bisymmetric field model with the nearest field reversal
towards the inner galaxy at D.: 350 pc.

When trying to determine the strength and direction of the unifo¡m GMF it is
important to take into account any sources of anomalous RM (Vallée, 19ga). The
source of these anomalous RM are magnetic bubbles close to the sun (see Figure b-l).
The prominent ones are the North polar spur (Loop I /, ä - (32g",1g.)), cetus Arc
(Loop rr,l, b - (110',-32")) and the Gum Nebula (vela, r, b - (260",0")). These
magnetic bubbles are thought to be caused by collections of stars with stellar winds
strong enough to push out interstella¡ matter and hence the magnetic field. Another
possible cause for these magnetic bubbles are supernovae whose expanding envelopes
sweep out interstellar matter.

For the purposes of simulating BHE cosmic ray propagation in this report the
concentric ring model of R¿nd and Kulka.rni (1989) has been used. ¡si'g the RMs of
116 pulsars with , < 3 l<pc from the measulements of Hamilton and Lyne (lgg7) plus
previous existing nì-easurements, R,and and l(ulkarni (1gg9) found that a simple
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axlsymmetric concentric ring model agreed best with observations, in agreeme¡t with
Matrclrester Q97a) and Vallée (1983). Rand and Kulkarni (19g9) found the local field
strength to be 1.6+0.2 pG towards longitude f¡ : 96 t4o and a reversal in the field
600 + 80 pc towards the inner galaxy. The field model assumed for the galaxy
characterises the GMF strength as valying sinusoidally with galactocentric radius. The
field is assumed to vanish within a radius of 4 kpc and outside a radius of 15 kpc.
'rhere are assumed to be two field reversals within the solar circle (A" : r0 kpc) and
one outside' The spacing between reversals is 3.1 kpc with a reversal occurring at 6b0

Pc interior to the solar circle. The amplitude of the sinusoidal variation is 2.15 pG.
This cortcentlic ring rnodel was also found to be consistent with measurements of
extragalactic objects.

For the purposes of simulation this field model is parameterised as follows

B,"s:2.15 sin (1.0184 (Auo" - 3.1826)) êø pG ,, (5.17)

where A¡o" is the distance from the centre of the galaxy in kiloparsecs and é¿ is the
azimuthal u¡rit vector. Figure 5-2 illustrates this parameterisation (Note: Figure g in
Rand and Kulkarni (i989) is incorrect). This field model has also been used for cosmic
ray simulations of a similar nature to those presented here (Berezinsky et al., IggI;
Giller et al',1993). Another analysis of the same RM data set (Lyne and Smith, lggg)
found a value for the local magnetic field of - 2-3 ¡zG and directed towards ln : g0,

with evidence for a field reversal within I kpc of the sun in the direction of the centre
of the galaxy' In the GMF model of Rand and Kulkarni (1g89) the random component
of the field has a strength of 5 ¡-rG and a scale length of b5 pc.

5.3 Modelling of the propagation of cosmic Rays
in a Magnetic Field

5.3.1 Generation of the T'rbulent Magnetic Field

From very general principles it is expected that there should be turbulence in the ISI\{
The Reynolds number for the ISM, ,Re¡5¡1, calculated using typical values for the ISM
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yields (Scalo, 19SZ)

'?elsu:10t/u-.0't, (5.18)

where /o" ìs the length scale of the turbulence measured in parsecs.

This is far in excess of Reynolds number for turbulence obtained in laboratory
conditions and led to the suggestion that the ISM can be moclelled as a turbulent fluid
(Von Weizäcker, 1951). The driving force for this turbulence is provided by supernovae
which occttr randornly in tirne and space throughout the galaxy. Since the rnagnetic
diffusivity 1 of the ISI\{ is low, the galactic magnetic field lines are frozen into the ISM,
implying that there should be a turbulent component 8., associated with the large
scale ordered component ,á."r. It was thought initially that this random component
d.* of the GMF was smaller or equal to the regular componen¿ -Ë"... Flowever more
recenr mea,suremenrs imply th"t 

+*l 
_ 3 (chi ancl wolfenclale, 19g0; Rand and

Kulkarni, 1989). Thus the turbulent component of the magnetic field has a much
larger eflect on EIIB cosmic ray propagation than at first thought. In order to simulate
these elfects it is necessary to formulate a method whereby turbulent efiects r:an be
taken into account.

Generally the approach taken to describe the ¡rropagation of cosmic rays in a
turbulent magnetic field is to assume that the turbulent component is smaller than the
uniform component i.e. (-8"-.) << (8""r) (".g. Jokipii (1966)). In this case the
probability of finding a particle in a particular position and with a given pitch angle
will satisfy the Fokker-Planck equation (for a discussion of the Fokker-planck equation
see Chandrasekhar (1943)). For the case of strong turbulence this approach is invalid
as the turbulent co'ponent cannot be treated as a small perturbation.

In this report lve use the method of Honda (1987) which calculates directly the
effect of strong turbulence on cosmic ray propagation. Using this method a self
consistent turbulent magnetic field can be generated with V .4^" : 0. This is done by
finding a suitable form for the vector potential ,4-"",. and clefining

4*: V t Ã"" (5.1e)

In pra'ctice' to simulate a turbulent magnetic field a cubic lattice is considered to
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be embedded in the galaxy. This lattice has a length scale ,L¡ equal to the largest

length scale of turbulence assumed. At each point k within the lattice, values for

(At,Al,,ll),the cartesian cornponents of the vector potential, are sampled from a

probability distribution of the form

(5.20)

lAl is chosen such that the magnitude of the random magnetic field 4"" is as required.

To save on computirrg time, such a lattice is not generated throughout the sirnulation

space. Instead a cubic lattice of dimension 10Io is generated and reproduced

throughout the galaxy. The rationale for this rnethod is that a cosmic ray's direction

after travellìng through this volume will be independent of the direction it had when it

entered this region. After a given number of increments in the galaxy the l0 x 10 x 10

cubic lattice is regenerated.

The cosmic ray at any point in time will be located in a particular cube of length

scale ,Ls. To find 4* th" curl of the vector potential must be found. In cartesian

co-ordinates this is found using the well known formula

p(At):å""r(-#)

(aA" ôA,\
\ø- a")

/ aL a/,\
\ a, --ã;)

(ôAo AÁ,\
\a"- ar)V ,. ,Ã,*: ã+ y+ 2 . (5.21)

Given A,, Au and A, for each of the eight points of the cube surrounding the position

of the cosmic ray (x.ry",z") then each of the terms W, +..., etc. can be calculated

at the vertices of the cube by numerical differentiation on the length scale of the cube.

To find the value of these differential terms at (r..,y.,2"), a linear interpolation to the

position of the cosmic ray is then done . É,*, is then founcl by applying Ðquation 5.21.

Figure 5-3 shows the distribution of sampled B"*p : 14""1 values. This procedure was

tested by using known vector potentials (".g. . magnetic dipole) and comparing the

derived magnetic field using the nurnerical method described to the analytic solution.

To treat the transfer of cnergy from the largest length scale of turbulence -Ls in

the magnetic field to ihe smaller scales of turbulence, an approximation first stated by

Kolmogorov (Kolrnogorov, 1961) is used. Kolmogorov stated that turbulerrce in an

incompressible fluid should exhibit a dissipationless energy cascade from the largest
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scale of turbulence -Ls where the energy is injected, to a length scale /¡ where energy is

dissipated due to viscous losses. This length scale /¡ is terrned the Kolmogorov

rnicroscale and is given by (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972)

,r:(+)''^ (5.22)

rvhere z is the viscosity of the ISX{ and u is the velocity of the turbulence. /¿ is

approximately equal to 1010/;1 m fol our galaxy. ilhe rarìgc of length scales over which

there is assumed to be no viscous losses is termed the "inertial sub-range". Between Ls

an<l /¡ accor'ding to the l{olnrogolov theory, the kinetic erìcrgy transfer rate e - + : +
should be constant. This implies that u xlr/s. Defining k:1lt as the rvavenumber

associated with the length scale / then u(fr) o< /r-rls. The cnergy spcctrum E(k) of the

turbulence is thus defined as

E(k) o< k-1u2(k) x k-í/z . (5.23)

Thus the energy spectrum is a porver spectrum with an index of -5/3.
Evidence for the energy spectrum of interstellar turbulence can be obtained from

the analysis of the scattering of radio waves in the ISM. Such scattering can cause

intensity scintillations (Lee and Jokipii, 1975c), angular broadening of a radio source

(Lee and Jokipii, 1975a) or pulse smearing (Lee and Jokipii, 1975b), or more generally

a combination of these th."" effects. Lee and Jokipii (1976) deduced fi'om

measurements of radio wave intensity scintillations from three pulsars that the

spectrum of interstellar turbulence lvas consistent with either a l(olmogorov-like power

law spectrum or a Gaussian spectrum. Other measurements of interstella.r scintillations

from radio sources (Armstrong, Cordes and Rickett, 1g81; Cordes, Weisberg and

Boriakoff, 1985; Rickett, Coles and Bourgois, 1984) are consistent with a l(olmogorov

power spectrum in the 'çvavenumber range 10-8-10-13 m-1. \.\¡hen these measurements

are cornbined with those at much l<liver wavenumbers which are also consistent with a

Kolmogorov spectrum (I{aplan, 1966; Larson, 1979), the implication is that interstellar

turbulence has a Kolnogorov spectlurn over a scale size ranging from - 100 pc to

- 108 m. It is also intelesting to note that a I{olmogorov spectrum for interstellar
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turbulence is predicted by the galactic dynamo theory (Ruzmaikirr and Shukurov,
1 s82).

For the Purposes of this simulation the Kolmogorov spectrum has been assumed.
Lattices are generated with length scales L; - r0-;/r, i : r,2,J,. . .. The smallest scale
of turbulence .L" is determined \ry L" < $ where ,Rn is the gyroradius of the cosmic
ray Jn a magnetic field of the same strength as the turbulent component. Magnetic
fields aÌe generated for each of the length scales .L¡ and are summed to the magnetic
1ìeld generated for the largest length scale -Ls. Each magnetic field contribution for
each lengl,h scale l; is weighted according to the Kolmogorov spectrum i.e.

l4-,rr,tl * (*)''" (5.24)

T'he total average random field strength at the value being investigated is independent
of the lorvest level of turbulence assumed. This is accomplished by including a

normalisation constant dependent on .0". This process of generating the random
nta'gnetic field is computationally intensive and has to be done for each increment in
the cosmic r.ay's position.

'Ihe total magnetic field .Ë1"¿ that the cosmic ray experiences is the vector sum of
the rand<¡m and non-random components

Éø¡: ã*. + -d.". (5.25)

For the simulations presented here, ã"." is given by Equation 5.17 which is obtained
from l,he axisymmetric concentric ring model of Rand and Kulkarni (19g9).

5'3-2 Propagation in the Garactic Magnetic Fierd
Following the method of Honda (19s7), orthogonal axes â, y and 2 are ueated. These
orthogonal àxes correspond to the co-ordinate system used to describe the galax¡, (see
Figure 5-4), with tlte centre of the galaxy at the centre of the cartesian co-ordinate
s-vstem' The cosmic ray is defined to have momentumf whose magnitucle is Elcwhere
E is the eneÌg.y of the cosmic ray and c is the velocity of light. In the rest frame of the
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Figure 5-4: The coordinate system used for the galaxy. The galactic disk is assumed to
have a half-thickness of 600 pc and a radius of 15 kpc. The sun has a position in this
co-ordinate system of (10 kpc, 6.5o, 0.085 kpc) corresponding to cylindrical co-ordinates
(R, Ó, ,). This unusual position of the earth is taken from Thielheim and Langhoff
(1963) and is used to maintain consistency.
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particle, orthogona,l axes are defined, these being

ull B

Pxù )

'Ihe components of momenturn in this new co-ordinate system are found by forming
the dot product of the momentum p- with the cartesian unit vectors of the new
co-ordinate system i.e.

u

u1'

U¡ : û'¡ x ttL¡

Pt

P : n'¡
pJ-

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.2e)

General propagation of a charged particle with charge g in a magnetic field .d and
electric field ,É has its motion determined by the Lorentz force F defined by

å di '=o': ¿r:q(E*úxB). (b.2s)

For the Purpose of simulating the propagation of cosmic rays within the galaxy no
electric field is assumed. In the rest frame of the particle the action of the Lorentz
force is equivalent to the momentum transformation

Pt u¡ 'p

: pa cos u\t - pa sin u\,t ,

: p1 sinøAl * pr cos u\,t .

eí : p

p't

p+

where

M
Ec

a

r02

(5.30)



and A¿ is the time increment, E is energy and c is the velocity of light. This can be

transformecl back in terms of the original gaÌactic cartesian co-ordinate system giving

P"

Pa

P"

Pl11tt11- I ?'tut,I TtlrL¡" ,

Pil'ulto I P'¡ttao * Plrro ,

P'¡¡rlll. * ?'tut, I p!-tL-¡, . (5.31)

For each of the components î, y arrd 2 a distance increment is calculated and is added

to the position of the cosrnic lay. For example, the increment in the c component Ar
of the position of the cosmic ray is given by

A,r:ffixcxr\t (5.32)

A¿ is always defined to be the tinre necessary to complete 1/10 of a revolution, where

the gyroradius is defined at thc cosmic ray's position. In this way, if a cosmic ray

encounters a large magnetic field, possibly due to turbulence, the step size will

decrease because of the smaller g),roradius. A method used to check that

computational numerical errors did not accumulate for large propagation times was to

check that the absolute value of the cosmic ray's rnornentum did not change.

5.4 Propagation of EHE Cosmic Rays

5.4.L Introduction

The purpose of this section is to establish whether cosmic rays of energies in the range

of 1018-1020eV originate within the galaxy using the methocl of simulating cosmic ray

propagation in a turbulent magnetic field described previously in this chapter. It is

important to see whether the inclusion of turbulerrce, both in the galaxy or in a

possible halo, is sufficient enough to randonrise cosmic ray trajectories such that their

detection on earth is isotropic. At the present time there is no statistical significance in

the anisotropies detected in the energy range being considered (Bird et al.,1g93e; Bird

et a1.,1993f; Chiba et a\.,1993a; Clay, 1987; Gilhnan and Watson, 1993; I(rasilnikov,
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Ivanov and Nikolsky, 1gg3; Sokolsky, Sommers and Dawson, 1g92)

5.4.2 Method of Simulation

To simulate the cosmic ray anisotropy obsen ed at earth, the method fir.st used by
I{arakula et al. (197I) is adopted. This method can be used test the theory that
cosmic rays originate within our galaxy. One way to simulate the expectecl anisotrop¡,
measured on earth is to propa'gate cosmic rays from assumecl sources through the
galaxy and then analyse their arrival directions at earth. However this is irnpractical
because of the miniscule volume the solar system occupies in compariso¡ to the
galactic disk. Ilrstead of this, Karakrla et al. Q}TI) analysed the trajector.ies of
antiprotons emitted isotropically from earth. The amount of time spent (or
equivalently distance travellcd) by an antiproton in the galactic clisk for a give'
emission direction is assumed to be directly proportional to the cosmic ray flux
(assuming protons) detected from this same direction. This assurnes that cosmic ray
sources are distributed uniformly in the disk.

This approach has subsequently been used by Berezinsky and Mikhailov (19g3),
Berezinsky and Mikhailov (1987), Berezinsky, Mikhailov and Syrovatskii (1g29) and
more recently bv Berezinsky et at. (ßgL) and Smith and Clay (1gg0). The galactic
field rnodel used by Berezinsky and Mikhailov (1983), Berezinsky, Mikhailov ancl

svrovatskii (1979), Karakula et aI. (LSTL) and smith and clay (1990) is the
bisymmetric spiral model of Thielheim and Langhof (1g6s) (see Section b.2.3). I' this
report the more recent axisymmetric model of Rand and Kulkarni (1gg9) is used.
Equation 5'17 is modificd to include an exponential decrease in field strength with
distance above and belorv the galactic disk i.e.

É,"e:2.15exp ( #i) sin (1.0134 (Æuo" - r.1826)) êø pG. (b.3r)

As discussed previously (see Section 5.2.3) this model is consistent with the more
recent Faraday rotation data as well as agreeing with the predictions of the galactic
clynamo theor.y (Vallée, lggl).

The ga'lactic disk is assumed to have a radius of 1b kpc and also to extend to a
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distance of 300 pc above and below the galactic plane. Antiprotons are propagated

throughout the galactic magnetic field using the methods described in Section 5.3 for

assumed turbulent magnetic field configurations. The total path length of the

antiproton in the galactic disk before it escapes the galaxy is then stored for each

emission direction. Ten thousand antiprotons are emitted for each energy sirnulatecl.

The arnplitude and phase of the first harmonic in Right Ascension of incident cosmic

rays are then calculated from these path lengths. In this report the anisotropies were

calculated for an array located at the latitude of llaverah Park using an approximate

l'orm of that array's zenith angle distribution. This array's characteristics were chosen

bccause it has had the longest exposure at EHE energies, with some 106 events

detected with energies above 101e eV. The gradient of the cosmic ray intensity rvith

respect to galactic latitude is also calculated. The larger (more negative) the gradient,

the steeper the fall off in cosmic ray intensity from the galactic plane. Clearly a large

measured gradient would imply a galactic origin for the cosmic ray flux.

5.4.3 Effect of T\rrbulence in the Galactic Disk

The first galactic magnetic field configuration simulated assumed a random field

4*, : 5 pG, as measured by Rand and Kulkarni (1989). The efiect of varying the

largest length scale of turbulence is investigated. Normally in simulations which model

the irregular component of the galactic magnetic field, the galaxy is divided into cells

of the assumed length scale of turbulence ,, Ls, and a random orientation of the

irregular field is chosen for each cell e.g. Giller et al.,(1993). The method of generating

the irregular field presented here is far more realistic as it incorporates the effects of

lower length scales of turbulence. Turbulent magnetic fields on these lower length

sqales may add to or subtract from the strength of the overall irregular field locally

depending on their orientation. Also as discussed previously, the method used in this

report ensures that ü x (4.. * 4"r) : 0 at least locally, ensuring that there are no

point sources of magnetic flux.

Figure 5-5 depicts the results of simulations which vary the assumed length scale

of turbulence. The values chosen are .L6 - 50, 100 and 150 pc. The contour maps are

used to plot the dependence of cosmic ray path length in the galaxy a,s a function of
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Right Ascension and declinatìon. These are equal area plots using a Hammer-Aitoff
projection. Increasing the length scale -L6, reduces the amplitude of the first harmonic
more rapidly with decreasing rigidity. This happens because the gyroradius of the
cosmic ray becomes comparable to the length scale of turbulence at higher rigidities.
This implies that scattering becomes more efficient at higher rigidities. If no turbulence
is included in the simulation, the amplitude of the first harmonic is essentially constant
at - 90To over the rigidity range considered. Some indicative points of the
experimentally measured anisotropy and galactic latitude gradient can be seen in
Figure 5-5 (d) and (f). These are plotted at rigidity values assuming a pure proton flux.

The measured cosmic ray anisotropy is inconsistent with a galactic origin if a

proton flux is assumed. This is true for any of the length scales of turbulence assumed
in the galactic disk' The same conclusion can also be drawn from the plot of galactic
latitude gradient as a function of rigidity (Figure 5-5(f)). Simulated galactic gradients
are 3-5 times higher than observed gradients assuming a galactic origin for the cosmic
ray flux' A pure iron cosmic ray flux would be consistent with observations since the
rigidity of a 101e eV iron nuclei is 26 times smaller than the rigidity of a proton with
the same energy.

Chi et al. (L992c) have stated that there exists a galactic plane excess which is
dependent on composition. By analysing EHE air shower data they have concluded
that showers initiated by protons are from directions closer to the galactic plane and
that those initiated by heavy nuclei originate from directions offset from the galactic
plane' They also conclude that the fraction of heavy nuclei in the cosmic ray flux
continues to rise until an energy of 3 x 101s eV, implving that the source of these
cosmic rays is the galaxy. Above 3 x 101e ev the flux is assumed to have an
extragalactic origin and is dominated by protons. sun, wang and watson (lgg3)
however conclude, also from composition information derived from air shower data,
that there isn't any evidence for any mass dependence of the cosmic ray flux as a
function of galactic latitude or primary energy. The rnost recent Fly,s Eye result (Bird
et al', 1993d; Gaisser et al-,1993) using stereo analysis of some bl2g events between

0'3 to 30 EeV shows that the composition changes from heavy to predominantly light
in the range 0'3 to 10 EeV. From 0.i to 0.3 treV the elongation rate is consistent with
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a constant but heavy flux. The Fly's Eye results are from the observation of tìre

shower development of extensive air showers and as such carry much more weight than

tlre ìnlerred observations of Chi et al. (1992c).

Steleo Fly's Eye analysis of the arrival directions of cosmic rays in the energ.1,

range 0.3 EeV to greater than 10 EeV and with an angular uncerta,inty ol clT:1.7o

slrows no evidencefor a significant galactic plane excess (Bird et a\.,1993e). This is in

disagreement with Figure 5-b u'hich shorvs a significant galactic gradient with latitLrcle.

Accepting that EHE cosmic rays are predominantly light in cornposition and that

thcre exists no significant evidence for a galactic plane excess, then the results

presented in Figure 5-5 which assume a galactic origin for the cosnric ray flur ar.c

inconsistent with experimental results.

5.4.4 Effect of a Galactic Halo Magnetic Field

A further factor affecting the anisotropy of BHE cosmic rays would be the existcnce of

a galactic halo. This would enlarge the containment volume for EHE cosmic ra)¡s. If
there exists a turbulent magnetic field in the halo of suitable strength and length scalc

then this may serve to further isotropise the cosmic ray flux. There have been

detections of radio haloes for edge-on spiral galaxies (Hummel, Beck and Dahlern,

1991; Ilummel eú ø/., 1988). These at least suggest the possibility that such a halo

with its own magnetic field may exist in our Galaxy. It is worth pointing out horvever

that radio haloes have only been reported from - 5% of all of the edge-on spiral

galaxies observed by radio astronomers (Hummel, Beck and Dettmar, 1991).

There does exist some indirect evidence for our own galactic halo. These

indìcations come from theoretical considerations resulting from the measured lifetime

of cosmic rays (Jokipii, 1976), distribution of 7-ray emissivity with galactic radius

(Bloemen, 19Sg) and primary to secondary ratios of cosmic ray abundances (e.g.

Webber, Lee ¿nd Gupta (1992)). See Bloemen (1g87) and Dogiel (1g91) for a

summary. Direct evidence for the existence of a galactic halo is complicatecl by our

own observation position being in the galactic disk. The aim of this set, of simulations

is to establish whether the existence of a galactic halo magnetic field can sufficiently

rir,ndomise cosmic ray trajectories to agree with the measured anisotropy.
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5.4.5 Turbulent Halo Field

Initially the magnetic field in the halo is assumed to be purely non-ordered. The origin

of the turbulence in the galactic halo is assumed to be from supernova remnants in the

halo (McKee and Ostriker, 1977). The length scale for turbulence assumed in the halo

is 800 pc. This value was chosen as an upper limit to the scale size of the turbulence.

If it is found that this length scale is not sufficie¡rt to randomise cosmic ray trajectories

then a more realistic lolver value would not. The field configuration for the galactic

disk assumed the field descliìred in Section 5.4.3 with tro : 100 pc. Three different

strengths of the random magnetic field in the halo are assumed, these being 2 pG,5

¡lG and 10 pG. Three different halo geometries are assume<l. Figure 5-6 presents the

results from an assumed cylindrical halo of height 3 kpc above and below the galactic

disk. Figure 5-7 presents the results from an assurned cylindrical halo of height 5 kpc

above and below the galactic disk. The third halo configuratìon assumed is a 15 kpc

spherical halo and this is shou'n in Figure 5-8. Again the experimental results are

plotted assuming a protonic composition (Z:t).
Clearly the turbulent magnetic halo with the strongest field strength of 10 ¡rG

provides the best agreement with experimental results. The randomisation of cosmic 
,

ray trajectories can be seen quite clearly in the contour plots of the path length

assuming a strength of 10 pG (Figures 5-6(c), 5-7(c) and b-8(c)). This shows that

cosmic rays whose initial directions do not intersect the galactic plane have had their

trajectories sufficiently changed so that they actually intersect the galactic plane.

However for a more realistic value of a 2 ¡rG turbulent magnetic halo the results only

vitr] ru 10% compared with the equivalent galactic disk results presented in Figure 5-5.

This implies that a halo must have a strong (> zpG) field in order to affect cosmic ray

propagation in the rigidity range considered. At lower energies the plots of the

amplitude of the first harmonic for each field strength converge. This is because at

lower energies the effect of the galactic disk magnetic field configuration, which is

assumed to be constant, determines the lorv rigidity turbulence.
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5.4.6 Non-Randorn Halo Field

At the present time there is no direct evidence for the presence of an ordered

field in the halo. There is evidence for the existence of ordered magnetic field

edge-on spiral galaxies, NGC 4631 (Flummel, Beck and Dahlem, 1991; Hurnm

1988) and NGC 891 (Hummel, Beck and Dahlem, 1991). Sokoloff and Shukur

found by analysing conditions present in an assumed galactic halo and by tpl

dynamo theory (see Section 5.2.2) that conditions may exist for the generatio

large scale ordered field. To this end Brandenburg et al. (1992) and Brandent

(1993) have extended the galactic dynamo theory to include the galactic halo

Gorclrakov et aI. (199L), using analytical arguments, conclucled that the fields

described in Sokoloff and Shukurov (1990) are capable of confining protons of

up to - 3 x 101e eV in the halo. It was decided to test this result computatio

using the method outlined in this report.

The non-random field in the halo is taken fi'om Berezinsky et al. (1991)

an adaption from Sokoloff and Shukurov (1990). This field is defined in terms

f, azimuthal / and zenith á 
"o-pon"nts. 

The radial component fI, is defined

H, - 0.26H,1(r) + 0.13/1"2(r) pG ,

where

H,r(r): l'ffi 
ç1r)cos 0 (bcos(2|) - 1) ,

with Q(r) - rLl2Jzþ(5.?63r),

The zenith angle component is defined as

H,z - 0.692r-3/2 Js¡2(trr) cos 0

He :0.26Hn * O.I3Hez ttG ,

Het - -o.sa+'ild (s.o,, o - r) {iAOD ,

where
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sin0 d, / ^-
Hoz : -0.346-; (r-u 'Js ¡r@r)) (5.3e)

The azimuthal component is defined as follows

IIó : 3.273r-1/2 J s¡z(5.762r)sin á cos d ¡;G (5.40)

The radius of the spherical halo is taken to be lb kpc.

Results shown in Figure 5-9 find fo¡ these simulations that the inclusion of an

ordered field in the halo does not make any substantial diffelence from those results
where the halo is assumed to be ¡rulely rarrdom. Tliis is not surprising considering the
weakness of the field, which has a maxirnum stlength of - 1.5 ¡rG. In conclusion, it is
found that the addition of an ordered magnetic field of the type predicted by the

dynamo model does not affect EHE cos.ric ray propagatio' significantly.

5.5 Conclusions

The effects of magnetic field turbulence on the anisotropy of EHE cosmic rays has been

investigated in this chapter. It is found that if the cosmic ray flux is made up
predominantly of protons in the energy range lgrs-1920 eV, then the observed galactic
magnetic field turbulence is not sufficient to scatter cosmic rays enough so that the
computed anisotropy and galactic gradient agree with observations. The inclusion of a
turbulent halo was also investigated. Some agreement with experimental results were
found for the halo configurations tested. Horvever, the magnetic field strength needed
was ñ 10 pG and this is approximately fir,e times thc cstimates of the halt, field
strength (Sofue, 1991). Analyses of the effect of an ordered field component in the halo
have found that such a fielcl can trap EHE cosmic ray protons up to an energy of
3 x 10re eV' In the simulations presented here no such effect has been found. This is
essentially in agreement with Berezinsky et at. (LggI)

In conclusion, it seems unlikely in the context of this model that EHE cosmic
rays originate within the galactic disk. The effects of magnetic field turbulence and a
larger propagation region have both been analysed. Results such as Bird eú ø/. (l9g3e)
and Sun, Wang and Watson (1993) imply that there is no significant galactic plane
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Figure 5-9: Results from simulations of EHE cosmic ray propagation. The assumed
source distribution is uniform within the galactic disk. A 15 kpc spherical halo is as-

sumed. The magnetic fielcl configuration in the disk is identical to Figure 5-5. As well
as a random field component in the halo, an o¡dered field component is included due to
Sokoloff and Shukurov (1990). Path lengths (in kpc) in the galactic disk for different
arrival directions at 101s eV can be seen for an assumed length scale of turbulence trs in
the lralo of 800 pc and tulbulent magnetic field strengths of (a) 2 pG (b) 5 ¡rG and (c)
10 ¡-lG.
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enhancement, which is in direct contrast to the results presented here which all show a

narked dependence of the cosmic ray flux on galactic latitude.

The change in spectral index in the cosmic ray energy spectrum between 2 x 1018

eV ancl 5 x 1018 eV observed by the Fly's Eye, where the slope flattens from -3.22 to
-2.7L. may inclicate the dominance of an extragalactic proton flux (Bird et al.,199Bc).

This is in agreement with the results presented here which imply that the origin of
lì[IIÌ cosmic rays is not within our own galaxy since if galactic sources are assumed for
the sinlrlation then the computed results are in contradiction with the measured

anisotropy.
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Chapter 6

Extensive Air Showers

6.1 Introduction

The cascade of secondary particles which results from the interaction of a cosmic ray

(nucleus or 7-ra5') with ar atmospheric nucleus is termed an Extensive Air Shower

(EAS). The secondar5, palticles produced by this interaction can be divided into three

groups:

1. Hadronic Component: This consists of the nuclear component of an EAS.

2. Flard Component: This consists of the rnuon component of an EAS-

3. Electromagnetic Component: This is also called the soft component of an EAS

and consists of the electrons, positrons and photons produced in the cascade.

There is also a neutrino component, but because of its extremely small chance of

interaction, it is not usually taken into account when describing EAS.

The basic evolution of an EAS is as follows. The hadronic component of the

shower feeds energy into the electromagnetic component via the decay of high energy

unstable hadrons rvhich produce photons. These photons then pair produce giving rise

to electromagnetic cascades. Decay of the hadronic component of the shower also gives

rise to the muon component. As the shower evolves, the number of particles (7+ e+ *
nucleons * muons) reaches a maximufl S-o" and then becomes attenuated as energy

for the creation of new particles dissipates.
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Primary cosrnic rays with energies < 1013 eV do not give rise to trAS which are

detectable at ground level. For primary cosmic rays with energies between 1012-10r3

eV, Õerenkov radiation is produced by EAS which can be detected by ground basecl

light detectors. Above 1013 eV direct measurements of EAS are possible by detectors
at mountain altitudes and above 10ra eV detection is possible using particle detectors
at sea level. This progression continues on to the highest energies, where at ener.gies

> 101e eV, S^o, can occur at sea level.

In this chapter the physics of the development of EAS is reviewed. Since the
detection of EAS is the only method by which cosmic rays with energies greate¡ than

- 1015 eV can be analysed, an understanding of EAS is necessary to be able to
correctly determine the primary cosmic ray's energy and direction. Furtherrnore,
conventional cosmic ray detectors only sample an EAS at one point in its clevelopment,
so an understanding of the statistical fluctuations inherent in shower developme't
needs to be gained.

6.2 Hadronic Component

A cosmic ray will produce an EAS when it interacts with an atmospheric molecule
such as N2 or 02' For protons, the interaction length Àp is given by

Àp - 67.2
Eru'v -0.0,65

_tgcm
001

(_Dawson, 1985; Ellsworth et al., Igg2)
In contrast, the in[eraction lengilr for an iron primary )r" is essentially energy

independent with

À¡'u - 13 gcm-2

(Westfall et al.,1g7g)
Bccause of the extreme relativistic energies involved in the interaction of a cosr'ic

ray with an atmospheric molecule, the collision can be viewed as the interaction of a
nucleon (from the cosmic ray primary) with one or two of the nucleons from the air
molecule' These nucleons are ejected from the atmospheric nucleus, which consequently
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only gains a small percentage of the primary's energy. The fraction of energy lost by

the primary in this type of interaction is termed the inelasticity. This e+€rgy goes into

the production of new particles which form the hadronic component of the cascade.

The longitudinal momentum of the particles produced in the centre of

momentum (CM) frame is divided up into three regions corresponding to the projectile

fragrnentation region, the target particle fragmentation region and the central region.

The central region corresponds to particles of small momenta in the CM frame; it is

rvherc the bulk of new particle production occurs. This region is sometimes called the

piorrisatiou region. The transverse momentum pr of the produced particles is smaìI,

- 0.4 GeV. This ensures that the hadronic core of an EAS is tightly bunched around

the direction of the incoming primary. Coulomb scattering of these heavy energetic

particles is small which ensures that the lateral extent of the hadronic cole at sea level

is only a felv metres.

6.2.L Pions

The rnajority of particles produced by a cosmic ray-air nucleus interaction are pions.

Pions are generated in equal numbers of positive, negative and neutral varieties (o*ro).

The mass of the neutral pion is mro N 135 MeV and it has a half life tt/z - 8 x 10-17

s, before decaying by photoproduction r0 
- 

y (98.8To). Charged pions zr* haue .
mass of - 140 I\{eV and a half Êfe \¡2 - 2.60 x 10-8 s. The decay channels for zr* are

o* ----- p+ + vu(vò (100%)

Charged pions may interact with atmospheric nuclei before decaying because of their

relatively large lifetimes. The muons resulting from the decay of zr* make up most of

the rnuon component of an EAS.

6.2.2 Kaons

The next most commonly produced particle, accounting for up to - I0To of the

particles produced, are ka,ons. These particles also occur in charged varieties (-r,*
:494lVIeV, ttlz:1.2 x 10-8 s) and neutral particles Rt und I(0. These neutral kaons
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are produced in quantum mechanical mixed states

(l Ko > - lR" >) (mx?: 497.7 NreV t1¡2:5.1 x 10-ss)

1

The neutral kaons have the following clecay mocles

Kg -----+ r*r-
K? '----* rororo

fn---+ 7f ' T"7r

--- rL pÍ ut"

IA___+ T-e- lI"

K3 (l Ko > + ld >) (mxg: 497.7 Mey t1¡2:8.9 x 10-11s) ,,/,

Kg

(2r.6%)

(I2.ac/o)

(27.0%)

(38.770)

Charged kaons are similar to charged pions, in that they have similar lifetimes and
share a decay channel

Ka ----- tr+ + ur(ur) (63.b%) ,

plus also

K* ---- r+ + ro er.2%) .

6-2-3 Modelling of Nucleon-Nucleon rnteractions

It can be seen from the previous section that the muonic and electromagnetic
components of an EAS result from thc dccay of pions altl kaons formed in the inelastic
p-p and p-n collisions. Thus to model EAS it is necessary to know the cross sections
for producing these particles. Unfortunately, man-made accelerators are not capable of
reaching cosmic ray energies (i.e Fermilab TeVatron with centre of mass energy < 1.g
TeV: Ent= E"o"-,ou <2x 10ls eV) so that extrapolation of results obtained at lower
energies must be used to model the development of trAS. Early models of pion
production (i'e' Fermi (1951)) were statistical-hydroclynamical in nature and predicted
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mrrlti¡rlicities for the producecl pions < n > to vary as

( n )o< Bo'2s

A mole successfitl thermodynamic model, the CKP + isobar model (see Feinberg

(1981)) explained pion production in terms of "fireballs". The advent of scaling

theories meant t,hat results fi'on lower energy accelerator data could be extrapolated to

higher cosmic ray energies.

6.2.4 Scaling of the fnclusive Cross Section

Scaling, in ternls of nucleon-nucleon inclusive processes was first proposed by Feynrnan

(1969). Iror two nucleons A ancl B, an inclusive process is defined by

A+B---+C*X,

rvhere X is unrneasured and C is a given measured product of the interaction, e.g. a

pion. The invariant cross section for finding particle C in the invariant phase space

ff i" defincd as

oC

where vÆ i. defined as the total centre of mass energy of A+B and * denotes the CM

frame. P¡¡ and pT are the longitudinal and transverse momentum respectively.

Feynman and Radial Scaling

Feynman scaling is defined as the case where, æ ß ------+ oo then

f:2) V ", ni1, nr) "::î r!!") (r-, pr),

where u 
* is defin"d ., 1!. This implies that /ò) is virtually independent of energr..P¡i -*,)

às pr is only weakly energy depenclent. For Feynman scaling the invariance of the cross

: E"##(,ß,ni1,w)
: ¡"2)6ß,eit,Pt) ,
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section lvith energy holcls for r* € [_1,1]. Another form of scaling proposed by yen

(1974) is termed radial scaling. In this case the scaling variable z* is defi'ecl as

**- E*
E(^o,¡

Scaling with this parameter describes more accurately the central region ("* - 0) of the
inclusive process- Both Feynman scaling and radial scaling predict for fixed p7, that
the multiplicity of produced secondarier (r") will vary logarithmically nith energy i.e.

(r") o ln.Ð ,

as compared to the limiting case, where the secondary particles share t¡e energy
er¡ually in the CM systcm

þ.)xE*,

(Chantler et al',1982). Another consequence of Feynman scaling is that t¡e inelastic
cross sectiotr o^B+cx is predicted to be invariant with energy as \Æ ---+ oo

Hypothesis of Limiting Flagmentation

Another weaker form of scaling due to Benecke et at. (rg6g) is termed the Hypothesis
of Limiting Fragmentation (HLF). In this form of scaling, the invariant cross section
becomes independent of the primary's energy only in the non central regions (r' < 0
and ø* > 0)' This implies that the only particles in the beam and target fragmentation
regions approach limiting distributions-as rÆ ____+ oo.

6-2-5 Application of scaling at cosmic R.y Energies

It it believed that scaling should set in at energies as low as 10'ez (Bøggird, Hansen
and Srrk, 1971)' Whether some form of scaling is valid at cosmic ray energies is a
contentious question. Observations of cosmic rays (Yodh, pal and Trefil, 7gT2) and
accelerator data (Amaldi eú al.,rg7|; Amos et ar.,1ggg) find that oo_o and op_air
increase with energy (x ln2 s) thus ruling out Feynman scaling.
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Olejniczak, Wdorvczyk and \Ä/olfendale (1977) concluded that if the primary

cosmic ray flux is composed of protons at 1015 eV then scaling is not likely to be valicl

at these energies. If scaling is valid at these energies then the most likely clominant

comPonent of the plimary flux would be iron. This is the interpretation of EAS data

by Yodh et al. (1984) who find evidence for heavy nuclei and rninirnal scaling

violations. On the other hand Wdowczyk and Wolfendale (1987), !\¡dowczyk and

Wolfendale (1983) suggest that trAS data are consistent u'ith a proton dominant

composition, similar to that at lower energies, and a break-clown of scaling. The main

problem with analysing EAS in this manrìer is that one is rnore sensitive t,o primary

particle composition than to the the model of nuclear interaction being investigated

(Chantler et al., 1982).

6.3 Electromagnetic Component

Thc primary source of the electrornagnetic component of an trAS initiated by a cosmic

ray is the 7-rays resulting from zr0 decay (ro - 7?, see Section 6.2.1). 7-rays with

energies above - 1 MeV will pair produce in the ncighbourhood of an atomic n¡cleus,

producing electron positron pairs (7 '-- e+e-). Electrons and positrons procluced by

pair production will either interact with the atmosphere through ionisation or by

production of photons by bremsstrahlung ("braking radiation"). The radiative mean

freepath X. ("+ *N--r j*e+ +N) in air for production of photons is given by

(6.1)

(Cocconi, 1961) where ? is temperature in I(elvin and P is in atmospheres. A typical

value for Xo in air is - 37.7 g cm-2. The photons produced by bremsstrahlung can

pair produce again creating another electron-positron pair. At lower energies (< 20

MeV) photons will Compton scatter with electrons and at lower energies still, photo¡s

are lost by the photoclectric cffect (Rossi and Greisen, 19.11). The cornbination o[

these processes produces an electromagnetic casca,cle.

The number of photons * elcctrons * positlons increases until the energy loss

expcrienced by electrons and positrons by bremsstrahlung is eclualìecl b¡, the energy

:2.g2 Ixo rn021
T

2ß
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Approximation A Approximation B
Pair Production
Bremsstrahlung
Ionisation

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 6.1: Processes included for ,,Approximation A and B" (Rossi, rg52).

loss through ionisation. This occurs for electrons and positrons with energies of E" -
80 N'le\i (Rossì and Greisen, 1941). Since no more 7's are produced and the electrons
lose tlteir energy rapidly through ionisation, the cascacle becomes rapiclly attenuated.
T'he average energy of each photon will also fall as the cascade develops and the
Ituurber of particles increases, ensuring that Compton scattering and the photoelectric
r:flect rvill dominate.

Ttt'o appt'oximations used to treat the theory of electromagnetic cascades are
"Ap¡rÌoxitrt¿rtions A and B" (see Table 6.1). A simple model of thc electrornagnetic
cascade is the "Toy model" due to Heitler (1944). Consider the case of Approximation
A lvhere just the Processes of pair production and bremsstrahlung are employecl.
Assu're that b.th these processes have the same mean free path x, (in fact
X',-,+"- : lX.).Consider an initial 7-ray with energy E, which initiates a cascade
rvhere the energy is divided equally amongst all secondary particles. Define the shower
unit x" (- 30 g cm-2) as the distance travelled through the atmosphere at which there
is a 50% chance of b¡emsstrahlung occurring for an electron or positron, or pair
production for a 7-ray.

It then follows that

""'(+) :ou,
which implies

X,-X.ln2. $.2)
'Ihus the number of particles (electrons * positrons * 7's) is doubled every shower
unit and the average energy per particle halved. Thus after n interactions the nunrbcr
of particles Iy' erpected is

N :2n , (6.3)
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each with an average energy E equal to

E: Eo

2n
(6 4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

The increa,se in shower size will continue until the average energy per electron falls

below the critical energy 8", at which point electrons lose energy by ionisation.

Thelefore after some fr shower units

E.

which inrplies that

Eo

2r

2

At these lorver energics, secondary photons will undergo Compton scattering and

plrotoabsorption. Cornbining Equations 6.2 and 6.5 results in an estimate for X,no",

the position at which shower maximurn occurs, of

N^o,fr Eo

E"

X^ot - le Xr: Xo ln
Eo

E" )

After X^o" has been reached the shower becomes rapidly attenuated. Even so, for

typical showers with primary energy 2 10tu eV, the electromagnetic component of the

shower rnakes up some 95To of. the number of particles at ground level. Although this

motlel is quite crude, relations such as

N*o" xEo,

o< ln-Bo ,X*o,

and the exponential growth of the cascade before shower maximum are all observed

(Allan, 1971). The rapid attenuation after shower maximum is characterised by an

attenuation length of - 130 g cm-2 (Cocconi, 1961). One limitation of this model is

the assumption that the energy is divided equally between all the particles, when in

reality the lower energy particles are more abundant (Rossi, 1952). Also, fluctua,tions

intlinsic to the development of the cascade are not inciuded.
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Ionisation in the electromagnetic cascade prior to shower maximun is importalt
and is included in treatments using Approximation B, where a consta¡t ionisation
energy loss of - 80 MeV is assumed per radiation length. A tr.ea,trnent of the

longitudinal development of an electromagnetic cascade using Approximatio¡ B

derived by Greisen (1956) yields the particle number N" os a function of t¡e primary
plroton energy Eo and, atmospheric depth t by

N.(8",,Ð : #exp [ú(1 - l' s)] , (6 7)

where

t^o, : ln depth of rnaximurn ,

s : 
t + 2t^", shower age ,

with all depths expressed in radiation lengths.

The parameter s is known as the shower age ancl is closel5, relatecì to the
development of the shower. It follows from the definition of s, that s equals 1 at
shower maximum. s equal to 0 signifies the beginning of the cascade, reaching 1 at
shorver maximum and further increasing to a value of 2 when only 1 particle remains
Figure 6-1 plots the development of an electromagnetic cascade and the associated

behaviour of the shower age (from Cocconi (1961)).

An extensive air shower initiated by a cosmic ray nucleus will have erìergy
con+'inuously fed to ihe electromagnetic casca<ie early in shower development by zio

decay' Thus a cosmic ray initiated shower will develop more gradually in the
atmosphere than a^-nay initiated shower, reach shower maximum deeper in the
atmosphere and also decay more slowly with an attenuation length of 1g5 g cm-2
(Clay and Gerhardy, 1982). For a more comprehensive discussion of the difference
between coshric and 7-ray initiated showers see Section 6.5.

Eo
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Figure 6-1: Development of an electromagnetic cascade through the atmosphere as de-
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6.3.1- L,ateral Distribution

Typically experiments which measure the properties of extensive air showers do so by
sampling discretely the lateral spread of particles at a given atmospheric depth.
Clearly, in order to interplet these measurements, knowledge of how the lateral
distribution is related to primary energy and composition is important. This is

accomplished by cornparing the measured lateral distribution of detected particles with
some theoretical latera,l clistribution which is a function of distance from the core r,
some pararnete'related to the shorver age s and the shower size N".

For the electromagnetic component of an extensive air shower, which makes up -
95% of total particles detected at sea level, the lateral spread is caused by Coulomb
scattering' The expression that gives the average angle (6Q after multiple Coulombic
scatte.ings, fo' a sirrgle charged particle of energy E (E )) mc2) in crossing a
thickness 6t,,in units of radiation length, is

2

(602) : E"

E
6t (6.8)

(6.e)

where E" : 21.2 MeV (Cocconi, 1g61)

termed the Molière unit ro is given by

E",o- 
E"

(Rossi and Greisen, l94l)
The natural unit of lateral displacement,

Xo - 9.50 g cD-2 ,

u¡hi.h io Ä-^^-J^'.+ ^- ^t¡:¿ t .w.¡'¡'t!ii ru uulreri(ìen[ on aiiitude rn a similar way to Equation 6.1. Thus more energetic
electrons will be scattered less than those of lower energy. This implies that electrons
further out from the shower core will be generally of lower energy and suffer a time lag
behind the arrival of the co¡e. Thus the shower front will be curved, typically with a
radius of curvature of - 1 km. The shower front will move essentially at the speed of
liglrt and haïe a thickness or - 2 metres near the core increasing in thickness as

distance from the core increases. Extremelv energetic primaries will give rise to, ìn
sorne instances, extrernely large showers lvith radii > 2 km. The large thickness of the
sho$'er front at these great distances from the core would be a signature for these
showers allowing them to be discerned by small arrays, whose elements can measure
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the width of the shower front (Linsley, 1983).

Lateral distribution functions ar-e usually of the form

P(N.,r)
¡/" f particles rì-2 ,

'r

?'o
(6.10)

r2t

where N" is the shower size, ro is the Molière radius (- 80 metles at sea level, Greisen

(1960)) ancl r is the distance from the core. / (å) tr termcrl the l¿rteral structure

functiorr. One of the most common lateral structure functions used is the NKG

(Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen) function. Ihis is an empirical clescription by Greisen

(1956) of the complicated theoretical description derived by Nishirnura and Kamata

(1951) to describe a purely electronragnetic ca.scad". ./Nr<c is clefined as

2r
To

s-4.5

"fNxc 
: C(")

T

-+1To
(6.1 1)

(Greisen, 1956)

where C(s) is defined as

The NKG function may however be too simplistic a description of the actual

lateral distribution. Hillas and Lapikens (1977) have found that lateral distributions

obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of electrornagnetic cascades are narrower than

the NKG function, with a median shower radius of 0.5ro as opposed to ro. This was

supported by Lagutin, Pljasheshnikpv and Uchaikin (1979) who suggested an age

dependence to the mean radius r- given by

r".:(0.78-0.4s)r,

This also agrees with the more recent result of Van Der Walt (1gSS) who found

r*:(7.254-0.499-s)r,

Capclevielle and Gawin (19S2) f'ound fi'om theoretical considerations that t¡e
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sho\ver age' s, estimated by fitting to the NKG function, is a factor of l.J less than the
true shower age. The true longitudinal shower age could be obtained from lateral
clectron densities by using a local age pararneter dependent on distance from the core,

although in practice this may be difficult.

Measurements of the electron lateral distribution have been carried out using the
CASA array (Van Der Velde et a\.,1991) located at the Dugway provinggrounds in
Utah. This array consists of some 529 surface detectors arranged on a grid with lb
rnetre spacing (Gibbs, 1988) providing excellent spatial resolution of the lateral
distribution. CASA is located at an atmospheric depth of - 860 g cm-2 which would
imply a value for the Molière radius ro of 105 metres. However, they find excellent
agreement when fitting the lateral distribution by using the NKG function with a value

for ro of 80 metres which is - 4/5r..

6.4 Muon Cornponent

The muon is a weakly interacting particle and a member of the lepton family. The
muon is a charged particle (¡r+), with a mass ffit ! - 106 MeV. The mean lifetime of a
muon is - 2'2 x 10-6 s (Brown, Nordstrom and Brown, 1992). The main decay mocles

for the muon are

p'+ ,e*Iu"*Tp,

p -----+ e- *V" * up .

Thus muons which decay in the evolution of an EAS will contribute to the
electromagDetic component. Muons with a Lorentz factor > 20 will survive to sea level
because of the time dilation effect.

As noted in Section 6.2, muons are produced via the decay of zr and K mesons.
This inrplies that they are produced early in the development of an EAS, where effects
due to the primary's cornposition are important (e.g. Elbert and Sommers (19g2)).
other muon prod*ci'g processes within an BAS are pair production (l - lr* p-) and
phcrtoproduction of pions (1 -. r+r-) rvhich then decay to ¡nuons. These production
processes are only expected to become important for primaries with energies > l0l8 eV
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(McComb, Protheroe and 1'ttrver, 1979). Mttons are produced early in an trAS

development and their attenuation length Àp - 1000 I cm-2, due almost entirely to

ionisation (- 2 I\{eV g crn-2), is approxirnately 5 times that of the electromagnetic

component (Hara et al., 1933). This implies that the muon component of an EAS is

relatively unaffected by fluctuations in shower development.

At sea level the average encrgy of the muon component is much greater than that

of thc electromagnetic component. Typically for a muon, the average energy is - 2

GeV compa,red to that of an electron with - 200 MeV . This ensures that at sea level

the muon conìponent carries - 5 6 times more energy than the electromagnetic

component (Greiscn, 1956). I.lorvever at shorver maximum, where the number and

average energy of electrons is lrmch greatcr, this situation is reversed.

For small trAS, that is rvith energies 10rr < .E < 1014 eV, only the muon

component is cletectable at sea levcl. Because of the sharply falling energy spectrum of

cosmic rays, these muons make up the dominant component of the cosmic ray flux at

sea level, ancl are termed "unaccornpanied muonst'. The total flux of muons at sea level

for momentunr p > 0.35 GeV/c is

: (I.44 + 0.09) x 10-2 cm-2 s-l
- _t . _1N lcm - mln ^

J

(Allkofer et a|.,1975)

The zenith angle dependence for this flux is given by

J(0) x cos'(d) ,

where n:2.1* 0.1 (Crookes and R.astin, 1971)

6.4.1., Lateral Distribution

The lateral distribution {or muons pt,,,is of the form (Greisen, 1956)

T1+ k("øpr(N,r) x r-3/a
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where A is a function of shower age s and zenith angle d (Hara et al,.,lgg3). Alt¡oug¡
the transverse momentum of the parent K and ?ï mesons are small, the lnuons ar.e

spread out at sea level by virtue of being procluced at great heights in the at'rospherr:
and essentially travelling in straight lines from their point of procluctio'.

The lateral distribution for muons is flatter than that of the eìectromagnetic
component (see Equations 6.10 and 6.11) so that near the axis of an EAS ¡re muon
density is - 50-100 less than that of the electrons. However, at distances ¡.om ¡re core
in excess of 1 km the muon component dominates. Because muons a,re so penetra.ting,
measurements of muon fluxes aÌe made by shielding detectors from the electromagnctic
comPonent using a large thickness of dense material. Usually this is achieve<ì by
locating nìuon detectors underground (".g. Barrett et at. (rgbz)).

6.5 7-ray Initiated Air Showers

Thus far the discussion of EAS has concentrated on those showers resulting fr.om
nucleon primaries' A subset of all cosmic ray EAS, however, are initiated b¡r 7-ray
printaries' Experiments which set out to measure a rray flux from an astr.ophysical
object will have the dominant cosmic ray flux as the background. Any method lvhicli
can differentiate between ^--ray and cosmic ray initiated. showers will greatly incr.ease
the ratio of signal to noise. In this section the expected characteristics of a 7-ray
initiated shower are reviewed. The current state of experimental evidence pertaining to
the detection of 7-rays from astrophysical sources is also discussecl.

6.5.1 Muon Content

'l-.ay initiated showers are expected to be deficient in muons as they are almost purely
an electromagnetic cascade. The dominant source of muons in a cosmic ray initiatecl
shower results from charged pion decay. As there are no pions being produced by the
continual interaction of the hadronic core of a cosmic ray initiated s¡ower. witb t¡e
atmosphere, T-ray initiated showers are expected to be muon poor. IVÍuons ca' be
produced in a purely electromagnetic cascade by the decay of pions produced by
photopion production (r + ¡r¡ --+ ¡r lx). This process has a probability of occurring of
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- 2.8 x 10-3 compared to that of electron-positron production. An even ra.rer process

producing muons in an electromagnetic cascade is pair production (''l - tt+ tt- ), with a

relative probability of - 2 x 10-5 compared to electron-positron production. This has

led to the belief that 7-ray BAS shoulcl have the rnuon content - l\Yo of an equivalent

cosmic ray air shower (Braun and Sitte, 1965; Karakula and Wdowczyk, 1963; Maze

and Zawadzki, 1960; Wdowczyk, 1965).

Claimed observations of 7-rays from Cygnus X-3 (Samorski and Stamm, 1983b)

by detection of EAS, reported a comparatively high muon content, - 77To of cosmic

ray IìAS (Samorski and Stamm, 1983a). A detection of a signa.l from the Crab Nebula

at an energy of - 1016 eV, showed a muon content - 60% relative to proton initiated

slrou'ers (Dzibowski et a\.,1983). These results prompted more detailed caìculations

(Bdrvards, Protheroe and lì,awinski, 1985; Gaisser, Plotheroe and Stanev, 1983;

Stanev, Gaisser and I{alzen, 1985) which in turn could find no justification for

increasing a muon contcrf above the 10% expccted for 7-ray initiated showers in the

energy range 1015-1017 eV. The glowth in detections of 7-ray sources has done nothing

to make the situation clearer. Shower cuts preferring muon poor showers increased the

significance of the Akeno detection of Cygnus X-3 (Kifune et a1.,1986). In contrast to

this, detections of Cygnus X-3 (Dingrs et a1.,1988b) and Hercules X-l (Dingus et al.,'

1988a) by the CYGNUS air shower array, reported that the muon content of these

showers was higher than the background cosmic ray showers. Detection of excess

events from the two X-ray binary systems LMC X-4 and 2A L822-37.1 by the SUGAR

air shower array is also przzling since this array triggers on the muon content of

incident air showers. However more muons are expected in the energy range of the

SUGAR detector (> 10t* eV) than at lower energies. These muons result from the pair

production of muons and photoproduction of pions which then decay to muons.

As a possible explanation, the rapid increase of the photopion production cross

section with energy above I x 1013 eV would enhance the muon content of 7-ray

showers. N{odels of how t}re photopion production cross section varies with energy,

taking into account the gluon content of high energy photons, predict a rapidly rising

c¡oss section (Drees and Flalzen, 1988; Halzen,1990; I(rys, I(rys and Wasilewski,

1991). However, while the number of TeV muons produced is increased ten-fold and
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the number of GeV muons doubled, the total number of muons is not the same as

hadron initiated showers for a primary energy of 100 TeV (Gaisser el ø/., 1g90). The

?-ray showers which have the same characteristics as haclronic shorvers are those rare
events where photoproduction occurs in the first interaction. Experimentally measured
muon/electron ratios in cosmic ray showers have been used by Dumora, procureur and
Stamenov (1992) to rule out a rapid increase in the photopion cross section for
constant composition up to energies of - 1016 eV. In conclusion, the subject of the
muon content of 7-ray initiated showers is still far from resolved.

6.5.2 Shower Ag.

'Y-ray initiated EAS were conventionally expected to develop earlier than equivalent
proton initiated showers. A proton initiated shower has energy fed co¡rtinuously by ou
decay from the hadronic core into the electromagnetic cascade as it propagates through
the atmosphere' This is in direct contrast to a 7-ray initiated shower, where the
electromagnetic cascade is initiated at a point. Also the mean free path for
electron-positron pair production is shorter than the expected mean free path for
hadronic interactions until lgtz-1grs eV. This leacls to the conclusion that .y-ray

showers should on average be more developed when detected, corresponding to a
greater shorver age.

shower age cuts have been applied to enhance the 7-ray signal from cygnus X_B
(samorski and stamm, 1983b; Tonwar et al.,19gg) and vela X-1 (protheroe, clay and
Gerhardy, 1984; van Der walt et a1.,1987). observations of Vela X-1 and centaurus
X-3 by the BASJE collaboration also have used shower age cuts along with muon cuts
(Suga, 1985)' The value of age cut used depends on the altitude of the detector, as at
higher altitudes the average shower age is less than that measured for sea-level
detectors.

Monte. carlo simulations (cheung and MacKeown, rggg; Fenyves, 1gg5; Hillas,
1987) suggest that the age parameter does not provicle a statistically sig'ificant
indicator for a 7-ray shower. Indeed simulations show that the average shower age of a
Tray initiated air shower may be slightly less than that of a proton initiated sho*,er of
the same size' This is in direct contradictìon to those results finding significant
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enhancernents of a signal with shower age cuts. Importantly however, simulatecl

clistributions of shower age in showers do not agree with experimental results (Tonwar

et a|.,198E).
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Chapter 7

Sirnulations for an Experirnent to

Detect EHE Cosmic Rays

7.L Introduction

The subject of this chapter is the design of an experiment to detect large numbers of

EHE cosmic rays. The primary difficulty in detecting cosmic rays of these energies is

their extremely low flux i.e. J(E > 1018 eV) - 100 km-2sr-1yr-1. Important

requirements of an EHE cosmic ray detector are the abilities to be able to measure

accurately the energy and direction of incident cosmic rays and to be able to

distinguish the nature of the primary cosmic ray. By determining these properties of

EHE cosmic rays, theories regarding EHE cosmic ray origin can be further refined.

As a¡ introduction to the problem of detecting EHE cosmic rays, past and

present detectors which have operated or are still operating in the BIIE energy region

are reviewed. Following this, the computational methods used to simulate an BHE

ground array are presented. Configurations for the geometry and detector

characteristics of a ground array are then analysed and the optimum detector design

discussed. A new generation of detector is then proposed consisting of a. ground array,

as described in the first section of this chapter, working in tandem with an optical

fluorescence detector. The chapter then concludes rvith a surnmary of the detector

designs discussed.
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7 -2 Existing and Previous EHE cosmic Rav

Detectors

In orcler to detect DI{D cosrnic rays it is necessary to have an extremely large collecting
a'rca' There are at ¡rresent two types of large collecting area d.etectors used.. The first
and most comn]on type is a ground array consisting of individual detector components.
The principle belrincl the glouncl array is the detection of secondary particles created
by a cosntic ray incident on the earth's atmosphere (see Chapter 6). Bv measuring the
spacecl particle clensities at a set atmospheric depth the incident energy of the cosmic
ra,\' c¿ì'n be inferred. Ry mcasuring the relative timing of the shower front at different
detector positions the direction of the incident cosmic ray can also be determined.

The second type of detector measures directly the extensive air shower,s passage
through the atmosphere. By measuring the longitudinal development of the air shorver,
information on the composition of the incident cosmic ray is obtained. This method
also provides a better estimator of the primary particle's energy as the total
development of the shower is analysed rather than the development of the EAS at one
elevation, as in the case of a ground array. A successful detector using this principle is
the Fly's Eye detector which measures the nitrogen fluorescence of the atmosphere as

it is being energised by an extensive air shower. One major drawback of this technique
is that the experiment can only operate on moonless nights giving an eflective duty
cycle of 72T0.

7.2.L Ground Arrays

Ffaverah Park

The llaverah Park detector was operated by the University of Leeds during the period
July 1968-July 1987. It was situated at 53"58.2' North, 1"Jg.2, West at an altitude of
220 metres ¿ìbove sea ìevel. The detector consisted of a ground array whose individual
detecting units were water Cerenkov detectors. These were in the main composed of
galvanised iron tanks filled with water to a depth or 1.2 metres and varying in area
from 1-54 m2' The triggering condition for the array was a signal equivalent to 10

vertical muolìs travelling through a water depth of 1.2 metres, reco¡ded at the central
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Figure 7-1: Diagram of four high energy cosmic ray detectors, (a) Haverah Park: water
Õerenkov detectors of 34 rn2 (large open circles); 13.5 m2 (filled circles); 9 m2 (small
open circle.). (b) Sydney: positions occupied by stations (i.e. two 6 m2 liquid scintillator
detectors) at some time during the array's operation. (c) Yakutsk: scintillators of area
4 m2 (rectangles); atmospheric Cerenkov light detectors of 15 cm diameter (triangles).
(d) Akeno: the 20 km2 array with the I km2 array in the top right corner. Scintillation
detcctors are designated by open and closed circles (areas 2.25 m2 and 1.0 m2 respec-
tively); muon detectors are designated by squares (frorn Sokolsky, Sommers and Dawson
(1eez)).
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detector (see Figure 7-l(a)) and a sirnilar signal in any two of the three other central
cletectols also recorded within 4 ¡zs. These other detectors located at the centre of the
aÌra)' wele separated by a distance of 500 metres from the central detector. The arra1,

arrarìgenlent with this tliggering condition corresponded to an energy threshold of

- 6 x 1016 eV (Lawrence, Reid and Watson, l9g1).

The a'r'ray encompassed an area of - 12 km2. To determine the shorver direction a

¡''lantr shorvel front was fitted to the times recorded at the 54 mz detectors. Energy was

estirnatecl by tlre glouncl parameter p(600) which corresponds to the water Õere.kov
signal density 600 nretres from the shower axis. Monte Carlo sirntrlations (I{illas et. al.,
1971) irnpl.y that this quantity is a good estimator of primary energy, being relatively
irtdePendent of primary interaction model and composition. Errors in the estimation of
p(600) a|e thought to be -30% (Cunningham et a/., 1g80). The number of events
ol;se'ved by 1,his cletector with estimated energies above 10rs ev is 106.

Volcano Ranch

'Ihc ealliest experiment designed specifically to detect EHE cosmic rays was the
Volcano Ra'nch air shower detector. This detector was located at 35.16. North, 106.2g.
V\/est at an elevation of 1.77 km, which corresponds to an atmospheric depth of g34 g
crlt-2' In the period 1959-63 the array consisted of twenty d.etectors, 1g of which were
positioned on a triangular grid. For the period 1959-60 the distance between adjacent
deter;tors was 442 metres' This was then extended to 884 metres from 1961 onwar.ds.
Flach of the individual detectors was composed of a 9 cm thick plastic scintillator with
a surface area of 3.26 m2- In order to trigger the array, a signal from three detectors
tvas required' The shower direction was calculated by fitting a plane front to the
particle arrival times on a subset of the total detectors.

The energy of the primary cosmic ray was estimated by fitting a laterar
distribution to the measured particle densities and integrating to find total shower size
ancl hencc l'he primary energy. Because of its elevation it was expected that the showr:r
size trlaximuln S-o" would occur at about the detector's atmospheric deptli and, since
this is exlrected to be directly proportional to the primary energy, the elergy of the
primary cosmic ray can be inferred from the shower size measured by the arra5,. ln this
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time period, 44 cosmic ray shorvers with estìmated primary energies of 10re eV or

greater were detected.

SUGAR

The Sydney University giarrt air shower recorder (SUGAR) was a ground array which

operated in the period between 1968-1979. It has been the only southern hemisphere

detector designed for detecting trHtr cosmic rays, being positioned at 30o32' South,

I49"43' East. The area covered by the array was ru 70 km2 with 47 individual

detecting stations (sce Figure 7-l(b)), e¿rch of which consisted of two 6 m2 conical

liquid scirtillator tanks separated by 50 rnetres. These tanks were buried underground

to provide a muon tlrresholcl of - 1 GeV (Winn et a1.,1986b). Each individual

detector station lvas autonomous in the sense that a detector was triggered whenever

three particles were detected in each of the tanks. No multiple station triggering

criteria was required and coincidences were found from analysis of the taped data at

each site. Three stations triggered within a given time period signified an event in the

analysis. A timing reference was sent by radio signal to each of the stations so that

directional analysis could be undertaken by fitting a plane shower front. This gave an

angular resolution for the detector of between 3o-6o.

In order to estimate the primary cosmic ray energy the total muon number was

used. This was estimated by fitting a lateral distribution to the measured particle

densities (Winn et a1.,1986b). Substantial experimental and analysis difficulties had to

be overcome because of photomultiplier afterpulsing affectiig the deduced particle

numbers at each site. The number of showers detected by the SUGAR array with

estimated energies above 10rs eV was 80.

Yakutsk

The Yakutsk cosmic ray dctector array is located at 62o North, 129' East and covers

an area of approximately 20 krnz. This detector is a particle detecting ground array

consisting primarily of plastic scintillators, thirty five of which have a surface area of 4

m2 and five with an area of 2 rrr2. These detectors a,re arrarìged on a triangular grid

(see Figure 7-1(c)). The detector spacing is - 1 krn with seven of the detectors on a
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500 metre grid at the centre of array. This allows a varying threshold to be set u,ith (a)
a threshold 01 - I x 1017 eV requiring 2 particles m-2 in three detectors on the 500

nreitre grid and (b) a threshold of - 1 x 1018 eV requiring 2 particles m-2 in thr.ee

detectors on the I km grid (Glushkov et a1..,19s7). The primary energy is estirnatecl in
a sirnilar InalÌner to the Haverah Park array, using the particle density at 600 netres,
p(600)' Anothe¡ means of energy calibration is provided by 50 Õerenkov light
detectors' In order to study cosmic ray primary composition, a total of 116 m2 of muon
detectors with a threshold energy of - I GeV are located in the center of the array.

Akeno

The Akeno cosmic ray detector array is located in Japan at lBgo30, East, 35.30, Nortlr
at an altitude of - g00 metres above sea level. The array is composed of two
sub-arrays each of diferent spacing. The 1 km2 array consists of 1b6 scintillation
detectors, each with an area of 1 m2, in addition to six detectors with surface areas of
2'25 m2' The detectors are spaced on a cartesian grid with a detector spacing of 120
metres' Within this array there are three clusters of detectors on a 30 metre gricl used
to observe small showers (Nagano et a1.,1992). The triggering condition for this array
requires 7 individual detectors from the 120 metre grid to be alerted.

The 20 km2 array was completed in 1984 and consists of a further 19 detectors,
each with an area of 2.25 m2, and an inter-detector spacing of - 1 km (see

Figure 7-1(d)). The array trigger is generated by the detection of a signal in at least
six of the individual detectors within a 40 ps gate (Teshima e/ ø/., 1gg6b). For the 1

km2 array, the primary cosmic ray energy is estimated from the total integrated shower
size, r't'hereas for the 20 km2 arra¡ the scintillator density at 600 metres from the
shower axis is used (Nagano eú at., rgg2). The approximate angular resolution of the
large array is 3o for vertical showers (Teshima et a|.,,1g86a). Recently the Akeno Giart
Air Shower Array (AGASA) covering 100 km2 has been completed, which further
exterrds the 20 km2 array (Chiba et al..,1gg2).
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7.2.2 Optical Fluorescence Technique

Fly's Eye

The Fly's Eye detector is located at Dugway, Utah ¿t 40' North, 112o West at an

atmospheric depth, of 860 g cm-2. The Fly's Eye detector relies on a radically different

principle to the ground arrays discussed previously. Rather than sampling an EAS at a

turique atmospheric depth, the Fly's Eye technique detects the light emitted

isotropically by nitrogen fl.uorescence as an EAS travels through the atnrosphere. This

allows direct measurerì,ent of the longitudinal development of the shou'er and a direct

cstima,te of the atmospheric depth at which an extensive air shower will reach its

nraxirnum shower size (Baltrusaitis et a1.,1985b).

The detector began operation in 1981 with the Fly's B¡'e I station. 'fhis detector

consists of 67 1.5 metre diameter spherical section mirrors, each lvith 12 or 14

photomultipliers in the focal plane of the mirror. Each of the photomultipliers images

a portion of the sky 5o in diameter and the entire night sky is imaged by 880 "eyes"

(Baltrusaitis eú al., 1985b). Fly's Eye II, which commenced opelation in 1986, is

located 3.3 km from Fly's Eye I. It consists of 36 mirrors and 464 associated

photomultipliers. The Fly's Eye II images the half of the night sky in the direction of

Fly's Eye I so that a stereo view can be gained of a subset of trAS. It also has the

capability to work as a stand alone detector (Baltrusaitis et aL,,1988). For EAS

observed by both detectors, the shower axis can be found from the intersection of the

two planes defined by the triggered phototubes, providing enhanced a.ngular resolution.

Although the experiment has a large collecting area, which increases with energy

(- 1000 km2 at 100 EeV), the duty cycle is low at - 12Y0. A new detector, the HiRes

Fly's Eye, using the same principle is currently in the prototype stage. This is

discussed in Section 7.5.3.
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7.3 simulations for a Ground Based particle

Array

An important consideration in the design of an array which will detect EHE cosmic
rays is the ability to be able to dcterrninetheir direction, energy and composition. In
this section various array designs are investigatecl, particular emphasis being placed on
determining the most efficient configuration in terms of covering the same collecting
area with the srnallest number of dctectors, without compromising detection ability.
The approach used is similar to Cronin (1gg2) in that a fairly simple lateral
distribution is used' This allou's the testing, in a straightforward manner, of the ability
of different array config'rations to resolve a cosmic ray's primary energy. The
paÌameters varied in tìrese sinulations were inter-detector spacing, triggering
requirements and array configura,tion.

7.3.L Lateral Distribution

The lateral distribution used in these simulations has been derived from the Volcano
R¿'nch Data (Linsley, 19E0) by Cronin (1992). Showers with energies greater than 10re
eV and zenith angles less than 10" were used to derive the lateral distribution. The
particle density is assumed to be proportional to the incident energy because the
Volcano Ranch array is assumed to be situated at the atmospheric depth where .g-o,
will occur' This is a reasonable assumption since the Volcano Ranch array was located
at an atmospheric depth of 840 g cm-2. For these simulations ihe laieral distribution
is scaled according to the energy of the primary cosmic ray and attenuated according
to the incident zenith angle d of the primary cosmic ray shower. The attenuation
length I is defined to be 680 g cm-2. This has been estimated by determining the
decrease in shower size as a function of zenith angle for a fixed shower rate (Cronin,
1992)' This results in an expression for the lateral clistribution of a showe¡ at an
assumed atmospheric depth of 1000 g cm-2

p(,) :sl.o(: E \ / lo[g'o:Jao\ f'*t-'''\ 10'%vi "*p l- ) 7 t o 01,) particles --2 , (7.1)
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where ,E is the energy in electlon volts, ) is the attenuation length and r is the

distance from the core measured in kilometres. Even though this lateral distribution is

relatively simple, the use of a more detailed lateral distribution is not warranted as the

detailed form of the EHE extensive air shower's lateral distribution is not known. It is

also dependent only on trvo parameters r and d. This makes simpler the use of cole

fitting routines and the subsequent estimate of p(600). It has also been used in other

simulations of EHE detector pcrformance (e.g. de Souza et al. (1992)).

To calculate particle densities for detectors in the simulated array, a core posit,ion

for the shower was sampled uniformly within the detector boundaries. A zenith angìe d

rvas samplcd from a solid angle distribution in the range 0o to 70o. The azimuthal

angle / was sampled uniformly in the range 0o to 360o. Particle densities nere

calculated for detectors of a given area at a given distance r from the core. 'Io take

into account the shrinking of projected detector area with zenith angle, the number of

particles at a detector position is multiplied by cos d. The particle density is then

fluctuated using a Poisson distribution and following this divided by cos 0. This is to

take into account the extra pathlength of an inclined particle passing through the tliin

scintillator. This yields p(r¡), , the simulated detector density for detector i located r;

kilometres from the core of the EAS.

7.3.2 Shower Flont Curvature

As the distance from the shower axis increases, the mean delay in arrival time of the

shower front increases (see Section 6.3.1) due to the increased scattering of the

electromagnetic component as distance from the shower axis increases. Assuming a

plane front for the shower, particle arrival times are assigned to each triggered detector

for a given shower axis defined by d and {. A delay a behind the theoretical plane

shower front is then introduced. This is defined by

o:r5(r*åä)" 10-e s , (7 2)

where r is measured in the plane of the shower front in units of kilometres. This is an

approximation to the average dispersion in arrival time (ø¡) of air shower particles
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clerived from experirnental data by Linsley (19g6) and defined as

(o,l:io(r*;ä)'1o-ss, (7.3 )

where ?: (2.08 + 0.08) - (0.04+ 0.06)secd * (0 +0.06) ros(Elt}rz ey).

To simulate the spread in arrival times, the delay of a particle at a given radius r
is sampled from a gaussian whose mean is equal to its variance, definecl to be a.
Although there is little knowledge about the distribution of arrival times of particles in
the shower front, using this nrethocl will at least yield the expected behaviour of air
shower' particles, i.e. increasingly spread out in time as distance from the core

increases. The average of these sampled times is then taken to be the delay time,
which is added to the value obtained by assuming a plane shower front. For particle
numbers greater than ten, the mean delay was assumed to be o.

7.3.3 Event Reconstruction

Array Tbiggering

To reconstruct the energy and direction of an incident cosmic ray air shower, the
density and arrival times of shower particles measured by the ground array are used. A
minimum of three detectors must be triggered to provide enough information to
reconstruct the event.

Determination of Core position

The most important shower parameter to be determined initially is the position of the
core within the array. From this paramete¡ the estimation of energy and direction
follow directly' The core position of a shower in the array can be estimated by using
the centre of mass of the shower. The ¿ and y co-ordinates z" and g" of the shower
core position are defined by

s,Ay'/\
L;=1 P\1";)^r;
DL, p?;)*

sN/\L;=t P\r;)*U;

rc

D,* , p(r.,)l^
A"
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rvhete r; a.nd yi ¿r'e the inclividua,l ¿ and y co-ordinates of each detector zl and p(r;),", is

the particle density a,t each detector i. This represents a poor estimate of the core

position within the an'ay fol a sma,ll number of triggered detectors.

A more sophisticatecl methocl is to fit a known lateral distribution to the

measured detector <lensities. Thc position of the core is determined by using an

iterative minimisation method. The lateral distribution used is that defined by

Equation 7.1. Since this is the same lateral distribution used in simulating detector

particle densities, this will represerrt the best estimate of the core position. One other

benefit of using this lateral distribution is that it allorvs a number related directly to

p(600) to be calculated.

The gooclness of fit statistic, X2, is defined as

2X:
s--N (p(r¡l-p(r¡l^\2
2-;:r ----oçj.--

(7.5)

where

¡/-1

p(t';) : I((8,,0)f Î¡) , (7.6)

is the theoretical detector density for detector i, given r¡ is the distance from the core

measured in kilometres, and -À/ is the total number of triggered detectors used to

determine the co¡e position. Now .f(r;) : (r;/0.6)-3'8, which implies from Equation 7.1

that

r((Ed) :BZo(r"f*) ".r(ryEP) , s.T)

p(r;)," is again the actual measured density for detector i. Since K(E,d) is unknown,

it is estimated by minimising the y2 statistic with respect to I{(8, d) to give

n(E,r:Hf#9-- (7.8)

Tlre first core position used to calculate I((E,d) is the centre of mass of the shower.

Clearly, the closer the suggested core position is to the actual core position the

lower the value of X2 becomes. An IMSL Fortran library routine DBCONF was used to

minimise ¡2. 'fhis routine searches through parameter space until it finds a position

for the core that minimises ¡2. This is then compared with some value e to determine
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if a core position is accepted. This routine was tested by analysing sirnulated shorvers

r¡'hich did not include any fluctuations in the particle densities. The core position was

then found exactly using the procedure described above.

Determination of Cosmic Ray Arrival Direction

To find the direction of the cosmic ray, a plane shower front is fitted to the detector
arrival times. This gives a first estimate of both the zenith and azimuth angles of the
shower axis and hence the direction of the incident cosmic ray shorver. Having a,'
estimate of the direction of the plane of the shower front and also the core positio, as

determined from the fitting algorithm or the centre of mass of the a,iL shorve., a

compensating factor can be introduced to each of the detector times using

Equation 7'2' This flattens out the measured curved shower front, ensuring a better.fit
for the plane fitting algorithm. An angular cut is then introduced for any events falìing
outside of a zenith angle of 70o. The resultant zenith and azimuth angles from the
second curvature compensated fit are then compared with the tr.uc a¡riyal clirection to
estimate the angular resolution of the array configuration.

Angular Resolution

To estimate the angular resolution of an array, the distribution of space angles between
the true and fitted directions of the incident cosmic ray are analysed. The space angle
d0 is calculated ftom dS, the angle between the true and fitted directions by

dQ: d0

hrsinþ' (7.e)

The normalised distribution dNldn, where N is the number of events for a given f), is
fitted to a normal distribution. The measure of the angular resolutiol is taken to be
the standard deviation o6 of this fitted distribution i.e.
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7.3.4 Estimation of Cosmic Ray Primary Energy

Referring to Equations 7.6 and 7.7 it can be seen tbat K(8,0) is equal to p(600), the

attenuated particle density at 600 metres, and that it can be directly calculated from

the inferred core position. To obtain the equivalent p(600) for a vertical shower and

hcnce have an estimate of cosmic ray prirnary energy, it is necessary to divide by the

atmospheric attenuation terrn i.e. exp (-(1000ssgi-s401). ffrir can be accomplished

since the shower axis has been determined. The energy of the primary E in eV is then

found from the value for unattenuated p(600) by

(7.11)

Ihis does not take into account any systematic error in the determination of primary

energy from p(600), but even so it allows comparisons to be made between different

array configurations. In the ¡2 minimisationprocess, avalue for I{(8,0) is calculated

for each trial core position and as this trial core position gets closer to the actual core

position, the value for I{(E,d) gets closer to the correct value.

Energy Resolution

The energy resolution for a given array configuration is estimated in much the same

way as the angular resolution. A normal distribution is fitted to the distribution of

reconstnrcted energies versus log E. This distribution is centred on the incident cosmic

ray energy at which the energy resolution is being analysed. For the purposes of this

report, the cosmic ray primary energy analysed is 101e eV (e.g.Table 7.1). The energy

resolution is then defined by the standard deviation of the fitted normal distribution.

7.3.5 A More Realistic Lateral Distribution

Using the same lateral distribution to fit for shower parameters as was used to initially

characterise the cosmic ray shower will simulate the expected best performance of any

array configuration. In addition to the lateral distribution defined in Bquation 7.6

beirrg used to fit for shower parameters, a more realistic lateral distribution was also
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used. This is defined as

p(r;) : ri(E,r) (rir) (7 .r2)

where a is also a free parameter in the X2 frt.The fitting of an EAS with this later.al

distribution will degrade the quality of the fit since another free parameter has been

introduced. However, this will be a more realistic representation of the performance of
a real array.

7.4 comparison of Different Array configurations

7.4.L fntroduction

In this section the results from the simulations as described previously are presented.

The generic detector covers an area of 5,000 km2. It is assumed that technical

difficulties such as interdetector communications, individual detector timing resolution
and the ability of each detecto¡ to discriminate accidental coincidences have been

solved in the generic detector, so that shower parameters such as particle density and

timing can be determined accurately. Each detector is assumed to have a surface area

of 10 m2. The energy region 1-100 EeV is divided into eight equal bins in log energy.

In each energy bin 500 showers are thrown onto the array.

7.4.2 Dependence on Interdetector Spacing

Figures 7-2 and 7-3 examine the dependence of array performance on detector spacing
for two different triggering thresholds. The array spacings examined a,re 1, 1.1b and 1.5

kilometres' For a triggering threshold of 0.1 m2, there are no significant differences for
dilferent array spacings for both lateral distributions assumed. There is a great degree

of variability in the plots of angular ¡esolution as a function of energy. This impìies
that the distribution of fitted space angle is not necessarily normal, as the angular
resolution is assumed to be the standard deviation of the fitted normal distribution.
Clearly for low triggering thresholds this is not a good assumption. From the plots of
the angular resolution the only conclusion that can be made is that the angular
resolution lies somewhere between 3o and 6o.
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Variable Exponent Lateral Distribution
Array
Spacing (km)

Threshold
0.1 m-' 0.2 m-'¿ 0.3 n-r-2

1

1.15

1.5

20

18

23

8

I
t4

I
8

72

Sirnple Lateral Distribution
1

1.15

1.5

1

1

1

4

4

5

8

8

I

I

7

I

thble 7.1: Energy resolution ff'/o for various array configurations at l01e eV. Individual
detector area is assumed to 10 m2. The energy resolution quoted does not include
the error in estimating cosmic ray primary energy from paoo. Thc use of the variable
exponent lateral distributiort results in a significant deteriolation in energy resolution for
low thresholds and large array spacing. As expected, enelgy resolution improves with
the reducing of array spacing and the increasing of individual detector threshold level.

Figure 7-3 is identical to Figure 7-2 except the dependerce on array spacing for a
triggering threshold of 0.3 m-2 is plotted. Again there is little dependence on array

spacing except for the efficiency of the array. A ground array with 1.5 km spacing

would have a triggering efficiency only - 20% at 101s eV. If the aim of the experiment

is to determine the properties of cosmic rays with primary energies above 101e eV then

this array spacing would be suitable. As in Figure 7-2, there is a degree of variability

in the plots of angular resolution as a function of energy and the angular resolution

would be estimated to be between 1o and 3o over the energy range considered.

Referring to Table 7.1, there is in general only a small dependence of energy resolution

on array spactng.

7.4.3 Dependence on tiggering Threshold

Figures 7-4 and 7-5 demonstrate the effect on array performance when the triggering

thresholcl is varied. The array spacings assumecl art: 1 km and 1.5 km respectively. The

levels of threshold chosen are 0.1 rn-2,0.2 m-2 ancl 0.3 m-2, which correspond to the

1, 2 and 3 particle level for a 10 m2 detector. It is quite clear that there is a marked

depcndence of array performance on triggering threshold. For example, for- an array

with 1 km spacing and a triggering threshold of 0.1 m-2, the angular. resolution is
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between 3o and 4". This can compared to a threshold of 0.3 m-2 which has an

associated angular resolution of - 1o. The same level of variation is also observed in
Figure 7-5 for an assumed array spacing of 1.5 km. This implies that for rletermining
the direction of EAS, that information should be used from individual cletectors which
have been triggered at the 0.3 m-2 level. However, information from detectors

triggered at the 0.1 m-2 level may prove useful in fitting a lateral distribution and
hence determining core location (e.g. Chiba et al. (Lggz)).

This large dependence on triggering threshold is interpreted as arising from the
lalge fluctuations in arrival times at large core distances. For a triggering threshold of
0'1 m-2, an estimate of shower front arrival time is made from the timing of one

particle. The particle's arrival time will be a poor representation of the true shower

front arrival time as it may be fluctuated significantly. By increasing the threshold, the
shower fi'ont arrival time can be estimated more precisely by averaging over the
particles' arrival times. The angular resolution of a ground array is directly related to
its ability to estimate the cosmic ray primary energy and Table 2.1 demonstrates the
expected dependence of energy resolution on triggering threshold.

7 -4.4 comparison of cartesian and Tliangular Array
Geometries

Thus far the array geometry has been assumed to have a base unit of a square. The
Yakutsk array (Glushkov et a1.,1987) and the Volcano Ranch array (Linsley, 1gg0)

each ltave lor hr.l\ ¡c fhoi' l,ooo,,-i+ ^ +-:--.-r^ mL-,- r ._ \_- v¡rv¡r u.-v uurù ø, ürrd,u*rc. rue percelveo a.vanl,age of a
triangular array configuration is that fewer detectors are needed to cover a given
surface area than for a square array without compromising the performance of the
detector' A triangular array configuration also has advantages over the square
geometry if it is necessary for individual detectors to communicate with their
neighbours by radio signal (Clay et al.,1gg2).

That the number of detectors needed to cover a given area can be ¡educed for a
triangular configuration as opposed to a square configuration can be seen by
considering the distance d,^ from a detector to the centre of the base unit shape of the
array (see Figure 7-6). If it is assumed as a first approximation that the distance d-
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will control the triggering threshold, than a triangular grid will cover a given area more

efficiently. For example, a square one kilometre grid will have d^ equal to fikm' For a

tria,ngrrlar grid, d,^ is equal to ftkm which implies a lower triggering threshold or more

triggered detectors for a given cosmic ray primary energy'

The number of detectors used is a critical factor in the construction of a proposed

array for the detection of EHE cosmic rays. For a 1 km square array covering

5,000 km2, b,000 detectors would be used. For a cost per detector of $10,000 this

rvould irnply a cost of $50,000,000 for the total array. Clearly any reduction in the

number of detectors used will result in large cost savings. If a 5,000 km2 array is filled

rvith clctectors as depicted in Figure 7-6(b), then this results in a saving of - 25To

corrpared. with the square configuration shown in Figure 7-6(a)'

Results

The proposition that a square and a triangular array configuration with equal d-will

have similar detector characteristics was tested by performing the array simulation

¡sing the different array configurations. Three array sizes were compared for each

confrguration. These were equivalent to the three spacings tested in the previous

sectiol i.e. square arrays with spacings of 1, 1.15 and 1.5 kilometres, implying values

lor d,* of 0.71.,0.81 and 1.06 kilometres respectively. The detector particle threshold

assumed was 0.3 m-2 for a detector surface area of 10 m2.

As can be seen from Figure 7-7 the average number of detectors triggered, as a

function of energy, for the triangular array is less than that for the square array. This

is expected because there are 25To fewer detectors in the triangular configuration for

the same area. Figures 7-8 and 7-9 compare the energy resolution at 101s eV and the

angular resolution as a function of primary energy for both anay configurations. In

both cases the performance of each configuration is extremely similar implying that b¡'

adopting the triangular configuration there is very little, if any loss of array

performance.
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7.5 Hybrid Detector

7.5.L fntroduction

The ground array configuration considered in the first part of this chapter measures
parameters of an EAS at a single point in its development. From these ¡rarameters, t¡e
particle density and arrival times and the direction of the shower axis are estimatecl.
The energy of the costnic ray primary is inferred by estimating the integrated particle
density at the atmospheric depth of detection, or by calculating the particle density at
a gìven distance from the core i.e. p(600). Both of these quantities can then be relatecl
to primary cosmic ray energy. The advantages of such a detector are 100% cl,ty cycle
and consequently uniform exposure in Right Ascension. Some of the disac¡,ant¿rges of
the array are relatively poor angular resolution (- 3.) and it not providi¡g a clirect
method for measuring both the cosmic ray's primary energy and compositio'.

An instrument such as the Fly's Eye detector measures directly the nitrogerr
fluorescence caused by the passage of an EAS through the atmosphere (Baltrusaitis cf
a/'' 1985b)' From this the shower size can be derived as a function of atmosphe'ic
depth' Because a more direct me¿Nurement is made of the evolution of the shower, the
energy can be estimated by integrating the shower profile over the total path in the
atmosphere' The distribution of shower size with atmospheric depth and the depth of
rnaximum are both directly related to the composition of the cosmic ray primary.
There are two main disadvantages to the Fly's Eye technique. One is the low duty
cycle of - 72To' Moonless nights are required fo_r the F!¡,'s Eye technique to w<¡rk since
any background illumination will saturate the sensitive detection system. Because of
the low duty cycle, the detector has a non-uniform sky coverage which complicates the
analysis of cosmic ray anisotropy. The second disadvantage is that the atmosphere
must be rvell characterisecl, as the measured light intensities are afiected by atmosphere
clarity and scattering.

Because of the apparent complementarity of the two EHE cosmic ray detection
systems, a combination of the two techniques has been considered. There a¡e several
distinct advantages to such a hybrid detector, these being

1' By using two separate detectors to measure cosmic ray shorvers, each usi'g a
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diffelent principle, redundancy of measurernents is introduced. For a cosrnic ray

sholver measured using both detectors, energy estimation from the array using

p(600) can be directly conrpared with the energy estimated by the fluorescence

technique on a shower by shower basis. This allows for the direct calibration of

the ground array's estimation of the energy with the fluorescence technique's

caìorimetric estimation of encrgy, the latter being expected to be more accurate.

2. The position of the shower core within the array can be used in the analysis of

cosmic ray showers by the fluorescence technique. By locating the core position

to rvithin 100 metres, the shower axis estimate calculated by ihe Fly's Eye can be

greatly improved, resulting in an improvement of angular resolution for showers

which have triggered both detectors.

3. With regard to the composition of the cosmic ray prirnary, the measurements of

the depth of first interaction and X*o, made by the Fly's Eye technique will

imply a certain composition This can be compared wibh rneasured properties of

the trAS from the array such as ¡t to e- ratios, which are thought also to be

related to composition. The comparisons could be used to find systematic

rela.tionships between the array determined quantities and the composition as

determined by the Fly's Eye technique. Thus it is envisaged that the array could

be "taught" by the air fl.uorescence detector how to discrìninate between showers

initiated by different nuclei.

7.5.2 Ground Array

For the simulation of the hybrid detector two diferent array configurations were

assumed.

Uniforrn Cartesian Array

'Ihe first is a cartesia,n array laid out on a 70 km x 70 km grid with a spacing of 1 km.

Each detector is assumed to have a 10 m2 surface area and a triggering threshold of 0.3

ntn '.
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Graded Tliangular Array

The second type of array used in conjunction with the air fluorescence detector is a
gladed triangular array. This ìs expected to closely replesent a cletecto¡ that woulcl be
likely to be constructed in an expeliment to cletect EIIÐ cosmic rays. A triangular
format havìng as its base unit a triangular arrangcment of detectors (see Section 2.4) is
preferable as it covers a given alea more efficiently than a cartesian configuration. A
graded array ensures that a large energy range can be covered using the detector. The
design used in this simulation is aclapted from de Souza et at. (rgg2). This array
consists of 169 detectors on a triangulzrr glicl with 500 metre spacing, a further 4lT
detectors on a triangLrlar gricl with a spacing of 866 metres and a larger triangular grid
surrounding these detectors consisting of 1554 detectors on a grid with a spacing of
1500 metres (sce Figure 7-10). Dach cletecl,o. is asstrmed to have a l0 m2 surface area
and a triggering threshold of 0.3 m-2.

7.5.3 Atmospheric Fluorescence Detector.

The atmospheric fluorescence detcctor opcrating in conjunction with the grould based
particle array is assumed to be of the type usecl in the proposed HiRes Fly,s Eye (Au
et al',1991; Bird et a1.,1993a; Cooper et al.,19g1b) which is an improved version of
the current Fly's Bye (see Section 7.2.2).

The proposed rliRes Fly's Eye will also be located ¿t the Dugway proving

Ground in Utah' This detector is still in the prototype stage (Bird et al.,1g93a). For
the final proposed HiRes detector there will be thlee individual sites on a triangular
grid approximately 15 kilometres apart. Each site is to have a 240" azimuthal coverage
and will contain 54 units, each consisting of a 2 metre diameter mirror viewed by 256
lrexagonal photomultiplier tubes each having lo x 1o a,perture (Cooper et al.,1gglb).
This can be compared to the 1.5 metre diameter mirrors and 5.bo x b.bo

photomrrltiplier apertures for thc- currcnt Fly's Eye and should improve signal to noise
by a factor of seven. The proposed HiR.es cletector is expected to have a point source
.esolution at 1 EeV of 0.3o, an energy resolution of better than 20To and a x*o,
resolution at I EeV of 20-30 g crn-3.

The detector configuration assurred for the purpose of these simulations is a,
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single HiRes station with a 360o azimuthal coverage (MonoEye). As opposecl to the
proposed HiRes Fly's Eye rvhich combines the information from each of the separate.
stations to reconstruct the shower axis, the MonoEye will be assisted by core location
information from the particle array.

7.5.4 Method of Simulation

The simulation employecl for the air fluorescence section of the Hybrid detector is the
IIiRes Monte Carlo code developed in Utah. This code was modified by H. y. Dai to
simulate one FIiRes site rvith 360o coverage.

The Fly's Eye Montc Carlo getrerates triggered showers in the follorving manner.
The impact parameter ,Ro, shorver direction and primary energy are all chosen from
appropriate distributions. The depth of maximuo- x*o, is chosen from a
parameterisation of the experitnentally determined distributio n of X*o,, represe'ting a
mixed primary cosrnic ray composition. X6, the depth of first interaction is chosen frorn
an exponential distribution. From )fo and X^o, the shower profile can be definecl by

¡/,(X) :f(Xo,X^o,), (7.13)

where ¡/"(x) is the shower size as a function of atmospheric depth x and .f (xo, X*o,)
is a parameterisation of the development of an EAS calculated by Gaisser and Hillas
(re77).

From the shower size, the total light from the EAS reaching the detector can be
calculated from the following three mechanisms. These are the direct fluorescence
resulting from excitation of atmospheric nitrogen molecules, the direct Õerenkov light
which is directed forward in the direction of the shower and is only important for
showers whose axis approximately intersects with the position of the cletector, and
thirdly, the scattered Õerenkov light due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering of the
originally emitted Õere'kov radiation. The latter can be in some cases more intense
than the nitrogen fluorescence.

The detector's response to the emitted light is then modelled. This inclucles the
effects of mirror reflectivity and aberrations which may affect the triggering and the
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PMT signal strength. By folding in the cluanturn efficiencl' of the PIVIT, the nurnber of

photoelectrons is found and hence tìre rneasured signal. Care is taken to include the

resl)ons(l of the triggering circuitr'¡' in detcrrrnining a pulse shape. Flom the pulse shape

and an assurned triggeling condition it can be detennirred if any one PMT is triggered.

If a trigger occurs, the PMT signal strength and time are recordecl.

Ihe simulation was ruu for a I{1,þ¡i¿ sii,c ¿r"t sea level. Showels were t}trolvn down

with zenith angles less than 60o. Shorvels rvhich trigger the MonoEye were then thrown

onto the particle arlay. From the IIiRes l\4onte Carlo, t,tre shower size a,t ground level,

thc original cosmic ra.¡; 6li.".a¡on ¿r,ucl the colc loca,tion are then used as input into tlie

alray sirnulation. 'fhis simulation is sirnilal to lhat dcsclibecl in Section 7.3 except that

tlre lateral distribution p¡(r), derivcd from thc Akeno alra)') is used. This is

parameter-ised as follou's

p/r) o< l/"-l?'(1 * /l)-(n-")(1 + r,,,/2000)-o'ot , (7.r4)

rvhere R: rlRo (,R6 is the l\4olière radius : E0 m at sea level), cr : 1.2,

? : (3.80 + 0.05) + (0.10 + 0.05)log1s(N,/10s) and À¡" is the shower size (Teshima et

ø/., 1986a). As described previously, particle densities are fÌuctuated according to

Poisson statistics and the shorver front curvature is allowed for in assigning arrival

times to air shower particles. The Akeno lateral clistribution is used, since it represents

a recent nteasurelnent of the lateral distribution for BAS of EIIE energies.

The position of the core is estimated by finding the centre of mass of particle

densities in the plane of the shower. This method is used rather than a more

sophisticated core location procedure because it plovides an upper limit to the core

location error. Other than using the Akeno latelal distribution and estimating the core

location by the centre of mass of the shorver, the arrav simulation is identical to that

discussed previously (see Section 7.3). Thc colc location as determined by the array

simulation is then used by the FIiRes I\{onte C¿rrlo in the leconstruction of the EAS

shower para,meters.

To reconstrrrct the shower axis of tlle EAS as it travels through the atmosphere,

the HiRes reconstruction algorithrn uses the inforrnation from triggered phototubes

from up to three sites. For the case of the l4onoììye, the plane u,hich contains the
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centre of the detector and the EAS showel path is defined by the geometry of the.

triggered phototubes (see Figure 7-lI). The orientation of the EAS axis in this plane is

then determinecl by timing fits to triggered phototubes (Baltrusaitis eú ø/., 1985b)

using a ¡2 minimisation fit. Considering Figu re 7-I2, it can be seen that the time delay

6t(0) {or light arriving from a point P is delayecl from the time of the passing EAS by

6t(0) : Rp tan
(7.15)

012

c

where 0 is the light enrission angle from the shower axis. By inspection of Figure 7-12

it can be seen that x¡ : x + 0. IÍ y is defined as the observation angle in the

shower-detector plane of the iúl' PMT triggered at time ú; and f,6 represents the

direction of the IIAS in the shower-detector plane then

xi(to¡ -- Xo - 2tan-r ("(t, - to)lR)) . (7.16)

A ¡2 minimisation fit is then performed using the measured ¡;(ú;), yielding ,lÇ and ¡6.
Along with the orientation of the shorver-detector plane, this then fully specifies the

trajectory of the EAS. For showers whose tracks lengths are between less than 30o and

50' the shorver fitting routine poorly determines ¡s. This leads to an overall angular

resolution performance of - 5o in the case of Fly's Eye I. The core location from the

array will determine the position of the "Impact Point" and hence rs. From

Figure 7-I2it can be seen that ro: s,.xr. This then provides a powerful constraint on

the direction reconstruction for the MonoEye detector.

Recent results from the HiRes prototype show that this design is capable of

defining the shower-detector plane to better than 0.f in some cases (Bird et aI.,

1993b). Thus the chief source of error in determining the shower axis will be the

projection of the core locatiorì. error in the shower-detector plane, which will be - h,
the core location error.

Once the shower axis and R, have been determined by the reconstruction

algorithm, the dependence of shower size on atmospheric depth, N"(x), can be

cletermined by working in teverse from the PMT signals to the nitrogen fluorescence.

Again the quantum efficiency of the PNfTs, mirror aberrations and scattered Õerenkov
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light are taken iuto account vt'hen deriving the fluorescence light and hence 
^r.(X) 

A

X2 ßt of the Gaisser-Hillas functio" "f(Xo,X.^,,) (Gaisser and Hillas,1977) to l/"(X) is

thr:n performed, yielding X*o, and Xo. The cosmic ray primary energy is obtained by

integrating /(Xo, X^o,) over the total development of the shower,, providing a

calorimetric estirnation of the energy.

7.6 Results frorn the Hybrid Simulation

The important characteristics rvhich quantif5' the performance of the Hybrid ale the

angular resolution, energy resolution and the erlo¡ in determininE X^o*. Two differenh

techrriques are used to simulate the performance of the Hybrid. Firstly the

pet'forrnance is simulated ¿r,t discrete cosrnic ray 1>rimary energies of 1, 10 and 100 EeV.

500 triggered shorvers for each energy u.erc analysed. This allows the energy resolution

to be calculated discretely at thesc energies. Secondly the cnergy region 1-100 EeV

was dividcd into 8 equal bins in log,E and 1000 triggered showers in each bin analysed.

In each of these bins cosmic ray primary energies were sampled from the cosmic ray

energy spectrum. This allows the testing of the Hybrid performance over an energy

range.

7.6.L Core Location Error

Cartesian Array

The mean error in core location for the cartesian array is-- 180 metres and is

independent of energy. The magnitude and relative lack of variation with energy is due

to the unsophisticated method of locating cores and also because the array has an

almost uniform efficiency over the energy range considered. Conventional wisdom

argues that A,R"o"" is typically I0To of the array spacing when more sophisticated

algorithms are used for core location. This implies that the core location error listed

here will give some indication of the results expected for a Hybrid detector with a

detector spacing close to 1.5 km.
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log E
eV

mean
4.R.,""(m)

L0orrou

degrees
aX^o.

_tgcm "
^bE
%

18.00-18.25
18.25-18.50
18.50-18.75
18.75-19.00
19.00-19.25

19.25-19.50
19.50-19.75
19.75-20.00

18.00
19.00

20.00

185

1E7

184

186

186

184

182

181

189

191

176

1.95

1.56

1.75

1.55

1.76

t.94
1.58

t.74
1.57
1.54

t.22

34

33

30

26

24

21

20

19

35

24

18

5.7
3.1

2.3
19.00
19.00

19.00

125
190

250

22

26

30

3.0
4.0

4.4

Table 7'2: Some results from a simulation of the Hybrid detector for zenith angles lessthan 60o' A cartesian array is used with a spacing of 1 km and a triggering thresholdof 0'3 m-2 and an individual detector are , of 10 m2. The array core location error is
procedure, and is expressed a.s a mean error.
nd energy are standard deviations and were
ate error distributions. The final three rows

location errors. For those three simulations,
no array fitting was done and core errors were sampled fi'om a gaussian error distributionwith mean errors as shown.
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Iog E
eV

mean
A-r8",""(m)

L0orroy
degrees

Ov
_tgcm -

utt
E
%

18.00-18.25
18.25-18.50
18.50-18.75

18.75-19.00
19.00-19.25
19.25-19.50
19.50-19.75
19.75-20.00

17.50

18.00

19.00

20.00

197

209
229
230
236
240
247

27r
133

166

238

295

1.78.
0.10
1.43

1.16

1.61

1.54

r.62
1.86

1.39

1.47

r.77
2.00

31

31

28

27

24

22

20

19

49

35

27

18

16.2

4.7

3.6
2.6

Table 7.3: As in the first part of Table 7.2 except that the graded l,riangula,r array was
used. * Note: distribution of fitted directions for array is non-gaussian. Tìris is not
entirely unexpected since the distribution of space angles will encornpass contributions
from each graded component of the array.

Graded Tliangular Array

The performance of the graded triangular array (see Table 7.3) with respect to core

location is comparable to the cartesian array. The core location error is larger,

reflecting the greater spacing between detectors on average. Once again the core

location resolution can be improved by using a more sophisticated algolithrn.

Figure 7-13 shows the distribution of cores of Hybrid triggered events as a function of

energy. From this it is clear why there is a variation of core location error with energy,

as regions of the array with different detector spacing are favoured for different

energies.

7.6.2 Energy Resolution

Tlre energ-v resolution ff at 1, 10 and a 100 EeV quoted in Tables 2.2 and 7.3

represents the statistical error in the Hybrid's determination of energy. The energy

resolution is calculated using the same method as employed previously for determining

an array's energy resolution. The uncertainties introduced by atmospheric variability

have not been included here, but would be similar to those allowed for in the llilìcs
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Fly's Eye, bringing the typical energy uncertaintv to 20T0. This assumes that the

atmosphere has been well characterised using laser based atrnospheric monitoring. It is

expected that atmospheric variabilit.y will dominate the en'or in determining cosmic

ray primary energy.

The sensitivity of energy resolution to a,rray cole location el'r'ors appears small in

the range of AA.o,, from 125 to 250 n-r (see Tablc 7.2). This u'as tested by using

gaussian generated core location errors fluctuated from tlrc true coLe location at an

energy of l01e eV using three different mean elrors of 125, 190 and 250 metres. In

these cases the statistical energy resolution (ignoling a,turospheric effects) varied by

less than 1%.

7.6.3 Angular Resolution

Cartesian Array

The angular resolution of the cartesian arrav alone is - 2o. 1'he arrgular resolution of

the Hybrid is urarkedly improved over the array alone and is comparable to that

expected with the stereo HiRes detector. Figule 7-14 shows the integrated event count

as a function of the cone angle between the true cosmic ray direction and the

reconstructed direction. This method was used to quantify the angular resolution, as

the corresponding (dN ld0) plots are peaked at small angular error and are not

gaussian in form. At 101s eV, the expected proportion of HS,bricl events which are

resolved to less than 1o is - 0.65. The dependence of angular resolution on core

locatioñ error can also be seen in Figure 7-14. Angular resolution shows some

sensitivity to core location elror, with the proportion of l{ybrid events which are

resolved to less than 1" varying from approximately 0.5 to 0.75 for the core location

errors considered.

Graded Triangular Array

In Figure 7-15 the Hybricl angular resolution results for the gracled triangular detector

are presented. The angular resolution for the hybrid rvith a graded triangular array is

somewhat Poorer than the hybrid with the cartesian array (see Figure 7-15). The

dependence of angular resolution orì aÌlav detectol spacing is also plotted in
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Figure 7-15' It is interesting to note that the angular resolution of the hybrid improves
as the core position moves away from the centre of the array, even though overall core
resolution worsens. 'Ihe reason for this has not been fully investigated but one
possibility is that the timingresolution for a HiRes detector (_20 ns) may not bc
sufficient to allow a good reconstruction of the shower axis for small Ao.

7.6.4 X,no, Resolution

The resolution in X^o, varies from 35 g cm-2 to less than 20 g cm-2 for botli a.,ay
configurations over the energy range 10-100 EeV. This is directly comparable to the
Stereo rliRes figure of - 30 g cm-2. The X*o, resolution is limited by errors in shower
axis determination and the finite sampling of the shower profile by ttre HiRes cletector.
Atnrospheric uncertainties play a secondary role here because it is usuaily
straightforward to locate shower maximum, even on a profile disto¡ted by atmospheric
transmission elTects. The sensitivity of X^o, resolution to array core location errors is
small for the range of a-¡?"o"" from r25 to 250 metres (see Table 2.2).

7.6.5 General performance

The aperture as a function of energy for Hybrid events is plotted in Figure Z-16 for
both array configurations. A 60o zenith angle cut has been applied and reconstruction
efficiencies have been included. The integrated number of good quality Hybrid events
expected in 5 years is plotted in Figure 7-17, also for both configurations. From
Figures 7-i6 anri 7-rT it can be see that the aperture and expectecl number of Hybrid
events is - 10% less for the graded triangular array than that for the cartesian array.
This is due almost entirely to the smaller size of the graded triangular array.

7.7 Conclusions

The construction of an experiment to detect BHE cosmic rays in significant numbers
will require a large amount of material and financial resources. Clearly before any
construction is undertaken it is necessary to determine the expected behaviour of any
proposed detector' The analysis of cletector configurations presented in this chapter
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represents the first step in analysing detector designs.

The first section of this chapter analyses ground array designs. It is found that a

ground array is capable of an angular resolution of 2"-3" and an energy resolution of

between 10% and 20%. The energy resolution is quite likely to be shown to be poorer

rvith a more comprehensive analysis, as this simulation does not include the expected

fluctuations in p(600) for constant cosmic ray primary energy. Also, there may be some

systematic erro¡ in assigning an energy for a given p(600). An angular resolution of

between 2o and 3o implies that to detect point sources a large number of events will

need to be detected. Because of the large spa,cing of cletectors, particle density and

arrival time fluctuations become important. lt is necessary to have a reasonable

triggering threshold for direction fits (i.e. - 0.3 m-2 for a detector with a 10 m2

surface area), because below this level the spi-ead in the arrival time of shower front

particles will rapidly degrade the angular resolution of the arlay. Another factor which

necessitates not having too large an array spacing is that the array needs to operate at

100% efficiency in the energy region of interest so that array threshold effects can be

ignored. The rnost recent measurement of the BHE lateral distribution (Chiba et al.,

1993b) is steeper than that assumed here, for distances from the core of greater than 1

km. This effect has not been considered here, but it will have a substantial impact in

determining array spacing. It has been shorvn quantitatively that a triangular array

out performs a cartesian array on a cost per event basis.

The second type of detector investigated in this chapter is a Hybrid, consisting of

a ground array operating in conjunction with a nitrogen fluorescence detector modelled

on the HiRes Fly's Eye. The core locations obtained from the array are used to

constrain the shower axis fit. The result is that a single 360" HiRes detector located at

the centre of an array performs at the sarne lcvel as the proposed full FIiRes detector.

The depth of maximumresolutiorr,,oxñdt, is found to be - 30 g cm-2. This is low

, enough to separate the iron and proton component of the primary cosmic ray llux,

rvhich have a typical mean separation of X^o, of 100 g cm-2. The increased angular

resolution (< 1') from the Hybrid subset of events will aid in the search for BHE point

sources. The increased energy resolution of the Ilyblid detector implies that finer

changes in the cosmic ray energy spectrum can be discerned.
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Another significant potential benefit is that the fluorescence detector will be able
to "teach" the ground array. By analysing Hybrid events and comparing the measured
array parameters on an event by event basis with the energy and composition
iuformation determined by the fluorescence detector, improved techniques for
determining energy and composition from the array alone may be developed. Clearly it
is important that the individual detector elements of the array should be designed so
as to measure the parameters expected to be linked with composition (i.". t" to e-
ratios)' The Flybrid concept could also be applied by building an array around the
proposed [IiRes site at Dugwa¡ Utah.
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Chapter 8

Surnmary and F\rrther Work

In this thesis three areas of interest in High Energy Astroph)'sics rvere investigatcd b¡'

the use of À{onte Carlo modelling of the physical processes involvcd.

8.1 fleavy Elernent Clumping in SN 19874

A Monte Carlo code describing the propagation of X-rays in the ejecta of SN 19E74

was developed. The elemental abundance structure was adopted from Modei 10HMN{

(Pinto and Woosley, 1988a) and was simplified for the purposes of this calculation.

Results from the simulation were compared with experimental measurenrents of tlie

X-ray lightcurveand spectrafrom SN 19874 (Syunyaev et a\.,1990). It n'as found

that there rvas disagreement between the results of the simulation and mea,surements

of the X-ray lightcurve in the 15-45 keV energy region.

Clumping of heavy elements within the ejecta was invoked to explain this

discrepancy. The Monte Carlo model was modified to include the effects of clumping

rvithin the cjecta. It was found that clumping in the region of 0.1 to 0.2 tirnes the total

ejecta radius provided far better agreement with experimental measurements in the

15-45 keV energy region, without affecting the compatibility with experimental results

in the higher energy regions (Lee, Mastichiadis and Protheroe, 1991). Furthermore, the

position and extent of clumping was in accord with predictions of the regions of

instability in the ejecta of SN 19874 found from modelling the dynamics of the

expansion of SN 19874 (Arnett, Fryxell and l\{uller, 1989).
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8.2 Propagation of EHE Cosmic Rays

The passage of trHE cosmic rays through the galaxy (and halo) was modellecl 5y
Monte Carlo methods in order to determine the origin of these extrernel¡, ernergetic
cosmic ravs' The model sirnulated the propagation of BHE cosrnic rays in t¡e galactic
magnetic field and took into account the strong magnetic field tu¡bulence measurecl i'
the galaxy' This turbulence was assumed to have a Kolmogolov spectrum arrcl the
lower length scales of turbulence were included in the simulatiorr. It rvas founcl th¿Lt the
Ineasurements of the cosmic ray anisotropy and galactic gradient were iuconsistcrrt
rvith a ga,la,ctic origin to the EHE cosmic ray flux, assuming a prominent pr.oto'
component to the cosmic ray flux at these energies.

The effect of including a galactic halo containing a turbulent magnetic ficlcl orr

EI{E cosmic ray anisotropy was also investigated. It was found, for all reasona,blc halcr
size and field strength configurations, that the sìmulated anisotropy was still
inconsistent with the measured anisotropy. once again a pr.ominent proto' flux has
been assumed (Lee and Clay, lgg3).

This work could be further extended by taking the measured composition as a
function of energy (e.g. from Bird eú a/. (1993d)) and investigating the energy at rvhich
the galactic magnetic field turbulence can no longer account for the measured
anisotropy' It would then be interesting to investigate whether this energy, above
which cosmic rays are not contained within the galaxy, corresponds to any features in
the cosmic ray energy spectrum.

8.3 Design of an Experiment to Detect EHE
Cosmic Rays

At present' measurenents of the BHE energy spectrum, anisotropy and primary
composition a'rc limited by the low cosmic ray flux at these energies. This section of the
thesis deals with the simulation of various detectors, designed to increase substantially
the frequency of observations of EHE cosmic rays. A N{onte Carlo code modelling the
performance of different array configurations has been developed. It was fou.d that
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the shorver fi'ont curvature at large core distances affects the array performance

significantly. This implies that relatively high triggering thresholds must be set (e.g.

2-3 particles for a detector surface area of 10 m2 CIay et al. (1992)). The performance

of two different array geometries was also modelled and it was found that a triangular

arr-ay geometr;'out performs a cartesian array on a cost per quality event basis.

A new type of Hybrid detector was modelled, this bcing a combination of a

ground array ancl a single atrnospheric fluorescence detector located in the centre of

the arra¡'. The fluorescence detector was assumed to be of the type proposed for the

HiRes Fly's Eye. This was simulated by combining the HiRes Monte Carlo code

developed in Utah and the ground array simulation. The array simulation provides a

core location to showers which trigger the fluorescence detector. It is found that the

Ilybrid performs comparably to the HiRes Fly's Eye. This implies that - I0To of the

total number of detected events will have superior energy resolution, angular resolution

and composition information.

The simulations for this experiment represent only the first step towards a

detector design. As decisions are made as to the precise aims of such an experiment'

and the type of detector, Monte Carlo simulations will need to be further refined.
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Appendix A

Model 10HMM (ave)

This Appendix contains the elemental abundances for the 18 zone Model 10 HMM

(ave). This has been adopted from the 69 zone model of the SN 19874 ejecta used by

Pinto and Woosley (1988a).
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Zone H He C N o Ne
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

T4

15

16

17

18

3.61 x 10

3.18 x10-2
3.85 x 10-2
5.40 x 10-2
8.42 xI0-2
1.30 x 10-1
1.81 x10-l
2.40 x 10-l
3.03 x 10-l
3.70 x 10-l
4.48 x 10-1
5.21 x 10-1
5.57 x 10-1
6.18 x 10-1
6.42 x10-r
6.51 x 10-r
6.51 x 10-1
6.55 x 10-r

51 x10-
4.57 x 10-1
4.71 x 10-l
5.01 x 10-1
5.46 x 10-r
5.94 x 10-1
6.23 x 10-r
6.32 x 10-1
6.21 x 10-l
5.86 x 10-r
5.28 x 10-1
4.66 x 10-r
4.18 x10-r
3.76 x10-1
3.54 x 10-r
3.45 x 10-r
3.45 x 10-1
3.42 x 10-1

6.71 x 10

4.51 x 10-2
4.37 xI0-2
4.06 x 10-2
3.49 x 10-2
2.74 xI0-2
2.04 x70-2
1.40 x 10-2
8.66 x 10-3
5.15 x10-3
2.94 x 10-3
1.64 x 10-3
1.01 x 10-3
6.95 x 10-a
5.40 x 10-a
4.76 xll-a
4.76 x70-a
4.60 x 10-a

5.26 x 10

4.4I x70-a
4.58 x 10-a
4.84 x 10-a
5.04 x 10-a
4.86 x 10-a
4.28 x 10-a
3.33 x 10-a
2.32 xl}-a
1.51 x 10-a
9.18 x 10-5
5.38 x 10-5
3.43 x 10-5
2.38 x 10-s
1.86 x 10-s
1.64 x 10-s
1.64 x 10-5
1.59 x 10-5

3.89 x 10

3.18 x 10-1
3.04 x 10-r
2.76 xl}-r
2.28 x 10-l
1.69 x 10-1
1.19 x 10-r
7.73 xI0-2
4.55 x 10-2
2.59 x70-2
1.43 x10-2
7.75 x10-3
4.69 x 10-3
3.20 x 10-3
2.48 x 10-3
2.18 x10-3
2.18 x10-3
2.15 x10-3

1.40 x 1

1.14 x10-2
1.11 x 10-2
1.04 x 10-2
9.09 x 10-3
7.26 x 10-3
5.49 x 10-3
3.82 x 10-3
2.40 x 10-3
1.45 x 10-3
8.31 x 10-a
4.67 x 10-a
2.90 x 10-a
1.99 x 10-a
i.55 x 10-a
1.37 x 10-a
i.37 x 10-a
1.32 x 10-a

Table 4.1: Model 10 HMÀ4 (ave) Abundances by mass

Table 4.2: Model 10 H[,IM (ave) Abundances b5, rnass

Zone Mg S Ti
1

2

3

4

5

6

I

8

9

10

11

12

13

74

15

16

I7
18

4.55 x 1

3.64 x 10-3
3.49 x 10-3
3.18 x10-3
2.64 x 10-3
1.98 x 10-3
1.47 x 10-3
9.25 x10-a
5.51 x 10-a
3.17 x10-a
1.76 x10-a
9.61 x 10-5
5.84 x 10-s
4.00 x 10-5
3.09 x 10-5
2.72 xl}-s
2.72 x70-5
2.63 x 10-5

7.85 x1
6.29 x 10-2
6.02 x 10-2
5.45 x10-2
4.49 xL0-2
3.32 x 10-2
2.32 xI0-2
1.51 x 10-2
8.87 x 10-3
5.03 x 10-3
2.76 x 10-3
1.50 x 10-3
9.05 x 10-a
6.18 x10-a
4.78 x10-a
4.20 xl}-a
4.20 xl}-a
4.06 x 10-a

5.47 xl
4.02 xI0-2
3.85 x 10-2
3.48 x 10-2
2.87 xI0-2
2.L2 x70-2
1.48 x 10-2
9.64 x 10-3
5.66 x 10-3
3.2i x 10-3
1.76 x10-3
9.56 x 10-a
5.77 xl}-a
3.94 x 10-a
3.05 x l0-a
2.68 x 10-a
2.68 x 10-a
2.59 x70-a

1.98 x 10

7.09 x 10-3
6.79 x 10-3
6.14 x10-3
5.06 x 10-3
3.74 x 10-3
2.62 xIA-s
1.70 xl0-3
1.01 x 10-3
5.68 x 10-a
3.12 x10-a
1.69 x 10-a
7.02 xl}-a
6.98 x 10-s
5.40 x 10-5
4.75 xl}-s
4.75 x 10-s
4.59 x 10-5

5.61 x 10-
4.34 x 10-3
4.15 x10-3
3.76 x 10-3
3.10 x10-3
2.29 xL0-3
1 Â1 v1O-3r.vr 

^ 
IU

1.04 x 10-3
6.13 x10-a
3.48 x10-a
1.91 x 10-a
1.04 x10-a
6.26 x 10-5
4.28 x 10-s
3.3i x l0-s
2.91 x 10-s
2.91 x 10-5
2.81 x 10-5

1.01 x 10-
7.37 x 10-5
7.05 x 10-5
6.37 x 10-5
5.25 x 10-s
3.87 x 10-5
O 7f .. r 

^-.5¿. lr ,,(-u., -

1.76 x10-5
1.03 x 10-5
5.86 x 10-6
3.22 xl,0-6
1.74 x10-6
1.05 x 10-6
7.i8 x10-z
5.55 x 10-7
4.88 x 10-7
4.88 x 10-7
4.72 x70-7
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Zone noCr 52Fe saFe bbNi

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

T2

13

T4

15

16

L7

18

9.97 x 10-3
1.04 x 10-a
1.00 x 10-a
9.08 x 10-5
7.54 x 10-5
5.62 x 10-5
3.98 x 10-5
2.61 x 10-5
1.55 x 10-5
8.90 x 10-6
4.93 x 10-6
2.69 x 10-6
1.63 x 10-6
1.12 x10-6
8.63 x 10-7
7.60 x 10-7
7.60 x 10-z
7.34 xL0-7

T.7I
1.61

1.55

t.44
1.23
9.52
7.02
4.77

2.94

t.74
9.88

5.50

3.39
2.33

1.81

1.59
1.59
1.54

x l0-z
x 10-3
x 10-3
x 10-3
x 10-3
x 10-a
x 10-a
x 10-a
x 10-a
x 10-a
x 10-5
x 10-5
x 10-5
x 10-5
x 10-5
x 10-5
x 10-5
x 10-5

5.08 x 10-r
6.07 x 10-s
5.81 x 10-5
5.25 x 10-s
4.32 x 10-5
3.19 x10-5
2.23 xl}-s
1.45 x 10-s
8.52 x l0-6
4.83 x 10-6
2.65 x 10-6
1.44 x 10-6
8.67 x 10-7
5.92 x 10-z
4.58 x 10-7
4.03 x 10-7
4.03 x 10-7
3.89 x 10-7

1.35 x 10-r
1.62 xl0-2
1.55 x 10-2
1.41 x 10-2
1.18 x10-2
8.84 x 10-3
6.28 x 10-3
4.12 x10-3
2.44 xL0-3
1.39 x 10-3
7.66 x l0-a
4.15 x10-a
2.51 x 10-a
1.71 x 10-a
1.33 x 10-a
1.17 x10-a
1.17 x10-a
1.13 x10-a

Table 4.3: Model 10 HMM (ave) Abundances by mass
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